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HUSKER DU - Zen Arcade 
2xLP,SST 027,$10.00 

MORE NEW RELEASES 

MINUTEMEN - Double Nickels 
On The Dime 
2xLP,SST 028,$10.00 

BLACK FLAG - Live ’84 (CASS,SST 030,S8.00) 
SACCHARINE TRUST - Surviving You, Always (LP, SST 024,56.50) 
SAINT VITUS (LP,SST 022,56.00) 
MEAT PUPPETS - Meat Puppets II (LP.SST 019,56.50) 
BLACK FLAG - My War (LP/CASS.SST 023,56.00) THE STICKERS OFF OUR BUMPERS (4" x 5", 50<r) 
HUSKER DU - Eight Miles High (7”,SST 025,52.50) BLACK FLAG - Slip ,«In 

THE SHIRTS OFF OUR BACKS (med., Lrg., xlrg.,$9.00) ^SKERDU 

BLACK FLAG - Slip It In (color T-shirt) MEAT pUPpETS 
HUSKER DU - Zen Arcade (color T-shirt) SACCHARINE TRUST 
MINUTEMEN - We Jam Econo (color T-shirt) SAINT VITUS 
SACCHARINE TRUST - Surviving You, Always (color T-shirt) 
SAINT VITUS (black T-shirt) 
MEAT PUPPETS (black T-shirt) 

MAIL ORDERS PRICES ARE POSTPAID IN U.S.A. 
MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO 
SST RECORDS, IN U.S. FUNDS 
CANADIANS ADD $1.00 PER SHIRT OR LP/CASS ($2.00 per 2xLP 
OVERSEAS ADD $2.00 PER SHIRT OR LP/CASS ($4.00 PER 2xLP) 

NOW YOU’RE TALKING! 
P.O. Box 1, Lawndale CA 90260 

A Ditch Gang Production (2018) 

LISTEN UP! 
SST Records Presents - 

RI A rv FI A r Cl- It I BLACK FLAG - Family Man SACCHARINE TRUST 
I D ,r A cc cct non £ m ° (a sPoken word/instrumental LP) Surviving You, Always 

LP,SST 024,$6.50 



"DESPERATE TEENAGE LOVEDOLLS" ORDER FORM 

check one 
VHS ( ) 

BETA ( ) 

“desperate teenage tl LOVE DOLLS" 

'smts 
§ G. 3-D 2T(*£ 

sml. med. or Irg. 

SOUNDTRACK 

FIRST 25 MAIL ORDERS TO RECEIVE 
A SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION RARE , 
COLLECTORS ITEM.. REDD KROSS/WHITE FLAG MS / 

WE GOT POWER aoi? santa monica blvd. * 

90404 

GASATANKA 
©tofvtionr wsp 

full name (please print) 

address 

I AM PAYING IN: CASH t ) MONEY ORDER ( ) CHECK ( ) 
please note: checks take one week longer to mail out 
all cash and money orders will be mailed out same day. 

zipcode state city 

"AN EPIC FILM OF TRUE TEENAGE BRATTINESS. IN ALL IT'S SLEAZY SUPER-B GLORY...THIS FILM 

MAKES 'STREETS OF FIRE' LOOK LIKE A COMMERCIAL FOR TONKA TOYS." 
-CRAIG LEE ( LA DEE DA) 

"LOVEDOLLS... THE 'SPINAL TAP' OF GIRL GROUPS." -RICHARD GEHR (LA READER) 

"SO 3AD THAT IT IS REALLY, REALLY GOOD'" -GLORIA OHLAND (GETTING THERE) 

"WOULD 3E TEEN-AGE GIRL ROCK GROUP WHO CALL THEMSELVES 'THE LOVEDOLLS'.". HERALD ZXAIIINZR 

"CHEAP. CRl'DDY, RAGTAG, AMATEURISH AND SILLY, WHICH IS WHY IT'S WORTH SITTING THROUGH IT 

ALL, AND GENERALLY A GOOD TIME.” -ROBERT LLOYD (LA WEEKLY) 

"THAT 3RILLIANT 'DESPERATE TEENAGE LOVEDOLLS':" - FLIPSIDE MAGAZINE 

THE FILM YOU’VE HEARD ABOUT - NOW SEE IT 

in a scene of no values 

where climbing your 

way to the top 

means climbing into bed 

where drugs and 

cheap thrills 

fills the date book 

where rock *n roll 

mea n s 

death 'n destruction 

WE GOT POWER PRESENTS 

Jennifer Schwartz 
Hilary Rubens 
Steve McDonald -in* 

TRACY LEA MIKE GLASS JO ROAM SCHWARTZ 

JANET HOUSOEM KIM PILKINGTON 

PAM DOUGLAS JEFF MCDONALD S. STELLA 

DIRECTED BY OAVIO MARKEV 

THE VIDEO IS HERE ! 

with music by 

REDO KROSS 

BLACK FLAG 

SIN 34 

NIP DRIVERS 

GREG+GReq 

white flag 

VHS or BETA S 22.50 PostPaid 
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FOUR 
Hello, welcome to our latest “late" 
issue. First I went to talk about 
something that is happening in L.A. 
but might not be unique to L.A. That 
is the situation we have here with 
Goldenvoice. As most of you know. 
Goldenvoice is a local promoter that 
is very agressive. what I mean by 
that is they do a lot of shows, and 
they "get' the bands they want to 
play. They bring them over exclusively 
from ,he East Coast or England, 
or local bands are offered position 
on bills with these big draw out of 
town bands. I don't know how many 
of you remember but in or around 
1970. the East Coast promoters were getting all the bands. Wire. X Ray 
pex and many other played in New 

Y'ork and never got to L.A. Now 
Goldenvoice is giving us the opportunity 
to see bands - but - with money that 
bands like the Subhumans make in 
L.A. they can carry a tour all the 
way to the East Coast. But then again 
bands like the Toy Colls. Abrassive 
Wheels. One Way System were treats 
that only us West Coasters got - and 
that was due exclusively to 
Goldenvoice. 
Ok. so Goldenvoice are ok. Well I 
really don't like going to the Olympic 
to see gigs. I'd rather go to a club, 
those big halls are just so massive 
and inpersonal. But. I can see that 
is the only place that can hold the 
people. So Goldenvoice is still ok? 
Well I know a lot of people have some 
real personal gripes against them, 
and there are a lot of people in that 
organization. I've heard they steal 
flyers from competing shows out 
of stores - but I am sure that is not 
Goldenvoice policy, but maybe the 
tactics of some individuals. So what 

FLIPSIDE FANZINE \ a 
P.O. BOX 363 

WHITTIER. CA. 90600 USA\^f 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ♦ <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
> $8 for *1 issues (U.S.. Mexico, and 
Canada ($5 if you send cash]. 
>512.00 for 4 issues airmailed overseas. 
[510.00 if you send cash], 

°r“" FLIPSIDE FANZINE 
P.O. BOX 396 

HACKNEY. LONDON EB 4PL ENGLAND 
> £1.20 for single and back issues 
[In England. United Kingdom). 
> 52.00 for single issues and back 
issues elsewhere in Europe. 
— please let us know what issue number 
to start subscriptions with. 

BACK ISSUES 
> 51.50 each [U.S.. Canada. Mexico). 
> 52.50 each [Airmailed overseas). 
#31 - Red Cross cover with Red Cross. 
Bad Brains. Misfits. JFA. Saccharine 
Trust. Penelope Spheeris. etc... 
#32 - Minutemen cover with Minute- 
men. Sin 34. Johanna Went. Battalion 
of Saints. Chelsea. Jam. Convicted. 
Powertrip. Flesheaters. Castration 
Squad, Eddie Subtitle. Big Boys. Youth 
Brigade. Social Distortion etc... 
#34 - CH3 cover with CHS. Husker 
Du. Phranc. Hated. Bangs [Bangles), 
Last. DOA. Lost Cause. Killing Joke. 
Minor Threat. Dickies. Middle Class. 
#39 - No Trend. Die Kreuzen. Stretch 
Marks. Stalag 13. Pushead. ANWL, 
G.I.. SVDB. UBH. Kraut. Confederate. 
A.O.F.. Twisted Sister. Emitt Rhodes. 
Decry. Alec Mackay and more. 
#40 - MIA/Agression cover, with 
MIA. Agression. White Cross. Angst. 
Sado Nation. CFA. Ribzv. Skoundrelz. 
Suicidal Tendencies. John Crawford. 
#41 - Suicidal Tendencies cover. 
Iconoclast. Toxic Reasons. Dicks. 
Code Of Honor. Toy Dolls. John Doe 
(X). ASF. Killroy, Allied. Jello Biafra. 

am I bitching about? It's the bands. 
The bands are getting real shitty 
attitudes when it comes to playing 
one big show - or playing the club one big show - or playing the club 
scene. 
Fer instance - Mike Brennan will 
cite that it is because he was unable 
to book headlining acts as a partial 
reason why he had to close the Cathay. 
There are a number of reasons why 
somebody might not want to play 
there but ir GBH. Exploited. UK 
Subs etc could do a Cathay show, 
then why couldnt other touring bands 
like the Dead Kennedys. DOA. and 
others? Why didn't the Circle Jerks. 
Vandals. Fear [?). Youth Brigade. 
Black Flag ever play more regular 
shows there? Don't tell me Goldenvoice 
wouldr't let you. because you decide 

y where you play. I mean what is it 
all about anyway. You make the 
ultimate decision. And I'm not just 
talking about the Cathay, there are J 
other places to play, other promoters... * 
or are there. Ir Goldenvoice has-*- 
such a tight monopoly, what happened * 
when they took 7 weeks off this 
summer? There were no big shows. 
And the big bands just sat on their v 
hands waiting for them to get back * 
into action. Where's all the promoters? * 
They are there, and they are doing 
good shows. 12XU. Slugloard. Selfish. u 
people in O.C. who ever they are ’ 

y and there are others. But the big 
» bands won't support them. They can't 
S meet the bands price. How much 
* do the Circle Jerks, or S.Q. or Black 1 
q.Fleg want as a guarantee? It's too 
»much for anybody but Goldnevoice. 
.But somehow I think people blame 
«that on Goldenvoice/iey. tho bands 
*make their own prices. On the other > 
»hand, bands like Sam Hain could not?’ 

get a gig in L.A. I gave Glen a lot 
_Jof numbers and no one could come k 
r up with a show for them - but 

Goldnevoice did at the last minute. 
So where are the “alternative" firomoters when you need them? 
t's all screwed around, which came 

first: the overpriced bands, or the 

“unavailable promoters? 
All I'm really saying is come on. it's 
you bands that ultimately say when 

Jand where you are going to play. 
£Don’t fuck the "club^ scene up by 
^being spoiled brats waiting for your 
£one big show. New bands tool Shit. 
< I know bands where that is all they 
Y want to do is to play a big Olympic 
* gig. fuck paying dues. A real punk 
| attitude. Suicidal Tendencies have 
x only played a few local shows in almost 

a ('ear - both were Olympic shows 
ana they didn't even draw that well. 

Afainst. CCM. Australia etc. 

#42 - Agent Orange cover. Basic 
Math. Charlie Harper. Conflict USA. 
Doug Moody. Dr. know. Gary Tovar. 
Grim. Heart Attack. Neighborhood 
Watch. Outer Circle. Plain Wrap. 
Subhumans. Subterfuge. TSOL. Whip¬ 
ping Boy and lots more. 
> These are ALL ofthe numbers 
available. Please list alternatives 
when ordering. 

AD RATES 
Full page: (74* x 10") 5125.00 
Half page: (74 x 5") $65.00 
Quarter page: (3 5/0" x 5") 535.00 
One sixth page: [24" x 5") 520.00 
Business card: (34" x 2") 510.00 
NOTE: All sizes measured width 
x height, and that's how we will print 
them. Please use black pen. camera 
ready art. No pencils or scotch tape 
on ads. it won't reproduce!!! 
Remember: 10% discount if you use 
cashl (Not money orders or checks). 

VIDEO FANZINES 
> Each Video fanzine is 60 minutes 
Iona, or longer. 
> All cassettes are NTSC VHS or 
Beta when ordered in the U.S. 
> All Video Zines are 522.50 by check 
or money order [520.00 cashl). If 
you find stores that charge more 
tell us. better yet order direct, why 
pay more? 
> PAL ORDERS!!! Flipside Video 
Fanzine #5 [for now) is now available 
in PAL (for all you people in England. 
Italy [Europe etc...). Each Video 

I 

Zine is available in VHS. or Beta 
for £19.95 from: 

JETTISOUNDZ VIDEO 
09 CHURCH RD. LYTHAM 
ST. ANNES. LANCASHIRE 

ENGLAND FY0 ITJ 
TELE: 0253 712453 

VIDEO ZINE #3: - Agent Orange. 
Amer. HC. Bio Boys. Subterfuge. 
Confederate. Darby Crash Band, 
Suicidal Tendencies, Killroy. Gary 

and they didn't even draw that well. 
« [I won't even mention how they saw 
^ fit to throw Subterfuge off the already 

advertised bill, whet kind of an attitude 
is that? It's gotten things pretty 

i screwed up in L.A. right now. Especailly 
°since there are no more dependable 
•>punk clubs. I know things will change, 
.'there are some good gigs starting 
j to happen downtown. Sluglord has 
tthe Melody Dance Center and Fenders. 
tL the O.C. people, 12XU has the 

Sportsmans Lodge. Triple M is starting 
o up in West L.A. - so it could happen. 

"• But these people have got to stay 
j in business. So big bands, don't forget 
» where you started, keep the whole 
£ scene alive, not just yours. 
> Now here's a real puzzelino question. 
i How come when a band plays a big 
x place like The Olympic [a 5000 cap. x place like l he Olympic la SUUU cap. 
*- place), a lot of people show up - but 
i if the same band plays a club only 
- a few hundred show up? I'd really 
■r like to know. 
"Anyway, that's all I have to say about 
” that, except remember the days of 

seeing a really big band like Sham, seeing a really big band like Sham, 
or the Damned at a really nice small 
club like the Whisky or Starwood? 
What's wrong with playing’ two or 
three shows? Well everybody that 
has Goldenvoice atrocity stories 
or promoters with overpriced band 
stories please write in and we'll see 
what's up. — Al 

Indiana. IconocTast. Gl Joe. No Trend. 
Toy Dolls and Dickies. 
VIDEO ZINE #4 - "Brit Boys Attacked 
By Rats" The GBH video with the 
band playing in 6 different West Coast 
cities, interviews with fans and the 
band, plus drunken craziness! 
VIDEO ZINE #5 - Decry. Heart Attack. 
Red Cross. U.K. Subs. Basic Math. 
Conflict USA, Iconoclast. TSOL. 
Justice League. Bad Religion. Vagina 
Dentata. Pariah and Subhumans. 
(Hopefully soon we will re-release 
(1 and #2 but they are not available 
as of yet. And soon #6 will be out 
featuring: DOA. Love Canal. MIA 
(Las Vegas video). Stretch Marks, 
and 10 morel). 
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MEDIA BLITZ 
BoneheadsM! We've been nice in the 
past but this time we're fucking gonna 
tell ye - next tour, be sure to tape 
a video for Media Blitz!! This show 
is Southern California's biggest cable 
show featuring punk rock!!! Yes. 
every band you can name has been 
on it and then some!! Get some exposue. 
isn't that what your tour is for? 
Every-body is welcome! Just come 
with ideas. You can lip sync to your 
record or tape if yer hard pressed 
but if ya got the time and talent 
bring in your pa and mix it live. The 
show is now shown in over 15 cities 
(plus available in the UK). Contact 
Gary Tate at (213)943-1141 to book 
studio time, or get ahold of us here 
at Flipside. The Channels and times 
have changed again or I would list 
em. check your local directory. 

THE HUDLEY FLIPSIDE SHOWI 
Hear Hudley on the radio every Monday 
night at 9:00 - 10:00 on KFJC 08.9 
FM in Los Altos Hills. That's like 
San Jose. San Francisco South Bey 
etc. She's got wild interviews, rad 
station id's, crazy news, intense music 
and golden oldies. Listen up. and 
send in your comments, she loves 
to hear from her fens!!! /-/o»'Q.y P<z. 
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SON OF BIG BRO (OR. TMORE 
UP THE BUTT*. MEOW]. 

Yes kids, it's the Day After. America 
is in ruins, having committed mass 
suicide a la Jamestown (was Jonestown 
really a CIA mind-control experiment 
that was aborted? Huh?]. America 
is brain dead, here comes Amerika. 
Of course, you all know that, you're 
"the young and the selfish", according 
to Bill Mandel in the S.F. Examiner, 
you like your Michelob with "Pinstripes 
and Rock N' Roll". You're ready 
to get down and do the Yuppie, fall 
in fine, lock-step, punch in, turn off 
your brain, you're young white and 
safe (but what about Nicaragua? 
Lebanon again? Manila? Nuke war?]. 
Don't worry, don't think, if the world 
or your rights or your neighbor down 
the street gets fucked over by Reagan 
so some fat Republican can buy a 
new yacht it won't affect you. Right? 

Well. I'm sure that none or you 
Flipside readers are Reagan fans, 
right? You did not fall for the slickest 
ad campaign ever, making you totally 
ignore issues because you "felt good . 
You are not brainwashed into believing 
that your friends are your enimies. 
that all the people that fought and 
bled so that you and your parents 
could have a chance to live like more 
than a peon and enjoy punkrok or 
skate or Michelob. were actually 
trying to mess up this wonderful 
land of ours, or that poor people 
are poor simply because they're trying 
to rip you off. 

I aid hear some “punks" in North 
San Diego County at a Reagan party, 
as seen on TV bv Terry Marine. Seems 
they were sayin' "Ya. I like Reagan, 
he's cool" or something. DUHII Lemme 
tell ya. if you know someone like 
that, you owe it to them as a fellow 
human being to grab 'em by the ears 
and shake some sense into their airhead. 
Reagan hates those punks man. he's 
anti - punkrok. anti-metal, anti-skin, 
anti-youth, anti - freedom, anti-life, 
anti-YOU! He'd love to put those 
North County assholes in jail. man. 
just for the way they look! He wants 
you on that factory line (making 
bombs), that fast food counter, that 
message parlor or street corner, 
that police force, that Army Navy 
Air Force Marines, or out of the 
way. in jail, starved, forgotten, don't 
make wavesll I voted against the 
fucker, and if you didn't you've got 
nothing to sayl I personally organized 
things that got a lot of people to 
vote against him and I'm no specially 
talented person, I just care. Ana 
I'm saying right now it's time to get 
crazy, radical, make a noise or else 
you're gonna be put down without 
a wimper. The way I see it. the lines 
are clearly drawn, and it's best to 
know who's side you're on. figure 
it out NOWII I'll make some allowance 
for ignorance, but any friend of Reagan. 
Jesse Helms, the death squads. Jerry 
Falwell. NCPAC. FBI. CIA. GOP 
etc. is no friend of mine. And if you're 
too cool or too radical or too jaded 
to get involved in even the tiniest 
bit of resistance then you're useless, 
lame, wasted, impotent! Just thought 
I'd make myself clear. 

STREETS OF FRISCO cont'd. 
The SFPD continues to fuck up 

royally and is way overdue for a major 
shakeup. This time there was a crowd 
of 1000 or so protesting the Nov. 
B visit of Casper Weinoerger and 

RODNEY ON THE ROQ is the oldest punk rock radio show in the 
U.S.A.II Rodney has been on the air since 19761 Not only that but 
it is on KROQ 106.7 FM one of the most powerful rock stations 
in the U.S.A. - in other words. Rodney is heardll This list is his 
top 20 requests from listeners (as you can see. more than punks 
listenl). If you want to request, call up 121 3157B-1067. More important 
- send in your records for maximum exposure to: Rodney On The 
Roq c/o KROQ I 17 S. Los Robles. Pasadena. Ca. 91 1011 
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RODNEY WITH MJODYM FOSTER AND A GOGO. 
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he and Reagan's plan to invade 
Nicaragua. And of course the pigs 
went apeshit. clubbing everything 
within reach and charging with 
motorcycles. There were numerous 
injuries, including a girl with a broken 
leg (they probably twisted it slowly), 
and quite a few arrests. As usual, 
the media totally blew the story. 
One TV station charged that troubfe 
was caused by "communist punk 
rockers" or something to that effect. 
They of course didn't mention that 
the police zeroed in on the punks 
as prime targets for beating, not 
needing provocation. What they did 
complain about, forget the beatings, 
was that some loony tune pigs went 
after two camera crews [filming 
pigs beating the piss out of a girl 
on the ground) and smashed their 
lights. At this point I'm sure every 
little old lady in town probably thinks 
the SFPD is a threat to society. Mandel, 
the only scribe worth reading in the 
Hearst monster Examiner, did a great 
job Nov. II of detailing all the SFPD 
tuckups of the past 5 years. Like 
I said, if pigs hassle you. BITCH. 

SEASONS GRATINGS 
The CHP will set up four holiday 

roadblocks starting Dec. 19. Locations 
will supposedly be publicized. This 
is a blatantly unconstitutional maneuver 

,/f. RAtAONBS | 
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l tO)'r WILL Ref 
*xy axxxxx xx y xxx'XMXXXXiMr' I and can mean big trouble if you're 

drunk, stoned. Mexican. punk, 
headbanger. hippie, black or God 
knows what else they'll fuck with 
you for. Best steer clear y'all. 

If you're interested in fighting the 
New Fascism, particularly if you're 
a student (although anyone can). 
I guess you can write me and I'll put 
you in touch with Students Against 
Reaganism or someone. Or if you 
wanna chat, or have police stories... 

REAGAN IS NO JOKEIII! Are you? 

li 
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^JWe know we're all a step above the 
average person. We don't have to 

101 stoop to their level. Don't ever lose 
ft, your values. There is so much 
(j negativeity in the scene, why add 

I more. Why wear the punk image. 
^ We all know we're punks, people expect 
0 us to be fucken stupid idiots, why? 
q Prove them wrong!I Show all these 

fuckin jerks who make fun of us that 
^ " hey you may think I look stupid. 

/but I'm getting fucking straight A's 
. v) II" Have you ever thought, snit . it 
'j would be the most hottest, eye opening 

sT thing if a punk gets the class 
' Valedictorian Award. We would show' 

em that punks are not fuckin stupid 
ftsipeople. We are individuals with ideas 

" „ ‘j. Come on lets show 'em 
^ / that punks are marvalous and brillant 
0) people. In my closing words I would 
'•/like to say. I finnally after I extra 
^$\year of High school. I graduated from 

1H.S. . and now em majoring in 
vn (psychology with a strong empnasis 
Mm Journalism, at Cal-State Northridge. 
3 Yes I still consider myself a punk. 
Q no I don't have to walk around and 
V, make a spectacle of myself, but I 
w do know deep inside I still look and 

feel like an individual who is 
determined to make the damnest 
out ot himself. One more thing, 
remember the world is hard and 

V competitive. not time for losers. 
V go out and be a winnerll Thanks 
ft FLipside for sticking with me during 

my hardest years of life. I'll never 
forget you. Good luck in the years 

A to come. -Your friend TIM 

□ear Flipside. ' 
To be governed is to be watchec 

inspected. spied upon. directed. 
Law-Driven. numbered. regulated, 
enrolled. indoctrinated. preachec 
at. controlled, checked, estimated.] 
valued. censured. commanded by 
creatures who have neither the right/ 
nor the wisdom nor the virtue to 
do so. To be governed is to be at. 
dvery operation at every transaction! 
noted. registered. counted. taxed, 
stamped, heasured. numbered, assessed, 
licensed, authorized. admonished, 
prevented, forbidden. reformed, 
corrected, punished. It is. under pretext 
of public utility, and in the name 
of the general interest, to be placed 
under contribution, drilled, fleeced.. -■ . 
exploited. monopolized. extorted/rJ yat'd goals, 
from, squeezed. hoaxed. robbed. I - ‘ that ounki 
then at tne slightest resistance, the 
first word of complaint, to be. 
repressed. fined, harrassed. hunted' 
down. abused. clubbed. disarmed, 
bound, choked, imprisoned, judged.1 
condenned. shot, deported, sacrificed, 
sold, betrayed, and to crown al 1.1 
mocked, ridiculed, berided. outraged, 
dishonored. That is government, that 
is it's justice, that is its morality. 

-PJ Proudhon Faithfully submitted 
by. H.H. GOULD. 1 
( Lots of people (punks ) are putting 
down the government! And you seem 
to make it very clear that to be 
governed is terriblel Who is in thel 
government, people. and who 
governs"the people" people....And 
you are just another person bitching, 
what do you want. I'm not proi 
government but I don't hate it either, 
man-kind . at this stage of evolution]' 
is iust not ready to take care of it's 
self, to bad mother government is 
a slut 11111 But then again sluts can 
love tool-Hudlay) 

To whom it may concern. | 
The other day I was over one of 

my friends house and she was reading] 
a Flipside magazine, then I ask to 
read it. So I did. then I came across] 
a article by a guy named Allen, and 
Liked it alot. Then I seen some more 
of his articles in some other FlipSide 
magazine she had and I seen a picture/}) 
of his band the Plague. I think hel^i 
is like reaely fine. I'd like to getYrt 
his autograph some day. 

-a fan Heather Mott, other! • ^ 
fan. beeky mott Allen's a fox. 

(i didn't correct this Heather's letterl) ) ^ 

Dear Al (i Hudley. r+j 
Hello, congradufations on your success! (J 

of Flipside. I'm sure glad to know\.V|" 
you and your magazine are progressing, /'j 
After 2 yrs of growing up ana getting!'^ 
my shit together I’ve decided to express) , 
myself to the individual readers andf^1 
help them to get their act together. \ 
Boy . I certainly do remember the 
days during high school when theref n 
were only 2 or 3 ppunks in the school.) J 
It was an awful feeling to walk through/ 
the halls with everyone gawkingl o 

at me. or trying to feel my 5 inch ) jx 
spikes. Who the hell are they right? I * 
They are scared to change, to be } 
different, to worried ’bout what other \ 3 
people - friends will think of them. J 
They envy us. because we had the I 
balls to change and be what we really ) y, 
feel. They are not happy people. / oj 
Phony yesll What you're all going) q 
through is a change of progression- 
a skip above it all. We are the same J 
people we've ever been, same name. ( \ 
ideas, values, etc...We now just have ) j 
a different outlook on life 'n all. [ 
We now know we don't want to be \ £ 
stupid conserative. a mod (whatever ) 'i 
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Reagan sucks! Political and Anarchictic 
bands, you're just fooling yourselfs. 

J* nothing will ever change unless you 
O’)have “something to Believe IN” 

Thanx- Durick De Pledge. D.K.D 

Pflf?EMT5, 

LA'S MViTVxXERCUJb: • Flipside. 
• I'm writing because I have a question, 

which I cannot find the answer . I've 
' been in a band for two years, our 

ly name is the Social Slugs. I'm sure 
X nobody has heard of us. Now my 
Aq question. 

why is everybody so fucking prejudice ’ 
about new bands! Since our existence 

0 we have had a total of I show. (The 
o show was due to a friend and 30 people 

ft showed up. It was in the booniesl) 
We have talk to promoters they said 
"no show, because you haven't had 

^ one yet." That's a lame excuse, it 
■5 seems that a scene is for the privileged 
X few. people in position, like on tapes 

and stuff, but I guess we aren't cool. 
What do you got to do. pay people 
off or fuck the promoter up the assl 

X I'd wish people would give new bands 
a chance. I'm really speaking for 

-qS, a lot of people. So. to all the promoters. 1 
K Stop selling the bands who have made f 
JS^it and let some new bands into the 
"3” sccene.. 
"E-Social Slugs c/o ClarK. BOX II 1005. 

Hamden, ct. 06510-0569 
f (Clark, I can't speak for the situation 
Sin Conniticut. but I do know about 
SL.A. Believe me abnds complain 

the same way as you do here, they 
® want to play the big shows, to lots 
Sof people without paying their dues f 
qj first. In L.A. bands, and I mean any \ 

band, can play the Cathay (on Tuesday / 
qknightl. or Roxannes Bar just for the ' 
.V asking. No secrets, no promoters, s' 

no butt fucks. But bands still don't £ 
do it. They don't want to waste their W 

gtime and instead just sit at home M 
Sand wait for phone calls. It doesn't ' 
IK happen that way. I have seen bands 

play a Tuesday Cathay show, a few H 
fC Roxannes gigs, an opening weekend ^ 

Musi C No oAs S 
-TOHtAS... 

PM) Pcuct WfaCfcE!) 

pWV'l fAT 
t \sTBort*rr:i>sr. Cool vjwk, 4- 

"*®=§Xool People ^after the other because of my mom. 
,£ I almost considered calling child 
^ abuse hot line, but I got scared, again 
XI’ve always been a withdrawn child. 
'£ but when I got into punk, I had 
^something to Believe in. and started 
\ doing what I wanted and my mom 

says act my agell I'm acting MY SELF! 
' Well. I had to get all of this off my 

chest, and thank Flipside for the 
\ space if you print it. By the way. 
L I m not feeling sorry for myself, or 

do I want anybody else feeling sorry 
for me. but 1 don't know what else 

\ to do. 
) -Love and Anarchy.Vicci Medlin 

SO E. Main HD. Morgan Hills. CA 
95037 

\ Boy if I were you I'd call the child 
) abuse hotline. I understand the feeling 
' about not having anywhere to go. 

especially if your scared! I'm sure 
\ you'll get a lot of letters, if not. 
J there are alot of punks to write to 

llisted in the Unclassified section- 
-Take Care Hudley) 

letter. Karrin V in San Fernado. 
(Hey. you sound ok to me!! And YOU\. 
made some real good points. keepS) 
it up!!! Study-up on your feelings^, 
and your thoughts, so you get better*^ 
facts for all the intellectuals out,3 
there who need the facts before they 
lisen tix you...Thanks for writing in. 
-Hud) roV, Mydk 

Dear Flipside. ^ 
As a writer of my own Fanzine. > 

I have run into many problems, such 
as cost of xiroxing stamps and go ^ 
on. BUt the one thing that ready 
annoyes me is when people write ^ 
in saying "Dear A the B read a brife^ 
summary of your zine sounds cool ^ 
could you send me a copie of any S 
from past or present, and that's it!!'^ 
This pisses me off so fucking much b 
because these people who write such^j 
little shit don't realize how much ^ 
time I have spent just typing to putqs 
one out (amen-Hud) I usually takex^ 
this in consideration sending them h 
an ish and adding a little note talking * 
about the NYC scene and anything Jj 
else that comes to my mind. Hoping ^ 
they would write back. I wrote for | 
a correspondance. But then some , 
people just don't write! So I would > 
like to say now that so many people -q 
have writen in asking about A and ^ 
B [America the 3eautifull. I will % 
probably start asking 5 stamps or ^ 
a SI.00 for cover cost. So next time ^ 
any one writes to any zine add a ^ 
little more than."PLEASE SEND q 
ME AN ISH-Thanx Steppon > 

at the Cathay, and then latch on 
to a big promoter gig. It helps to 
have some vinyl out too. It's rakes 
a lot of work and time. But bands 
that want to do it can leave the others 
in the dust. Ask MIA how they did 
it. then ask others why they've never 
gotten anywhere in years. — A!) / . \ 

Dear Flipside? —-j 
I'm sitting here reading all the letters 
that have been sent to you this month ; 
by people all over the country and A 
wondering why there is so much hate -> 
and anger, so much "us" and “they” fi 
in almost every letter I read. Isn't \ 
there anyone out there not afraid \ 
of the word "love"? Understanding? J, 
Forgiveness? It's great that so many ^ 
are trying to change things but let's 
put our hearts in a positive direction. 
One that fights anger • y ith anger 
builds up wails, one that fights anger i 
with love breaks them down. 
Arm Webb. State of the Union / I ' ll 

5^**1 A+ 1H£, 
— CLU85-H 

K Dear Flipside and Readers. ^ 
7 I would like to say, something about i 
v my views of punk rock. It seems to ^ 
VS me that in many ways punks are alot 
‘llike just modern day hippies. I don't 
Wmean to get all you punkers out there q. 
V get all defensive, cos' I love punk r 
li and all that it stande for. But Punk .v 

w-**r 9» r~j 
mtMH rL 
TXAN** 
3CtorHC5r 
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MYSTIC RECORD GROUP 
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WIN a free COP LP ... send us a picture, drawing or story of Police in 
action. The AWSOME COP LP has 18 Bands describing real and imaginary 
collisions with the cops...FREE do not cross strips with catalog: SASE 
DOW) MOODY MAILORDER PO Box IU33 CARLSBAD CALIFORNIA 92008 213 462 
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$5.00 pp. USA 
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12 inch vinyl from D.C.’s 

GOrHMIKNT 

GWEKAlIKiYr 
issue 

Available at many 

record stores 

or from 
DUTCH EAST INDIA TRADING 
45 Alabama Ave. I 
Island Park. N.Y. 115581 E-5J795HMdFTTS 

mfjv.hUMi’fcr 
PRODUKTIONEN 08-1640 (German Import) 
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Hi Everybody. 
* . I just spent the summer in Brazil 

and have a few comments to whoever \ 
that was that wrote in about "Anarchist 

Vi»\ against American people". When 
I. ' I was there the police shot a black » 
v' man near Sao Paulo. The event was? 

followed by a week of rioting and J 
» *was under investigation by the-v X government when I left. The police * 

man that did the shooting was on^; 
? suspension someplace. I've never 0 
\ heard of anything like that happening^ 

in this country. Shit, were lucky 
I /k if the cops ever file a report when j 
V/f they shoot somebody. Brasil isn't It* 

1 perfect (200% inflation rates, a general^ 

□ear Flipside. 
This is in response to Bob Hankins 

4^(from Paramount) letter in your last 
_ issue. Obviously Mr. Hankins did 
U not use logic or facts before he wrote 

this ridiculous letter, yet he calls O' 
Call the new people in the scene P> 
. "mindless sheep". Subsequently. i "V 
f will come down to his level and say. U 
^"It takes one to know one". n 

Now. to refute his letter: first off. 
Mthls gig would not have been possible Q 

if it not for all of our "coporate - 
«, sponsors". Mr. Hankins, by some 
t devine revelation, deduced that if 
£ promoters keep using corporate 
^ sponsors, eventually every gig will 

need them to be successful. Why? WWith what facts did he deduce this? 
Then, he states that "no band ^hat 
makes any ------ 

_, statement will be able to get the 
capitalist oi 

£e,ahy- 

Dear Flipside.^ ^ ' ' > >• ' ' ' ' 
Looking through your zlne a lot of 
it seems very shallow, naive. Most 
of your "scene" in the U.S. seems 
to be run by businessmen - Qoldenvoice. 
Mystic records etc. people interested 
in making money. What has paying 

- $8 for one gig got to do with punk? 
\ How are those who don't work supposed 

• "to afford that? It's just selfish. As 
f\ for bands like Discharge and the 

Exploited (sub heavy metal thrash), 
not only are they unimiginative but 

*■ _ years ago most people eralized what 
__ ' a joke they were. They have as much 

kind of strong substantial Qq to do with punk as Barry Mamlow. 
. the Fact - and band that charges *5 ♦ 

irs to let" them for gigs is not punk, neither is one 
Now this really made me laugh. <s that charges the same price on records 
mnitalist oDDressors...-? The as the big ripp off companies. It what 

poor kidP his obviSSsfy been reared \ people actually do that matte™ 
fk ?_-_j mircpH hv a rnunle of hiDoies. x not what they sing about. The Exploited 

£ or ' abjec^^tup'id^ty"^1 that {2P°woulS 3 
say this in the face of the history ^ 

LJof mankind's varied societies - not 
^ to mention the ugly spectacle of t 
uj todays totalitarian dictatorships. > 

11 is common knowledge that these ^ 
• aer the only places on earth where 
’ the oppression of artistic expression. -k 
' ideas, and individual thought occurs. 

Also. I might add that their oppressive 
' tactics do not exist inthe relatively , 

benign form of the refusal of financial ~T 
' support. Instead, the offer enslavement ~ 
' and murder for anyone who strays > 
‘ from the "officially approved" behavior. •*: 

3 it is precisely capitalism that gave 
, birth to the first and only freedom “ 

of thought in the entire history of 
I mankind. To the extent thet on® 

does find oppression in this, the freest V 
country in the history of mankind. r> 

L. it is not free trade or the profit motive N 
that has caused it - _ but the 

fv. unconstitutional imposition of ^ 
. government laws, force, and special ^ 
0*priviledges granted to so called j 
rO "businessmen" who use government ^ 

as a gun to force their ideas on you. . | 
T I would like to take this opportunity '■ 
' to thank and praiBe: Thrasher. Variflex. ^ 

'iJTransWorld Skateboarder Magazine. !Vision. Powell and Peralta and Madrid 
who gave their support and Qf 
encouragement to an explicitly 
antisocial, undergr 
even. in their 
movement such ai 
without ever once 
demand as to th 
concert. I would lik 

I think it's ilk.' 

Vou WAS A TALK Wl TM Xouft Sok. 

□ear F upside. -^- SU, M 
I know this letter won’t^ be printed. ^ .: Mlll, , , -> al iiMME 
but I'm writing anyway. Do you reaMv ^ mfcrRfT 
think that punk is for individuals? tejrffeyi ‘1 
Trv this one. Ask any punk this have groups that are involved in direct 
Question: “If all of your friends and V) action (not exactly smashing banks 
even some strangers commented ^ etc...] but worthwhile subversive 
on how shitty your clothes look, would Q projects jsut the same. These are 
vou ever wear them again?- Of course a minority at the moment but things 
thev would answer “Of course-. Then will get better, especially when local 
ask “Why?-. Their reaction will be X people grow out of imitating the 
something to the effect of "I don 1 wEnglish poseur" look and attitude. 

i care wh8t nayone thinks of what ^ you Can*t tell me the majority of 
h wear, fuck everybody. I just do , f English punks are “smashing banks 
v what I want-. These are mental tapes!II eC(f« can you? Not all gigs are $8 

Whv not iust say "Hey man. why don t ^ over here - in fact most are under 
h vou play me the anti society reaction \n or $5. The gigs that cost are lot are 
i Come on. can't you see that if you the ones with English bands on the 
I really didn't care about what people bill. I haven't seen one English band 
> think of how you dress you wouldn t come over here that gave a shit about 
I look likea fucking clone of the person lowering the door price at these gigs. 

HenoFlipside: 
The interview with the F.U.s in «M3.^ 
leads me to expect that the band^v 
has some pretty mistaken notions 
about "pride" in American and for » 
one's self. They say "you should be ^ 
proud of you country, no matter where 
you're from, if you're not proud, leave 
Tell that to Germans who rallied^ 
for Hitler in the 1930‘s, end who'HSi 
were responsible for the largest scale OU* 
mass qenocide in human history. ^ 
Tell that to the 50.000 odd people 
who were murdered in El Salvador 
over the past few years. Nationalism^ 
has historical links to war, imperalism. 
whatever you want to call it. And 
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first ihfressots 

^•and tells me I don't know shit about'\ 
j anything because I'm not into his ] 

<n m "scene". Fuck you and your narrow __ 
mindedness. Just like amillion more J 
all dressed up with no one to love.^ 
- don't take it our on life asshole). 

What does it all mean? This is not'— 
an essey. just as a punk is not a white . 
collar conservative. Put the pieces V/\ 
together yourself. Go to gigs when c 
bands from San Francisco play. Feel * 
the energy. T.S. Eliot says in his J 
play “The Coctail Party" ‘at every ^ 

^ meeting we are meeting a stranger4 I 
« ; This means friends, enemies, people Q 
• 4 y°u constantly judge, you will change, i 

. they will change.... Bitch sometimes. ..il 
< quit bitching all the time, punk is 
* not religion, life goes on. 
* Do something that give9 you 

. " gratification. doesn't harm others. ^ { 
maybe enriches life a little. I saw ^.n 

'i a sticker in an AM/PM mini Market. 
• + it said “Avoid rape, say yes". (I haven't 0( 

seen Cindy Neophytes letter yet. 
but apparently she is concerned with ?| 

•* womans rights - I remember her poetry Afl 
readings and was impressed with ^ 

' o her ideas about women). ^ 
■*" I'm sure we'll all agree, that sticker 

Ip ylj*. in the AM/PM is the real pornography. 
— * Ending porno begins with changing O 

attitudes. End of non-essay. O 
k Take it easy. Dolores Zombory. Vn 

/io y Lon V fcp- ■ ' - 
•* A lew idea to those that worry about iTJ 

t o war. president Ray Gun. no future. i'O, 
anarchy etc. An idea to those that! ^ 

r-Swish we can live in a peaceful world! ^ 
£"*■ without fear of war. Start very simply.| ^ £*Look in the area in which you live.. I ) 

*esp. the ugly, dirty, shitty places.. t( 
3*Get a couple of people to help clean] \| 
,/i‘up the streets, help fix up deteroriating 
_ Jbuildings. plant flowers etc. anything y! 
Q’that will help the place look better.. _ £'~*-People will see these strange, violent _r| 

*PUNK rockers HELPING OUT instead 
ilof destroying or vandalizing. They'll > 

Lv notice. Also offer ot help old or | * 
^{handicapped people [actually nayone 
) ‘‘that needs it), like mow their lawn. . 
j stake their trash out. vacuum the/*1 
. ccarpet etc. Something that is reallyf'w 

J ^essy for you but that would be hard! j 
3 >for them. They'd see punkers in general! — 
e <now as good, caring people that w i11 \ 
s. "help out and they'd see that there s 

■ ^riis still good left in this world. Maybe] ^ 
' .this attitude of peace and helping i. 

lout your neighbors would slowly spread. 

reviews in I*M2. Beauty is in the eye >r 
of the beholder. Horror/splatter films ° 
hold a great fascination for me and 
many others. Viewing them (or any v 
scenes of violence) is a way for me 
to channel agression, and to experience V/\ 
the wonderful feeling of catharsis, 
the purging of emotions. See J) 
gut-wrenching horror on the screen 
my toughen one to reality slightly r- 
after many years, but I can never 
loose the fact that "it's only a movie", 
Sure "Star 00" was based on Dorothy - 
Stratton's life and death, but the 
cameras weren't there when she was 
killed, and cinematic interpretation 
will always force even a "biography" 
into the relm of fiction. As such 
it is open to criticism. There is an 
element of safety in the knowledge X 
that what is on the screen isn't real, 
but only skillful effects. In the case <Jj 
of a snuff film [featuring real torture 
and murder), the safety is gone, and Q 
so is the enjoyment. 
In a somewhat related topic, you guys showed some poor judgement . 

y having an article about the band iM, 
.CONFLICT (us) and a cartoon about f-, 
"The Male Maco MacDonald's" in -t. 
the same issue (*42) as the very sexist . 

.ads for Social Distortions new I 
and for Pyramid Leather. Are you 

'serious about either side, or just ^ 
playing them both off? 
MDR. Death Imagery Fanzine. 
[MOR: Thanks for your comments 
on Glenns collumn. As for the other 
topic, well what we put in Flipside 
is what we usually like, especially 
if I put my name to it [or whoever 
wrote it). But ads are another thing. 
Where do you draw the line for ad 

'< censorship? If Social Distortion want 
I to advertise themselves as being 
'in your opinion "sexist". I feel they 
'have the right to. We try not to censor 
[ads although I have because of other 
; reasons, ill just say that the ads 
•in Flipside in no way reflect our 
'personal ideas or beliefs - although 
■they might. - M-FfTcXfir' r-- 

* world. I know this sounds pretty- 
5 impossible, but think of it. It is a 
V better alternative than just sitting 
laround not doing anything. People, 

jroutside of the punk rock scene will] 
T take notice and hopefully maybe! 
flit will happen. It could just be a possible/ 
)way to end the worries of war ancf] 
\start world peace. 
JAIso. do those that are for animal 
(rights and against testing stop when 
J they see a stray cat or dog? (Do 
.they stop eating meat for that 

/ y/'real adress". Get it? I hope so. it —. 
almost always works. Since the adress.^ 

. ^Sis fake they have to return it to the • 
tij sender ha ha ah. Also glueing or taping ^ 

■^1 or waxing the stamp doesn't always 
_^)work. They send the letter back to 
yiyou with a stamp on the stamp that or 

,_!seys "void if tape or glued".. ^ 

^*/v\/\/vw'^rvi<?auJ i 
i Dear Flipside: ,y- 
I, T’s This is to all of you readers who are ^ 
t, straight edge: I have been straight 
J, £vedge all my Ufa. When I was going-1*" 
sj to school all the kids had long hair t 
/..'and did drugs and drank. I used to ^ 

I , beg my parents to send me to boarding 
( "O’;1 school or something. They said no"Tyi 

'■ because they're hippies. I hate them, o 
I Everyday I try to do something that © 
1> will make me more straight edg.e. 
f . > I've never done drugs or alcohol and 
l J]ll never will. I don't smoke cigarettes 
I yji either. But what I want to tell your Ui 

readers is that it makes me sick to^Q 
\__Tj hear people talking about orgasms ON CENTRIC RECORDS 
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What myself, butnot in my country, 
is more, F.U.'s. I'm not going to leave 
it. I'm going to at least try to do 
something about the way things are. 
Through information and | * " i “ information and protest 

"nple. ^ 
cEwen, San Francisco. Ca. (f'y 

7-'fUl rhi'l^jW 
-- ft.. r» -J ** 

iting about an interview with, 
IIM3. How could you publish 

piece of shit? F are a bunch 
s. they're a discrace to punkl 
how can it be funny that Reagan 
isleep at meetingsl I really 
jnderstand how they can be 
ce?) against lesbians and 

r at the same time. I'll tell 
iat F. if you think punks sucks, 
all a favor and quit playing 

straight you so called free thinkers. § 
Now at the Adicts gig you guys whined jj 

i\“> and cryed about me because I wasn 
\ doing skin head chants and right wing v> 

salutes. That's too bad because usu 
r skins know how to appreciate our1- 
* favorite bands. So quit whining you* 
? liberal bleeding hearts. Now about w 

my self in cause you wonder. I am v 
vf a right wing conservative working*' 

class Puerto FTican Skin. I am a follower C 
o £ of that great man from O.C. Wallyjj 
\ George. He is great, ask the bass 

player of Stukas Over Bedrock Ha.£ 
£ ha ah. He speaks for the millions* 
r that think the way I do. SO beware-* 
£ of Wally you panty waist liberals. 
t Skrewdriver. Pasadena. California 

AM and Mystic [Getting the idea yet?) 
jnV Hal Thay'll probably make a movie 
JOf next. Similarities withen the band: 
J / A clipping from the L.A. Weekly 
fA which states in black and white a 
Ip.i Sid clone on bass" (well I did hear 
tJtflone of the band members state that 
i&p they wanted to be the next Sex Pistols). 
yf 'Personal arguements: to whom was 
i ^ West End Punx a joke? Not to theml 

3-° Killroy took it very seriously at firstl 
1,1 And what are they going to tell their 
Xu small group of supporters [very small) 

y when they break up? “Sorry you spent 
i your money on us. cause the band 

-* joke too". Back to the 
Lesson 3: Sell The Swindle". 

‘ "Lesson 
i game 

1 live in the High Desert. Apple 
UValley. there's not that many punks j-* "Swindle--I___ 

here but the punks that are up here (Well they arn't there yet) I 
!j\all know each other pretty good. ~TJ q; qq not play, don't give the 
V/We all go to the same parties. Well > away" Sorry guys, you've failed at 
Owe lost one of our friends, his name your little game. At least one person 
o' is Wendall. he was only 17. He was had the brains to see it coming. (Enough 
Jr>. in a bad car accident and was in at. 0f your post humous posing guys. 
O coma for about a week, all his friends tp ^ is this a homage to. or ’b rip-off of, 
I were right behind him hoping he would -j the Sex Pistols?). 
(jwake up. We told Wendalls mom he's X 4 The Musician Assassin. ' A- jO'YVT 
/ going to be ok, we just know it. But £ —-\ ^ DCj 

7*. his brain waves died, they tried to Dear Flipside: v 
silkeep him alive for 2 days after his ^ x ....I go to a private school. I'm on 

brains waves died but he didn't make - •La scholarship. The kids that go to 
T\it. I have a poem for him. and please* my school are wealthy. They are 
kJprint it in Flipside. I know Wendall^J also very trendy. They have dyed, i 

would like that. Here goes: 0 cropped hair, "tails", they wear studded 
Wfl partyin' fool Wendall broke every ^ leather, dayglo, they guys have pierced 
1 rule, always boozin and having a e " ears etc... Johnny and Trish. if you 
pNtoke: ^ i went to my school, you would walk 
fO But I just shook my head when they • Up to these rich. Boy George loving. 
L said he was dead. 3 fashion mongering brats thinking 
[,\\Hell he was just too stubborn to croak. L i "hey these guys are punk. Let’s 
F^His beer is dry but Wendalls memory t fl socialize". These kids think Sid Vicious Pwon't die or the pleasure he gave £ I) is a cartoon character. Jello Biafra 

us all. ^ I is a cuban revolutionary, and Black 
And don't get sad cause Wendalls . J Flag is a roach killer (which it is. 

^ ghost would get mad if anyone started j but that's besidethe point). How can 
. to bawl. * s we dress punk when punk fashion 
1 So don't shed a tear just open a beer •> is meaninglessl You [letters in IIM3) 
. and roll up a bomber or two. Then J — said that if we don't dress punk, how 

lets all drink a toast to ol* Wendall'st ^ will we know our worth? Well, we 
jj ghost and the wonderful stuff that ^-8 could always talk to each other... 
Sene knew. v > Melissa Zit (1617 Vine. Chicago II 

Rh We'll never forget you Wendall. . . , • . . 
Love Debbie. Peliciea and Thersa 3 • PS: You said I was afraid tc 

►J PS Hanq in there Robbie and Joey nonconform, well let me tell yot 
>0 and Jerry, you still have us don't _V just from my talking to the phonies 
tv-r-s’C they know I'm different and stanc 

out in the crowd. I'd be conformint 
if I grew a tail and if I bleached m^ 
bsir.-, . 1 {j 

joke too' 

I After reading your article on the! 
* Exploited in FS#43 I felt an oposing 
5 viewpoint was needed. I saw the 

"•s. Expolited when they played in 
y Providence Rhode Island this past 
°a July. From the moment they got 

on stage. Wattie spent most of his 
C' time spitting beer and throwing beer 
c at the crowd. When some of the 

drenched members of the audience 
retaliated by tossing beer at the 

3 band Wattie hit the offending parties 
j>s. with his microphone. This was done 

mostly by swinging the mic wildly 
into the crowd, though at least once 
I saw Wattie smack someone directly 
in the face with the microphone. 
At one point, he tore a girls shirt 
off. Luckily someone near her gave 
her a replacement. Wattie provoked 
numerous fights with members of 
the audience. Things were getting 
way out of hand. Tne owner of the 
club fearing a riot was about to start, 
came on stage and said the show 
was over. This did not sit well with 
the Exploited. They headed for the 
dressing room, and tossed a smoke 

O bomb out into the club. Chaos ensued. 
\ At many other clubs, an evening 

like this would have ment the end 
LU of hardcore shows. Fortunately, the 

club owner is way cool and continues 
li to book hardcore. Wattie played himself 

to be an asshole. Anyone who admits 
he is "always fucked up" when he 

<4 ! performs, and is such a dick, should 
£Tv be iqnored. So the next time the 

1 ^ I r~_I —. ^J nln., nnne iinn eawa wnnrcalF 

KILLROY EXPOSED 
After reading your interview with ✓ 
them (#41). I realized some amazing V 
coincidences (?) going on right under 
our very noses. Pun out your old . 
battered copy of "Rock and Roll 
Swindle". Right on the inside cover 
it says "Lesson 2: Establish the name . 
Sex Pistols", right? Killroy established k~ 
their name first and then formed 
a band. They even printed "establish 

vthe name" on one of their flyers. ^ 
In my copy of Swindle there is a track , 
listing sheet with various slogans 

'from the movie on it such as “Believe f— 
"in The Ruins". And wonder of wonders. 
'’what is the name of Killroy's upcoming 
>e.p.? (I’ll let you guess). Check the 
,Upstart Records ad if you're left ^ 
• confused. They even had the nerve 
’to put "Never Mind The Bullocks. 
'Here's KILLROY" on the t-shirt of , 
‘one of the characters on the first 
•single. About their arguement with 
Mystic: I don't know any of the details. C 

‘but I did hear it rumored that they 
.were working on a parody to the 
tune of E.M.I. -about Douq Moody 

• 5UIIIC . ailU muiicy a. .w. ' 

» J.^r^gs. Jffflf 
\3 (Hey J. Briggs: I'm sure everything 

you say about Wattie is true! They 
^ did practically the same thing at 
r- the CJathay and it was a great showl 

The Exploited are a very agressive 
live act. some people like it that 

^ way, some people like to be fucked 
sx4. up. some people like to be abused. 
—^ This guy Harvey thought he liked it 

until wattie threw him off the stage 
\A at Perkins and Harvey landed on 

his face and busted his teeth out. 
It's all your idea of fun. It's nice to 
see a band put a little danger anc^ 

This letter is in response 
complaint about Glenn Dan; 
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®were very Kina ana warneu ua ... 
the dangers of L.A. and convinced, nus that we would be safe as long 
as we stuck with them. They said . 

fS they would teach us the ways of the 
-A streets. Needless to say the trip turned 

nightmare. We think they are 
to the punk scene and 

the animals that make punk 
uou. We would just like to thank: 
Obrien. Spanky (Robert SpanglerJ. 
• ■ ■ ,1 Circle Ones brother). 

Troy. Shaun and of course 
Gary was the only one 
_-;;3 to us. being 
asleep most of the time. 

runaways out 
'BEWARED They aer not 

— — make 
more closer 

I. Either you believe 
don't but you don t 

Ok so they re 
them poor 

Christian 
mena. why 

_-jt Christians? 
also boycott stores 

think God is "cool 
dicks Robt. but why give 
service and boycott any 
establishmant? I . 
discriminate against ^ jsut 
That sucks. Do you c.cc 
that are managed by black 
shops owned by foreignors 
.restraunts owned by ll 
■ Japanese? 1 mean, come on.. 
:l bet you get really pissed v 
treat HC's like shit, so d 
the same on these bloody Cunks. Just let the assholes t 
ecause whatever you do 

change. They'll keep on pli 

j into 
>a disgrace 
j they are 
J look bad. 
s Tim C-.- .. 
J R io (John of 
\Milo. Keith, 
j] Circle One. _ 

that was somewhat nice 
‘J that he was 
* So to all you fernale 
J there - - EE' 
Mas close to God as they try to 
((people believe, they aer re 

to Satan than anything else. If you . 
.■ see a blue van with eight punks in 
/Jit and “punks not dead” on the spare, 
.tire cover, well you have been warned. 
* So just remember guys, next time ^ 

* you want your kicks on two cute 
little girls, things might not turn 

f out as good - things could get a hell 
of a lot worse! You could be charged 
with a lot of things especially if our 
parents decide to get involved. Like 
you could be charged with taking 
us across the straight line which 
could involve the FBI. rape, bodily 

..harm, contributing to the delinquincy 
of minors. and lets nc; forget 
shoplifting from all those Stuckey 
resttiarnats. and stealing tires oft 

—Hank ~ 
PS: I put out a zine called 
for a free copy send ya 
a stamp to: Hank POB 101 
Ca. 91102. 

L (Hank: Some of us thinl 
<j are even being more "pi 
Ji in your very "Puritan" Iif, 

just simply try to be 
.. of vour parents", try to 

This letter is in response to Robt^ 
Omlit's views on Christian punks.. 
He is right to a degree. The termj 
"Christian punks" is. in itself, a'; 
contradiction. Christian values are, 
everything we are against: blind faith.' 
sheep like following. and dogged, 
devotion to a god fn exchange for 
a ticket to heaven. The result of' 
these would be "Christian morals”' 
is businessmen who. during the week.: 
ripp people off. discriminate against 
blacks, jews, youths etc... and then, 
go to church on Sunday and preach 
eternal goodness and love for fellow' 
man. FtJCK THAT. 
And now with the pseudo HC bands 
like the religiously Righteous 
Undercover ("God Rules" Ip) infiltrating 
our ranks and claiming to be punks 
while singing about the attributes 
of Jesus and forbidding slamming 
at their "gigs", it's even worse. If 
these guys are so God oriented, why 
do they try to force their views on 

Lisa (Toots). and 

convincing 

fSrj-vf/ 
Bi-i&G-iii-jl 
am 

INSANEINDUSTRIES 
the HALF-SKULL 7"corap 
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5issues-$5 10issues-$10 (1 issue-5 
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5 for $10 air-$6 surface 
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(AUSTIN RECORD DISTRIBUTORS. 
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A reply to Jenny in Sacramento. 
'Punk' was and is traditional 
towards the "liberal 
side .of the political spectrum 
of the power of the federal government 
the arms ' ■" 
the nationalistic 

establishment - but this shit is more 
like getting ripped off by your brother 
- and it hurts. And angers, aggravates 
and disillusions us. We realize these 3 
things then: our righteous, honorable. ^ 
defiant friends are gonna end up 4. 
like those cunts Jerry Rubin etc of ) 
the mythical 60's - stock brokers %, 

•and greedy me-me-me pigs now. vj 
1 That people are just people out Tor 
themselves. That punk is gone (I never 

■ thought it died, now I wonder). That 
our wise elders knew what they spew 0 

us:"Never send cash 
>1" from as long as 
»r. And what really < 
I | ever bring myself |> 
scords I'm dying to L 
Byin' for them twice. t 
here the bricks are 

K. And even 
a finster by "■* 

and is traditionally based 
*■"-** or "radical” r-r 

in terms 

race and civil iTbetties but >~~r 
_ _attitudes portrayed 

P by Jenny and her skinheads appears Y. 
to be complementary of what 

-j original "punk movement" stood for: ^ 
-J thinking for yourself. Her self righteous ^ 
V skinhead gangs not only contradict ^ 3 the "punk" motif but are the antithesis 1. 
tvof individualism: a mere parody of rM 
^ the labelled "blind majority 4.1 
q exemplified by the presence of gangs ^ 
.kwithin the scene. VI 
W|t is not a hard fight that gang members 
-have to put up with because physical fj 

A wounds heal quickly and some people - 
+ for some reason find satisfaction 
i. through violence and vengence. A 
ureal ’fight" is one which is put up 
„iwith everyday and has reference ^ 
^to resisting oppression and respecting 

Flipside: This letter is in response * 
to Circle Ones gig in Tucson Ariz. 
In the summer of 84 after 9ircJe -S 
Ones performance John M. and the 
rest of his band left for home in one 
of the band members cars. The road *5 
crew came in a seperate van. Before 
we left in the van. two girls asked 
us (the road crew) if we would take —53 
them back to l—A. with us as they 
were tired of the stagnant scene " 
in Tucson and wanted to experience 
the L.A. punk rock scene. We agreed * 
to take them with us. _We took them ^ 
to their house and picked up their 0 
belongings. We left for L.A. that v, 
night. There were 9 people in the 
van including myself [Troy). Spanky. V 
Keith. Shawn. Mylo. Skinner. Rio 0 
and the two girls as well as the band ^ 
equipment. We were bored and 
overcrowded and began to make < 
conversation. One of the^ girls arid, < 
about 50 different bands written « 
on her pants We began reading some 
of the bands that she liked such as • 
"The Angry Samolines". Pubic Image c 
1 TO*. ’The Vanukers etc. These . 

thought it died, 
cur wise cldcrc 
when they told 
in the mail, fc 
we can rememl 
bites is: how ca 
to buy these 

ihear. lest I be 
"I only walk \ 

■ made of gold" 
after being taken to . „ 
the Hunker Dues. I go to see enn » 
(with one other shitty band), my mind m 
not tormented yet by this, cos It K 
was only a five after all c mon - and ^ 
see the admission is EIGHT FUCKING 
DOLLARSIII A pisser for true. And « 
the money taker at the door assures < 

t us this rock concert is gonna be worth 
■olSitl Piss on you Bubl I'll fl® RJ.YJL '* > 

to the poor in Africa, Pm bitter. 

5 ^tkanQWMatt°ssVoenantBkorSi 13. Telford. « 

(Petel^Yeah. I will agree with ye. * 
th we at Flipside (after being fucked H 

« o up at the beginning of the year) have 'o 

tU. gotten ever order out pronto. BUT. O 
V»J| there are other reasons might N 
a^T^not get your order. 1) Stuff does > 
fidget lost in the mail. We send video „ 
Vi-tapes, and sometimes they damage v 

^them. god know how. but. all we get <■ (back is the tape, no mailing package, 
no tape slip cover, just the tape which 
has our adress on it. We don t know J 
who it went to so we cant reman .. 
it. Other times I send stuff that never £ 
nets there or never comes back, wnac ~ 
goes? 2) Believe it or note people | 
ao send us cash for shit, with NO ^ 
return adress. I swear we have a ^ 
file full of orders waiting for people , 
!to complain how we ripped them ; 
off then I send back there letter > 
saying "See dummyl" 3) Sometimes 
we just fuck up and loose your order, v 
BUT. we do try to be responsible. C 
(@). When "punk" bands have to- 

human rignts as well. But. as it is. 
gratification through dominance v 
and tyranny is alot easier to deal js 
with than any "trivial thing such VO 
as freedom and respect for others.^ B ^ 
Our goevrnment (I dare say ours \ 
for I feel no obligation at all to the Jy 
iU.S. Govt.) is one of the powers in 

.the world that is one the threshold 
of unleashing nuclear enihilation 
on the earth. The only way the U.S. 

\ "Defense" Dept, [particularly Ronalds 
| Reagan) can build and deploy these \T) 
arsenals is to gain the support of VTj 
the American people and what better ^ 
way tog et your "servants" on your ^ 
side than to ignite a spark of fear cj 
in their hearts about the "damned v 
commie enemies". The vicious circle Q 
escalates until there can be no winners. Vj 

. There's a point to all of this. Thinking ^ 
for yourself means not believing W 
in the rubbish that the U.S. press 

1 secretaries want you to believe. Fear \\ 
of the enemy can be an illusion because ^ 
few people have any real "truth 'vj 
about the Soviet Union and what VJ 
is know comes mainly from a biased ^ 

I reasonless militaristic government L 
' which is increasingly heading towards 
1 usurpation. ^ 
1 Fear of the enemy or fear of yourself? 

There may be ’'safety in numbers" Jr 

they looked and their little knowledge c 
of why they dressed that way other , 
than to get attention. They got upset 
with us and the one girl pujled away, 
for the guy she was sitting with. 
It was early morning by this time < 
and that's when we got a flat near \ 
Beaumont Ca. We didn't have a spare 
tire so three of us decided to walk 
down the highway in search of a tire. 
That's when the girls decided they 
took enough of our criticism and 
decided to find their own ride as 
we had no spare Bnd no funds for 
a new one. We told them that they 
didn’t have to hitch hike and that 
they were welcome to come with 
us and we would cease the criticism. 
They were quite upset and left down 
the highway. About 5 hours later 
we fixed the flat and were back on 
the road. We didn't see them on the 
way back to L.A. so they were 
apparently picked up. That was the 
last we heard of tnem until it wasi 
brought to my attention by John 
M. that they wrote a |etter to Flipside £ v 
in response to their ride to L.A. from y < 

. Tucson. That is why I wrote this letter 
in response to theirs to clear up what 
really happened. 
Signed - Troy Stark Fullerton 
_ ik/ hey 
Hi Kids. ' sure. 
I'm writing to piss and moan about yw^is1 jus getting ripped off. Seems to me its -AIJ. 

een nappening quite a bit lately. 
Flipside's "cah campaign" is a great 
idea, but unfortunately it may be 
an idea whose time has not yet come. -tv.. folio. 
Flipside themselves have been great. '•»>> «r*«< 
so far as I can tell, in handling it 
like responsible people who really aatlej 
care. But I have, as well as many *‘J’»2.3o 
of your readers have. I'm sure, been you su 

burnt. Burnt by bands and labels who. • • .z.so 
as part of their very existence, spew ' 
rhetoric abhorring such deviousness. , , .6 30 
Worse. it's probably more , 
irresponsibility than petty pocketing . 
of our hard earned dinan. If we in • 
the "scene" are to live with our ‘ 
pretenses of anarchy etc., we should | 
assume the burden of that responsibility dj" 
(there goes "that word" again) for . 
one another. And ain't that what • ^ 
circles with "A"s in the middle's all • 
about, kids? Darn eight. So why don't 
(sorry but I'm gonna drop some namesj , . JjTJ, 
the Huskers send me my alb when _4^ , 
I send them a fin? Cos it got lost •"r£cohd 11 
in the mail? Bullshit. Why ao Black • t« kmu 
Flag/SST drink my 20 and totally • • «•«> 
ignore my (3) letters hence? And ' 
they always found time to scrawl , — 
me a few lines on other topix. I coulda .■££«?•••“ 
at least got a card saying “Hey Bucko. ■_ 
we did send you yer shit" or sumpin. •_ 
And Ford knows how many "ones" '- 
I've sent out "for more info . to no 
avail. I think all of us who get burnt . £N 
should bitch. Bitch to the culprits .73 ilMCk, 
and here in FS's letters section. I i.Kj.iogi 
mena. we expect this crap from the 

THE LABEL WITH GETS 
OUT NOW ON... 
THE ONLY 

new • bV artless: 
Also include* 
Brain's D*. KNOW, 
Ming punk 4n*nd* 
Oavt 10. Julien, -i 

AAT/ARTLESS/9G ACLIN: An 0««ici*l bootleg. n**tered in Gereeny 

from csssettes. 51 eny sound* from ileaxy band*. Ned* on such • 

1 on budget you h*v* to p«*te an your oot labels' 

ART, L!N« AT £aR*C3IE HALL: A docuaent O* the eo«t *« 

■paent in the history a* Carnegie Hall...the day they 

hk band on the stage. It*s an albue-length cassette t’ 

ft have you throwing chairs through aindoM in no ties. PH 7>« 0H.7 RCCO.D IN THE NOHLD: 
•* IN TVC NO«-D. Thi. 7 inert mo e 

■it. F«ncy iNvaof « 
to .... your fried. o.d. Tn. •-< 

dlftiret tr.c.. in .«•> 
*_L TVC SC dCCtXO-l df*C AVdiLAm.£ *T 
70U CJWf ALSO OROeX TVCN OIPCCT USI« 



Here is this months "Fanzine Of The Month" featuring THE LEADING EDGE fanzine form San 
Diego. This zine has quickly become one of the biggest and most respected zines in the country. 
Below is a mail interview with editor Martin. [Layout is by "G".} 

1. THE BASICS: WHEN DID LEADING EDGE START? 
WHERE'S IT FROM? HOW MANY DO YOU PRINT NOW? 
WHO DISTRIBUTES IT? ANY PROBLEMS WITH 
DISTRIBUTORS? ARE YOU MAKING BUCKS OFF IT? 

Leading Edge was started by Pat and me during 
the late summer of 1983. The zine is based here 
in San Diego but I don't consider it a San Diego 
zine. We don't neglect San Diego! Every issue 
has a complete scene report and an interview 
with a local band. I don't consider it a San 
Diego zine because then it would be 'trapped in* 
with only local bands and touring bands. 256 
copies were printed of Leading Edge HI, 500 
copies of #2 and M3 and now 2080* copies of #4. 
Leading Edge is distributed by Rough Trade, 
Systematic and Toxic Shock. I have never had 
any problems with any one of the three. They 
have really helped LE get world-wide exposure. 
They're a great help. No money has ever been 
made off Leading Edge. 70 cents was lost on 
each copy of Ml. With M2 we about broke even 
and with M3 I lost about S180 which I don't mind 
a bit. Some money will be made with M4 but it 
will all go to either pay the debt from M3 or go 
into financing M5. All money losses are expected 
and excepted! I don't mind putting my own money 
into the zine. I'd much rather have an 
interview than a full page ad. Look through any 
issue and you will see very few ads. It's not a 
very business-like way to finance a zine but I 
guess it's just a personal hangup I have. 

2. MORE BASICS? WHO PUTS IT TOGETHER? WHAT 
KIND OF EQUIPMENT (SINCE IT'S SO NEAT)? WHAT 
KIND OF PRINTING? DO YOU HAVE A BIG OFFICE 
BUILDING? ETC.. 

Let's see...most of the art work is done by 
the talented Jason Traeger. My mom helps out 
with some of the typing. Most of the content 
(photos, editorials, reviews, art work) is 
either given to us by contributors or put 
together by Pat, Jason or me. I do most all the 
layouts because I really enjoy that type of 
stuff. The printing is done on a TRS-80 
computer which has a word processor and printer 
(courtesy of my dad.) For the layouts, I use 
Formaline (boarders), graphic tape and 
"Zipatone" patterns for some of the 
backgrounds. The layouts are done on artwork 
boards with non-reproducing guidelines which are 
used to keep the layouts straight and neat. 
Keeping the zine neat is really important to 
me. Just because it's hardcore doesn't mean it 
has to look like shit! The first issue was 
xeroxed and all issues since were printed by 
offset on 68 pound white bookstock paper. No 
big office building yet. The Leading Edge 
office is a 10' x 12' room which doubles as my 
bedroom! 

3. MORE SUBJECTIVE NOW: WHAT MADE YOU PUT OUT 
A FANZINE? WHAT KIND OF THINGS WERE HAPPENING 
IN SAN DIE60 THAT MADE YOU WANT TO DO IT? ARE 
THERE ANY OTHER ZINES (ACTIVE) IN S.D.? 

Leading Edge was started for several 
reasons. The main reason would be the feeling 
we had of not being inolved in our scene, music 
or movement. This is something I felt really 
guilty about. I guess a few things that were 
happening here in San Diego provoked us to start 
the zine. First off there was a lot of nothing 
happening here besides a few bands, also the 
Battalion of Saints negative comments made in 
MRR that “No one in San Diego gives a shit." 

There are a few zines who are just starting 
out. "Toxic Overload", a peace-oriented zine 
just got there first issue out. "Anti System" Ml 
should be out soon. A few other zines are 
working on getting started but I don't know too 
much about them. I think it would be great if 
San Diego had 50 zines. I am not into competing 
with other zines, only supporting them. 

4. WHAT ZINE DO YOU PATTERN YOURS AFTER, IF 
ANY? THIS IS THE "INFLUENCE" QUESTION? 

Hum...good question! I guess Leading Edge 
was mainly influenced by its own ideas. What I 
mean by this is that we just didn't find a 
special zine and then base Leading Edge on it. 
We tried to come up with a lot of our own ideas, 
both content and apearancewise. Of course 
Leading Edge was somewhat influenced by some 
zines but rapidly (by 2nd issue) it gained it's 
own identity (i.e. positive thinking). 
Everytime I see a zine I look through it and in 
some cases study it for ideas. It doesn't 
matter if it's a one pager or a 40 pager, I will 
spend time looking through both of them. 

5. LEADING EDGE IS A GOOD NAME. WHO CAME UP 
WITH IT? WHAT SIGNIFICANCE DOES IT HAVE? 
ANYTHING LIKE "STRAIGHT EDGE"... 

I like the name too. I found the name on a 
computer pamphlet my dad had and I thought it 
was just too good to pass up. As far as 
significance goes I see Leading Edge as being a 
real positive statement of what the zine is 
based on, meaning that you can have a Leading 
Edge over other people if you would be yourself, 
believe in yourself, and take a positive 
attitude towards yourself. Negative bullshit 
will get you nowhere except down. I am 
straight, but the name Leading Edge has nothing 
to do with the straight edge. A lot of people 
think it's saying that the Straight Edge is the 
Leading Edge, but I never intended it to mean 
that. The name deals more with what I explained 
above. 

6. IN LEADING EDGE YOU STRESS BEING POSITIVE. 
EXPLAIN THIS. WHERE DID YOU COME UP WITH THE 
PHILOSOPHY? I GUESS THIS GOES HAND IN HAND WITH 
REJECTING THE NAME "SLOW DEATH" FOR SAN DIEGO. 

Leading Edge is based on "positive ideas, 
positive approach, positive actions". I really 
feel that there is a lot of negativity in our 
scenes, music, movement etc. With what our 
music is based on I think it should be the last 
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place to represent negativity. I have never 
been into the "punk rocK loser" attitude or the 
music and ideas which center in and support that 
title. When we started the line I guess 
naturally these -feelings and opinions came out. 
I was somewhat surprised at how much response we 
got when the line started getting exposure. 
There are a lot o-f people who can relate to the 
whole positive thing that we express. I feel 
they are the ones who do and will Keep things 
going. Not the punK passed out in the gutter 
after starting 5 fights, sneaking into a show 
and spitting on the band. Yea, we immediately 
rejected the label “Slow Death" when we 
started. 1 can't see why Marc Rude pinned San 
Diego with that label. I am glad that it's 

almost forgotten about!!! 

7. ARE YOU ACTIVE IN COMMUNICATING AND TRADING 
WITH OTHER FANZINES FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD? DO 
YO FEEL FANZNES ARE THE “LIFEBLOOD" OF THE 
SCENE? IS THERE A STRONG "BROTHERHOOD" OF 

FANZINE EDITORS? , . . 
Somehow or another I got hold of a lot of 

fanzines, either ones that I've bought or which 
friends have bought (Chris, Bad Comp. Tapes, is 
my main source for bargain zines) and I do 
correspond and trade zines with the people who 
do a lot of them. I guess I have an obsession 
with zines because they are something I really 
feel are important, but not the “Lifeblood" of a 
scene. If they were the "Lifeblood" of a scene 
then they could either make or break that scene, 
which sucks!. They are an important factor of 
any scene but not anymore important than a band, 
promoter, record label, or any one who supports 
a scene. I think we're all equally important 
and should be treated like that. I haven t 
really noticed a "Brotherhood" between fanzine 
editors, but we do have a lot in common so I 
usually get along real good with other editors. 
I still see each editor as an individual, we're 
not some giant organization, which is great and 

exactly how it should be. 

8. HOW WOULD YOU FEEL ABOUT A PUNK FANZINE 

CONVENTION? 
Great idea!!! Let's start working on it 

today. We could get as many fazines together as 
possible and since zines are good 
representatives of their scenes each one could 
set up a table and sell or trade zines 
T-shirts, tapes or records from their area 
Then there could be workshops and meetings where 
we could have speakers (different zine editors) 
and trade ideas back and forth. This convention 
would be open to anyone interested. It would be 
a great opportunity for people who are thiijking 

about starting fanzines. 

9 WHEN WE TALKED ABOUT INTERVIEWING YOU, YOU 
SAID THIS WASN'T FOR SHEER PROMOTION BUT BECAUSE 
YOU REALLY HAD SOMETHING TO SAY. WELL. 

Hey, A1, I tried to answer this question but 

I ended up saying nothing. What I meant about 
having a lot to say will mostly come out in the 

other questions, ok? 
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C O M U N I C. A» T 1 O M 

Hoy ho. here's the new listing, this time Hudley 
got the hand in describing all these fab zines. 
One the subject of that - look - this is a list, 
first of all. then a brief description of that 
zine. This isn't ment ot be not big review 
so don't write in saying we forgot to say such 
and such a ban was in your rag. come on. people 
will get the idea what you're all about. This 
is not ment to make your zine look faceless 
in amongst allthe other either, because there, 
ere in fact a hell of a lot of zines. This is also 
an active list - meaning you only get on it 
if we got your zine since our last issue, dig? 

Ok. enough said, correspond with these guys. 
If you want to know the truth about some 
city, write to their fanzines. Contribute, trade, 
join the fanzine nation, and publish. 
And - there is no such thing as a "free fanzine, 
if you order by mail. So fer cryinoutloud. 
send a least a stamp (IRC for oversea), or 
maybe even a buck for a quick response. And 
editors, please answer your mail, or you give 
the whole mail order underground a bad name. 
Ta - 

Transmission. I.C.A.. London. Available for 
SI or 2 IRC's write to :Trepidacion. Apdo.Ue 
Correos MB. Terrassa (Barcelona) Spam, a very 
small trown together 'zine about prostitution 
and se and stuff like that. . P. Orridges name 
is mentioned alot. . strange... 
PUODIN" JOE. price ? . . 2991 Alpine Ter.. 
Cincinati. Ohio. 45208.. Xeroxed small scene 
covering the Cincv scene. 
START ART • 7 free. 131 West Passiaic 
st.. Maywood. New Jersey, 07607. A MOD 
'zine .. small and to the point. Stuff about 
the Fleshtones and the Three O'clock, and 
there is a great little article on 'Scooters 
(a continual column. _ 
JERSY BEAT. Vol.3 No.3. issue 17. free. MIB 
Gregory Ave. WeeHawken , New Jersey USA 
07087. A moddy. punky number here, interview 
with The Feelies and Jersey Beat interview! 
and lots more. And some Oooley cartoon 
contaminions. 
SKATE FOR THE C OF E. free. 15- the delaware 
'zine. 8 pages of a article or two and record 
reviews. Hay. another fucking free 'zine.I 

THINK ABOUT IT. issue no. 2. 50c. 2005 Palo 
Verde Ave.. #300. Long Beach. Cal 90B15This 
'zme is put together By 3 15 year olds and 
it’s quite good. Interviews with Pariah. 
IIIRepuce. Stalin. Love Canal. Mad Parade. 
The Steps. Wednesday Week. plus, welcomes 
contributions. 
Fun and informative, try it you may like it. 
Winnipeg's. GUT ROT #3. .( formerly UNOER 
STATE) coulcfnt find a address on this one. 
A cool little 'zine . 10 pages held together 
by a stable A few interviews, (w/ The NOtJ 
and thouqhts and stories advertisments.. etc. 
ENERGY AND FREEDOM 0 1. 51.00. P.O.B. 
127 Anaheim. Cal 92B05. c/o Angle Trumpet. 
A visual awahe 'zine. short and to the point.' 
O.C.' only Punk Horticulture Mag. (Though 
I think they could have got into horticulture 
a bit more. Interesting!! Not to much for a 
SI.oo. but then again . this is a now zine.... 
DRUG LOVERS OB. 50c. a small thrown 
together cartoon 'zine. 
POSTWAR U.S.A. II. POB 0613. Fullerton. 
Cal.. 92631. A small little political, cultural 
number .good., informative. 
CATCH Z2. #3. 50c. tiny ' zine from Phoenix. 
901 E. Butler.. Phoenix. Az 85020. . This issue. 
Interview with Mike Ness. (SO). DRI. VMH. 
The Offenders, and Vince of rki. and more, 
in a small way. fun. 
THE BACKROOM BUZZ issue *5. this issue 
coincides with the newest episode of real 
qeorge's backroom. ( cable program ) POB 
724. CP. NY 12065.. Small.... 
LIVING FREE, a personal Journal of self 
liberation, filled with information, like: Ocean 
Freedom Notes. . Book reviews etc. SI.25 
and it's been around for awhile. A must for 
thoes interested in survival.I.C/O Jim Stumm. 
Box 29. Hiler Branch. Buffalo. NY 14223. 

LAAMA 9 . PL 63. 00421 HKI 42. Finland. 
(comon feel the noise zine or what?). Great 
advertisements, almost 100 pages of interviews 
and lots of small and not so small pics, all 
in Finn, (except small clipping about East 
Bat Ray's' arrest in a Australia tour report 
(in Fin) and some English Ads. 
SICK SYSTEM •DIGEST', c/o Vom Cornejo, 
POB 2301 Redondo Beech. CA 9O270AII kinds 
of poems, and feelings and art ( hard stuff, 
cruel) Excepting contributions.. Volil. 75c 
NINETEEN . >10.11. *1.00. B.P. 33. 31012 
Toulouse cedex. France. Glossy cover and 
upqrade quality paper inside. . clean artwork, 
LMnterview with the CRAMPS. Also some 
record views, not only interested in just punk. ■ number .good., informative. 
REVEAUN1 THE LIES. *2 .50*. c/c R. Omlit.p “ 
POB 127. Anaheim. Ce 92005. xerox zine 
with pro-voting information. Some tape reviews. 
This reminds me of readina a bottle of Castile 
Scad, (if you haven't try itl!J 
PUBLIC ENEMY *1. free. . c/o J.C.P.. POB 
mi. Carpinteria. CA. S3013. With one interview 
with III Repute, live reports, rec reviews, 
scene reports too. 
CATCH 22. *2. 50«. 901 EastButier Dr. 
Phoenix. "AZ 85020. Not much for ,50c. But 
Jim (the Editor seems to have a good sense, 
of humorl Interview with Greg from Iconoclast, 
(who's not in the band anymore!) Mini interview 
with Subhumans, rec. reviews... 
60 MILES NORTH, free. Vol. 1 . Roghart Prods.. 
POB 6909-165 . Ventura. Calif. 93003. (This 
is their twelve issue of vol. 1. an anniversary 
issue, you got to give them credit!!) 10 pages, 
interview with Doug Moody and some scene 
reports, some cartoons by Welsbv. 
BACK FROME THE GRAVE. #1. .25«. Again, 
not much for the money, but Jim (the same 
guy as Catch 22) seems to want to have this 
as his mail order 'zine. Small, fun. needs 
contributions. NO PLACE TO HIDE. 13. .50«. 
Toxic Reasons. Cyanamid. Minuteman, Psycho. 
Ruin, and more..Write and send stuff to 705 
Centre Sr.. Trenton. NJ 00511. 
WHO •S SCENE SUCKS ? .75. . Steve, 11118. 
Clifton. Apt. E-107. Cleveland. Ohio 44102. 
Different perspective of the scene, with Photos 
of Clevo bands, shows and clubs S kids, with 
more stuff too. 
6RCHE TYPE MORALITY »9.20.«. o/o Annie 
1494 W. 103rd PI.. Denver. Co 80221. Not 
so hot. alot of dislike for anything or anyone 
who's not like herself (editor). Annie should 
listen to what Irvine L. Horowitz said. The 
only true morality the anarchist would recognize 
is one which their would no longer be a 
distinction between what is (done for one s 
self and what is done for others." 
RAISING HELL #7. lOp. .6 Welburn Ave. Leeds. 
L516 5 HJ. England. This english zine whould 
blow away all you english poseurs in america. 
This is a qood little number!! 
MATTER $1.25. 127 Jane St.. Weehawken. 
NJ 07007. Ya..cool. slick. Cramps interview 
, and Nick Cave interview, lots of variety 
in this 'zine or excuse me. music magazine. 
Worth a dollar t two bits. 
ANTI SOCIAL. 50*. *3 c/o Boom. 309 E. 
HilldSle. Lansing Ml. Apt 3. 48933.A zine 
about Lansing, problems and threats. . aii 
the lettering is hand done 
not much for 50*. RAW LEAKAGE II. 75*. 
127 Maple Dr.. Camillus N.Y.. 13031. Great 
little Zine telling about it's scene, w/bands 
like. The Castatonics. Still Born. One Death 
Two. S.F.B.. Katsapilre: Labor Party) and 
imfo aboout Albany. Rochester and Buffalo 
NY. small record review section. 
STERIL . price ?. #4. Box 48. 5452 O.rphrdorf. 
Switzweland. Looks like a great zme.■ 24 
newsprint pages of all sorts of imfo. The editor I s°™e [T 
of this ‘zine is Andi of G.K.H. ... I Pn«=e 1(111 
TOMBSTONE, price ?. «2. , 17 Nursery Rd. ■ "" 

"XX" 
TALES ef 
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EHDENCIE 

Agno 
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Taoimv 'Nr'Maidenhead. Berks. SL6. OLAJ^oems#PERIOD »3. 75. (POB 56047 Wesn uu zuui ij| 
and 'stories and imfo on all sorts of subjects. 1 Great zine covering all tbe local news. reviews 
rertnnns. [ a bit different for s 'zine I, ya ■ and assorted information. Reoionallll 

Francisco. Cel.. 94109. . Well put tt^ether 
zine. interviews with, "XX". Tales of Terror. 
DYS. Stalag 13. D.R.I.. Suicidal Tendencies, 
well worth the 3 bits.l who could resist a pink 
coverllll . t __ 
BANG (a rock-n-roll publication) #4. $1.25. 

77 Newborn Ave. Medford. Ma 02155. 
Interview with . The Violent Femmes. Salem 
66. and "Niagara" ( l singer from destroy all 
monsters). OK. 
SUGAR DIET. #1 . $1.99 ♦ $1.00 postaqe( 
159 Gaspe Chateavguay, Quebec Can. JBJ 
249) Real catoony “’Zine. (just like a comic 
book. . Comix. Monsters and Rock and Roll 

stuff in this one...Well worth the 
r._...III! A interview with Johnny Ramone 
on."Horror Hobbies "N Hardcore!". 

3. 75* (POB 58047 Wash DC 20011) 

cartoons. ( a bit different for a 'zine J. ya 
check this one outlll @@® _ ■ 
PROSTITUTION. an exhibition by Coum | 

C.H.I.P^S. .$1.00. , 9757 93 Ave. Edmonton 
Alberta. Canada. T6E 2V8. More skulls on 
the cover. Well printed 'zine. Wretched recird 
revuews, interesting stuff on all sorts of topics, 
interview with MIA. 
LEMON FINGERS EMERGE i2. C/o M. Win. 
4646 Grisham Ave.. Long Beach, CA 90605 
A collection of Los Angeles area Poetry. 
NIEUME KOEKRAND. . c/o Albert Cuypstreat 
100-2-Achter. 1072 CX Amsterdam. Holland. 
All in Dutch, but inserted is a paper with a 
outline of what is in the issue. . Stetchmarks. 
□ ier. Annie Anxiety. Flux of Pink Indians... 
SKATE SCENE. C/o Gavin O. 1435 Walnut 
Grove Ave. San Jose. Ca 95126. Al-Hudley 
- Flipside? Ok this is a fanatic Skate 'zine. 
And that's all I'm gonna say tell they tell me 
what they meanl! Might be worth a dollar.? 
SPEED ZINE 50* issue #7. . 3104 Haga Dr.. 
San Jose. Ca 95111, Ok here's another Zine. 
pertaining to the good old skatersll 
SUBURBAN RELAPSE . 95*. issue 12. POB 
610906. N. Miami . FI 33261 . Wow. Red Kross. 
Cowboy Junkies. Flipside. Max rBroll. Meat 
puppets interviews , great zine. 
OFFICIAL SAMPLE BALLOT.. 
Registrar-Recorder. POB 30450. LA, Cal 90030, 
A must for all you voters. 
BLOOOY MESS "Ghoulish Encounter"..5523 
Montello DR.. Peoria. Illinois. 61614. USA. 
15 paqe 'zine with mostly rec reviews, and 
some pics of people like .Jonny Melton of 
Specimen.. 

YAHOOL. 15p. §4 c/o Paul. 46 W. Chapelton 
Ave. Bearsden. Glasgon. England. Well printed, 
and Qood interviews w/7bX Uncertain. The 
IconoclastsIEnglish all girl band) Anti-Cimax 
MOB.to bad Brain Walsbysin itl 
BIG CITY #8. Greatest Hits Issue. $1.00. There 
could be more for a buck, printing good. Agnostic 
Front. CH-3. Heart Attack. 
Skeptix.and much more... Z32S 
st. Bronx.NY 10469. /noon 
BOMB FACTORY II, 50* postage Paid. .(3339 
Starlite circle. Anchorage. AK 99503.) Not 
too much info., but it's new end ell... 15 pages, 
smaller size zine. . . ... 
BORM TO LOSE 15. 5 page hand printed (small) 
crazy 'zine..7406 Edenrocln, Louisville. KY. 
40258 
ROCKET «S6. $1.95 (why don't they sell it a 
even two bucks. Pro . newsprint... Bangles. 
SU.Tendencies. Husker Du. (up the butt) Red 
Rockers, from punk to pop:The making of 
BilhldoL.Lots of info. , „ , , 
DR. SMITH 13 .620 Richmond St. West 1317 
Toronto. Ont. M5V 1Y9. Well printed, lots 
of stuff, like cartoons. Interview with Ondine. 
Polkaholics. BFG's. . and interesting artwork. 
SPASTIC CULTURE .11 Vol.l. $1.00. Box 1243. 
2000 Center St. Berkeley. Ca 94704 . Looks 
like a Max "R Roll, but is more arty and not 
sopunk... . . 
CORE 93, and it's free . very good printing, 
no inky newsprint here. . 850 N.Beverly Glenn 
Blvd. LA. Cal. 90024. alot more about 
Halloween, and core.... _ „ _ 
HAMSTERAMA. #8. . 993 Short St.. Pacific 
Grove. Ca. 93950. . Special little 'zme with 
'all the punk /feeling stuff._ 
IGNOMINY 2. . POB 
091““ “ 
stuff and more, some poetry.. 
SILENCE FANZINE c/o Paul Wilson. 7501 
Settlers Ave.. Boise. Idaho 83704m . Interview 
w/ Rosemary's Babies. Stalin. Agnostic Front, 
Condemned to Death. Amebix. and more . 
Worth .75*. 
NOW 12. New Music And Art in NE Ohio. 
POB. 436. New Phila. Oh 44663 
.50*. 
OTIS AND BISCUITS. 2601 E. 20th St.. 9311. 
Signal Hill Ca. 90B06 , T SHIRT catalog. 
BLOW IT OFF.#4. POB 2271. Bloomington. 
IN 47402. . Discharge Interview. Articles. 
Lots of rec. Reviews (but they are not shrunk) 
and more stuff, don't know if it's worth .50*. 
DEPRESSION #5. .75*. . C/o Bill Board. 909 

■Upton Ave. Springfield. Ml 49015. I guess the 
Hneet printing job and the good pics would 

make this wortn 3 bits, w/ Big Boys. Negative 
Approach. . . and more stuff. 
NEGATIVE PRINT . #17. .50*. 6625 York Rd. 
Parma Hots.. OH 44130.Worth the two bits.. 
w/Dreem Syndicate. Agent Orange. Gun CLub. 
Tower of Swine, and uknow... 
ULTRA ZINE. 94. FREE. POB 222. Spring 
Green. Wi. 53588.. Reviews, opinions art and 
Interview with Juvenile Truth. 
SKATE ORIENTED STUFF *2. 50* 13155 
Corte Diego. Salines. DA. 03BO8) Good little 
zine covering - you guessed it. skating end 
punk rock. Good xeroxed photos. 
AUGEN ONE *1.7 tM21 % Wall St.. 3rd FI. L.A. 
CA 90013) Sex end death comics end graphics 
and little else. Lots of boners.... 
THE BACKROOM BUZZ «6. free (POB 724 
CP NY 12065) Imformative little music/cable 
TV zine. Put out by the new music show Reel 
Georoes Backroom snown around NY. 
PUNK NEWS 17. 50, (3745 Sebren Av. Long 
Beach CA 90000) Blatant Descent. Chaotic 
Noise interviews, lots to read end pretty week 

BULLETINB'i000. free (2510 
Bancroft Way «207 Berkeley CA 94709) Hey. 
I can't talk about this little humorous zine 
because not superlatives apply. Oops. 
POSTWAR »4. free (POB 8813 Fullerton Ca. 

192631) Short newsletter concerning the Freeze 
lias in nuclear). War etc... Social iMues. 
■UN-WRITT-EN ZINEI2. 7 (430 Pierre St. 

4710. Les Vegas. Nev. __ _ . ___ _ /eges 
127.Smell but informative..lots of tne usually 
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reviews. editorials. commentary. Southern 
Death Cult. Iggy and tons more. 
TVOR »4. T5001 (Via zezio 20. 22100 Como 
Italy) Just the bestl Every page a mind blowing 
collage of black and white graphic excitement. 
Excejlent pictures end ton9 or them, articles 
and information on everything and everyband. 
An absplute must. Great, get it. Also put out 
the italian HC photo reportl AI90 great, 

i DRAINAGE it. free (FOB 10000-06 Las Vegas 
NV 601IM) Regional and local reviews in the 

I °BREJi9T9,b^S|l&rr<WTnJiVeeVoltaire. 66000 
Pprpignan. France) V.ery thick and enjoyable 
zmi. lottsa comics. Cadavre9. Latin 
Lovers.Damian. Japan and much much more. 

Ves yes yes. 
TIDEWATER ARSE 14. free (70 Channing 
Av. Portsmouth VA 23702) Lottsa reviews, 
commentary and a great band up date for 
the local area... Real enthusiastic. 
[DOMESTIC VIOLINS «2. SI (2145 Yukon St.. 

is probably really a Coldblood ZineT???? 
SHATTER^ SILENCE S3. 50c (1010 Old Creak 
LN.. Maitland. FL. 32751) Carnival of Blood. 
Batts, and Septic Death stuff, skats photos, 
and assorted reviews. Dooley's here too. 
BLACK WHITE IM. 7 (15 Oxford Av.. Wimbledon 
Chase, London SW20 0LS England). Great zinc 
with a Youth Brigade. 7 Sec. flexi. Pen pal 
listings. Oick9 interview, also Screamin Dead 
and JFA. Reviews, news and etc... 
ULTRA ZINE *3. 7 (Box 222 Spring Green. 

enthusiastic music coverage. Ju9t get it. 
LIVE SQUID • 1.7 (POB 3364 Charlottesville 
VA 22903) All reviews and news in this new. 
new music zine. Dedicated to the region. 
THE BOB 119. SI (POB 097 Ansonia Sta.. 
NY NY 10023) New music tabloid filled with 
- new music! REM. Killing Joke. Icicle Works. 
Gary Glitter and lots of reviews & info. 
UNSOUNO »5. SI (001 22nd St.. SF CA 94107) 
Excellent zine for pebple into the likes of: 
Test Dept.. Swans. Psychic TV. White House. 
56 pages of fun and noise. 
EDDIE PIX THE HITZ Sept. 04. 7 (3369 Overland 
Av. «5 LA CA 90034) Reviews of records, 
gigs, movies etc by this guy Eddie Flowers. 
Kinda interesting, he like Pia Zadoral Hm. 
FOE HI. 25c ♦ Stamp (RD I Box 422 
Northampton. PA 10067) Local coverage, reviews 
and a Money Dogs interview. Off to a good 
start. 
NO DISCO «4. 1 stamp (77-03 97th Av. Ozone 
Pk. NY 11416) US Chaos, points of view, 
editorials, and lots of comics and reviews. 
But. this was their Ia9t issue, which is really I too bad. 
MYSTIC NEWS ft. free (6277 Selma Hollywood. 
CA 90028) One page newsletter crammed 
with information on Mystic acts. Great. 
RED FLAG Fall 04. SI (POB 30735 L.A. CA. 
90060) Magazine of the revolutionary communist 
youth brigade. But they cover punk, got a 
punker on the cover. International show review 
and lots of political commentary. 
PIPELINE 15. free (1410 Oak St. Highland 
IL 62249) Cancerous Growth, Positive Action, 
Boston, Kenosha, and Moral Crux. Good little 
zine covers it all. 
NOT POLITICALLY CORRECT Hi. free? 
(20010 Hwy 99 127. Lynnwood. Wa.98036) 
Positive he zine covering the local scene. 

I with: Accused. March Or Crimes. 10 Min. 
NWarning. Melvins. Mace and lots more. 
| xXx 97. 90s (I I Sheldon Rd.. Marblehead. MA 
01945) A killer zine. great original pictures, 
this time features: Killroy. Spinal Tap (for 
real). Void. Negative Approach. Marginal Man, 
Gang Green, reviews and all sorts of stuff. 
FREE 111. free (POB 6770 Yorkville Sta. NY 
10123) Lots of reviews and commentary in 
thi9 one. not a bad read. 
NO WORRIES »3. 95« (POB 13201 Gainesville. 
FLA 32604) Interviews with Tales of Terror. 
Rat Cafeteria, Stoned Faced People plus lots 
of comics, graphics and good reading. And 
very good photosill («2 is great also!). 
PATCH • 12. 7 (POB 238 College Pt. NY 11356) 
Alan Oecotes & the Phantoms fen club & etc. 
LAUGHED LIKE HYENAS S4.S1 (721 Kirkham 

S.F,. CA. 941221 Snappers. Sado Nation. 
Hellp Kitty on Ice. photbs. collages, news 
and it s all real weird. Grep* ———- 
TV VIEWERS GUIDE 92. 
San Antonio. TX 70212). 
articles.-* . 
NEW N_ 
54203 Will 
short newsi 
SON OF Bl 
Oaks Ln..i------, „ 
edition with articles written by fanzine people 
about why they publish. Fa3cenatina. Get it. 
EXTRA CYST 12. 50« (133 western Av. 
Morristown. NJ 07960) Lots of one sided xerox 
pages with interviews with AOF. Ruin. Utopian 
Peace Movement. No System and Violent 
Children. Plus allt he usual zine stuff. Good 
zine. 
YOUR FLESH #7. SI (Box 3107 Mpls. Mn 55403) 
Excellent two color cover by Lee. lots of comics, 
record reviews plus YDI. The Obsessed. Toxic 
Reasons, and Alien Sex Fiend. Really good 
ish. Pete is now working on an exploitation 
rock video, it should be good. Quality stuff. 
PUNK GLOBE 9) 0000. SI (734 Bush St. 136. 
SF CA 94100) Ginger goes glossy cover and 
wh't® pages, great John Snyder cover, with 
sturr about Vicious" end the usual gossip and 
photos photos and even more photos. 
CANCER IS YOUR FRIEND 7.7 (POB 7243 

moxsirnurol 
tzcmmity aeais' 
Nsmmt* w 

SN^..S9LUl,ON number ?. one dollar. , 187 
Neville PK. Toronto. Ont. MNE 3P7. Canada 
u„lPtervlews with. AOF. Personality Crisis. 
Effigies and more.... A ——--- - A article about Constuction 

nuMt&itAUbKb NEWS. 110.00 6 issues. 143. 
Alternative ‘zine. a must on anybodys list, 
if your interested in learning to be 
self dependent. 
Article on Nuclear War. The Hundredth monkey. 
. Solar energy.Great. 

REMNANTS #2. 7 (1018 S. Pacific Dr.. 
Fullerton. CA 92633) Lotesa poetry and 
commentary and clippings, which is a good 
start but it could use a little more local action 
reporting. Good start though. OC really needs 
a good zine. 
CfTY INDIAN 7.7 (45. 8960 Kempten. W. 
Germany). The German fanzine in German 
and english. This issue is a thin one but includes 
Razzia interview and Porno Patrol and Upright 
Dozens articles. It‘a free but as always, send 

NEWSSHORTS 0/9 84. Tree (POB 1028 NY 
NY 10020) At it again. gr<;at jam packed issue, 
only one pag but more info than a lot bigger 
zmes: Fanzine reviews, anti Reagan editorial. 

t questions. 
7 (534 W. Summit. 

- Lots of reviews and 
iood attitude, anti war, fun etc... 
SIC PHILADELPHIA »2. free (POB 
I. Penn Anex.. Phila. PA 19105) Very 
paper with Endprphins and etc. 
IOHAZARD Sum 04 SI (1211 G Green 
Charlotte. NC 28205) A great special 

why they publish. Fa3cenating. Get it! K 
A CYST 12. 50« (133 Western Av. 



with a Mumbles incert. Chemotherapylll 
MAJORCA tl (137 16th St.. Pacific Grove. 
CA 93960IVery original Tanzine with stones 
and Tarzan comics - no music. 
BOSTON ROCK 159. SI (739 Boylston St. 
1203 Boston MA 02116) The big "music industry 
alternative info source*, with charts. n®y8 
Gun Club. Rett. Always something good in 
this very pro newspaper. 
SICK SYSTEM Sept. 89. S.75 (POB 23B1 Redondo 
Bch.. CA 90278] Some _great art here, also 
stories comics and bits of "wisdom". 
SUURI KURPITSA S9 (HilBpellontie 2b F12. 
00390 Helsinki 39 Finland) Excellent comics 
issue on great glossy stock with Crawford. 
Lee (cover!). Worden etc all speaking in Finniahl 
Pretty wild, great quality. Get it. 
REGRESSION 110. 7 119 McKinley Av.. Malvern 
3199 Victoria Australia) Excellent Australian 
zine covering that place really good. A funny 
Detonators interview with them pouting how 
FS won't interview em. he. Icons. Riistetyt. 
Civil Dissident. Inferno reviews etc. 
TERMINALLY STUPID It. *1.50 [9293 I28A 
St. Surrey BC V3V 5G3 Canada) A little high 
priced but e great first issue. Spores. DOA. 
HOC. Immoral Minority, comics etc... 
SPANGLED EFFORTS »7.50« (IBM0 Summit. 
Madison Wl 53709) Wi sized weird weird ketchup 
in the centerfold zine. yuuccchhhlll 
MULTIPLACATION OF THE TYPICAL JOE 19. 
7 [9121 Cemino Real LA CA 900B5) Interviews 
with Ink D. Flip S. and the Creeps. Tinv zine. 
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC 113. free (130 N. Surfside 
Or. 19 Port Huneme. CA 9309 1) A small zine 
out of the strawberry capital of the world. 
Jammed with info and want your contributions. 
Mistaken Identity interview this ish. Great. 
TISSUE 15. 7 (5922 Holmes. Kansas City. 
MO 6MII0) Nice zine with reviews, colleges 
and graphics. Hand printed, tissue incl. 
FUN ZINE 19. 30. (1716 Lotus SE. Grand Rapids. 
Ml M9506) Faction pics. ROTA interview end 
reviews of all your faves. 
DROOL BEAT *9. 75. (3910 Sunset Av. Puducah 
KY 92001) The psycho zine with Drunk Drivers. 
ASF. nasty comics end fun fun fun. 
INDUSTRIAL WASTE 19.50s (Supo 9819 Tucson 
AZ 95720) Great skatezine with music too: 
Useless Pieces of Shit end Love Punks 
interviews, reviews, skate photos end more. 
JOURNEY INTO SAVAGERY *l.*l (195 Fox 
Run. Poughkeepsie NY 12603) Great zine with 
tnougnt provoking posters, commentary ana 

colleqes. Another greet start off. 
LVHC 191.79. free (BOB Eestman Av. Bethlehem. 
PA IB018) Chaotic little xerox zine 
enthusiastically covering their local scene. 
THRILLSEEKER *3. *2 (12009 Meyeheck Ln . 
Bowie. MO. 20715) Excellent 72 page newsprint 
zine covering EVERYTHING Marginal ™n- 
DOA. Minutemen. Motorhead. Barranca 
Whitfield. .Black Market Baby and tons of 

death" 12. 7 (16812 NW 73 Ct.. Hialeah FLA 
33015) Short comic zine w/naked girls. 
RESPONSE 1.7 (607 Ave. Conde. Miami FLA 
33156) Reviews and adresses. "Living In me 
USA" commentary, and Greatful Dead. 
BLOW IT OFF 13. 50c (POB 2271 Bloomington. 
IN 97902) Keith Morris interview plus all kinds 
of reviews, news adresses. 
URGL ORP *B. 75c (36-2300 Ogilvle Rd.. 
Gloucester. Ontario KIJ 7X8 Canada) Nicole 
kicks em out. another quality issue with, the 
Cult. Factory farms. Whitehouse. Honest Injun, 
civilization article, veggie stuff ♦ contacts. 
THE WORD 11.7 (I06-T919 Harwood. Vancouver. 
BC V6G 1X7 Canada) Good written articles 
and interviews with: Minutemen. Personality 
Crisis. Youth Brigade. Nina Hagen and the 
Enigmas. Reviews etc also. Good startl I 
VILE PROPAGANDA 13. 20c 1181 Union St. 
Poughkeepsie NY 12601) One big fold out paper 
but loaded with reviews and news end stuff. 
SUICIDE? NO MUROERI 19. 20p (9 Mom! 
Rd. Camberwell. London SE5 England) Great 
English zine that covers the world: DOA. 
Zyclome. Bristles. Scapegoats. Zero Point. 
Norway. Yugoslavia. Stop the city and much 
much more. Hi Keith and Dena. Be writin 

RAO *29. 50c (POB B67 Morro Bay. Ce 93992) 
Local stuff (Diablo). Reggae. V5. cartoons. 

Kl^*T*d2 50. (159.5th St.. 
Atlanta. GA 303l3)Neon Christ interview, 
reviews, good photos and lottse cartoons. 
UNCLE FESTER 19. SI (2235 France Av. So. 
MPLS MN 55916) Interview with Suicide 
Commando Chris Osgood, lots of commentary, 
comics and reviews. Plus a Lee chainsaw 

SnV<THE CITYII2. 50c (3055 Black Hills Or.. 
Boise Idaho 83709) Great original photos with 
stuff on Shades of Gray. Faction. Pariah. 
Personality Cult also good commentary and 
local news., like Septic Death Broke up etc...... 
PUGGSLY ?.? (2235 France. MPLS MN 55916) 
a little newsletter ish that comes out while 
you're waiting for the next Uncle Fester. 
Instead oF a magazine vm *32 .7 (pob 
806 Willimantic CT 06226) Small anarchist 
zine with lots of "Political" reeding. 131 was 
thier special punk issue, pretty qooO. 
IDENTITY 13. free (16620 Daisy Av. Fountain 
Valley. CA 92708)Verv short reviews and comics 
oaae. Featuring Brian walsby. ta dalll 
SUBURBAN MUCKRAKER M. 30* t®?14. 
Appleseed Dr.. Cincinnati. OH 95292) Musical 
Suicide interview, tons of gig and record reviews 
and some "political" thought byTommy Rot. 
SLUDGEHEAP 19. free (138 NE lllth St.. 

Miami Shores. . -- —. — ,—e- 
of fun and happiness and sludge, mest be free. 
CLUBFOOT 16.7 (9155 Warwick Bl.. Kansas 

FLA 33161) Six page 
st be 

collage 

.. Bl. 
full of some City. MO 691II) A little 

pretty interesting graphics. . 
SINGLE TRACK 17.7 (36 Rue Maimontel. 
1900 Brive France) Tapp and record 17] label 
and distribution £» fanzine. All in Frence ao 
I can't tell you more than 
LE EMONIAQUE ?.? IB. 

that. 
77312 

Marne La Vallee. Cedex 2 France) Pretty good 
french punk zine featuring Wunderbach. and 
Teddy Boy plus reviews and etc. 
NOVUS I2l.tl (POB 152 Honolulu Hi 96810) 
Hawaii new music publication. Ipcal news, 
reviews, reggae. B*ack Uhuru. Icicle Works 
and lots more. Nice production. Not punk. 
EYE RATE FACTION HI. 50* [4700 Keele 
St. Downsview. Ont. M3J IP3 Canada) Articles 
on Toxic Reasons. Suburbia.Exploited. CH3. 
plus reviews and fanzine stuff. 
FACTSHEET FIVE III. *1.50 (*♦ 1 Lawrence 
St.. Medford. MA 02155) Still the zine of 
crosscurrents end crosspollination. Lots or 
publication reviews. “Penned In" by Shane. 
Seir Reliance Tips, and lots of other good 
reading as usual. _ , _ 
BUFFALO 12. ? (4004 John Lynde Rd.. Des 
Moines. Iowa 50312) Very comprehensive zine 
by a 15 year old punk (also in a banal J. 
commentary, comics and reviews. Enthusiastic 

GENOREAU DYCUS ?.? (POB 904 Santa Cruz 
CA 95061) Art zine I cna't make heads or tails 
of. But you might if you dare.__ 
POINT BLANK «7. ? (BDN. POB 90312 San 
Diego. CA 92103) Informative and provocative 
"anarchist no-weve monthly". A great read. 
BRANO S7.60* (POB 35533 Sta. E. Vancouver. 
BC V6M 4GB Canada) Little zine but packs 
em in: DOA. Freeze, NOTA. Red Tide. CH3. 

plus reviews and all that stuff. 
PROTEST AND SURVIVE i6. 100* (3623 Adeline. 
Emeryville. CA 94608) Very good humanitarian 
zine. "Thorn - EMI" article, voting. BART 
and other worthwhile commentary & info. 
REVEALIN DA LIES •!. 50* (POB 127 Anaheim. 
CA 92005) Up from ish AA to II. more rad 
commentary, collages end reviews. 
THE PIECE OF SHIT 15. 7 (18812 NW 73rd 
Ct.. Hieleh. FL 33015) Short newazine. 
commentary and reviews ont he local FLA 
scene. ... 
UNKNOWN CRIME «2. *1 (014 S. 9th St. Phils. 
PA 19147) Good neat well thought otu zine. 
Featuring: OBsessed. Huskers. VA. FOO. 
Meatmen photos. Negative Approach, reviews, 
and lots more. A really good zine and only 

FABBRO 116.? (Oept. of English 1215 Patterson 
Office Twr.. U of Kansas. Lexington. KY 40506) 
Poetry, art and fiction in a very neatly put 
toqether booklet. Not punk rock.. 
LOOMPANICS UNLIMITED This is not a fanzine, 
but a book catalog. They sell very punk books 
and all of you punka into fucking the system 
should definitely write these people. 
THE BIG TAKEOVER #17. 40* (249 Eldridge 
St. • 14. NY NY 10002) As usual. Jack jam 
packs his zine with reviews, news end 
information like nobody else. Lets not forget 
his editorials, of which there ere a lot in this 
issue. Everybody should have the Big Takeover. 
FUN STUFF 7. 2 stamps (0391 Squires Ln.. 
Warren. OH 44404) Great skate zine. with 
a JFA interview ta bootl Hey Garth, hope 
we got this to ye this timel Cheers. 
KILLER • fucking 5. I fucking dollar (04 Eldridge 
#5. NYC 10002) Lots of big pictures (Virus. 
\ Jap. Test Dept. Einsturs. plus real unique 
record reviews. A pioneering zine... Sorry 

id you in L.A Thurston.... we missed you i 

CHAOTIC NOISE PLAIN WRAP (PHOTO: KATS) 





real original idea. The music 
good Flipper, chugging along at 
as their van probably goes wi 
happily depressing smirk lyrics, 
best records and one rr m..r r 
sounds good. [All 

THE F.U.-S “ 
(Gasatanka) 
metal punk, 
time ^ 
'.ound. great package, 
even better version i 

■Do We Really Want To Hurt You 
Heavy. heavy bone crunching 

these guys are out having a great 
playing mood music tc rage by. Great 

qreat package. But the putts do an 
-(i better version of “Warlords here than 

on'the Flipside Ipl Grrrrr. [All 

GRIM “Getting Revenge In 'Meries' (MysticJ 
As the name suggests, they do sing about gnm 
subjects, but these guys are no gloom/doom 
band. They have a slower than thrash sound, 
lottsa bottom end and plenty of songs expressing 
teenage concerns. Quite a strong debut for 
a band still cutting its teeth at parties. (All 

GAY COWBOYS IN BONDAGE “Owen 
MArshmallow Strikes Again (Sublapse POB 
610906 Miami FLA 33261) A fun record yfh 
song titles like “Big Fat Baloney Sandwich 
and9“Fist May Follow'1. Kinds sound like trashy 

CHRIS D. ANO THE DEVINE HORSEMEN 
■Time Stands Still" (Enigma) Yep. that 
unmistakable squeeky. growly abrassive throat 
of Chris D. chirps out some eerie rock ballads 
here Unfortunately the hard rock (punk] edge 
of previous efforts is cluttered by all kinds 
of "production* - keyboards, acoustic guit8r. 

Aberdeen. Candiac Quebec J3N ^Li uanaaaj 
Real slick package and cleanly produced sound, 
aood playing with a dose of the speed metal 
at times - altogether not too original, but 
we shall see what this develops into. (Al) 
nonuP OF INDIVIDUALS “The 
SelloutVOestroyer of Fun“ (POB 528200 
Chicago III 60652) Oecent punk, almost pop 

sounding tunes but kind of dry production - 
this chugs along but is not an immidiate favorite. 
(Al) 
THE HAGS (2M272 Mimosa. Laguna Niguel. 
CA 92677)(Cassette) Fast stuff with no anger, 
slow stuff kinds like TSOL just before Jack 
left but with more of a 60's psychedelic feel. 
I'm not to impressed but I hear live this band 
is something to see. I'll see. (Al) 
HONEYMOON KILLERS [Fur POB 20898 NY 
NY 10009) Hey. since these guys (and two 
girls) are my best friends, this is a good review. 
This is scary stuff, recorded under a butcher 
shop, and sounding real knife murder intense, 
on the edge and down right voodoo at times. 
For Cramps. Swans and Misfits fans, although 
this does not sound like any of em. I Al J 

HOLY TERROR (2449 Normandy Dr. SE Grand 
Rapids. Ml 49506) (Cassette) This demo sounds 
real good and has a slight metal edge lyou 
might be reminded of Dr. Know] Prodigal 
Son" and "Ole* and "Close Call" are more punk 
sounding songs. It's great. 7 songs are on this 
tape, al? are good. 103 
JUNIOR ACHIEVMENT "Fade To Black" (Xsonic 
POB 2*4034 Tempe AZ B52B2] Excellent 10 
song Ip of mid speed guitar punk (some 
interesting solos), singer Jon reminas me a 
lot of Jack (TSOL days) but doesn't quite have 
the range. The lyrics could be from the same: 
"Medusa'’. "Black Widow*. "Snuffed" etc. those 
titles will give you an idea. Greap Ip. (Al) 

KOR PHU (Roy Records) Real dreamy, smooth 
flowing disc here - like the Minutemen when 
they're warmed up. but with a different singer 
or maybe Jeffery Pierce with a jazz band, 
nono no. They're different. It's like Greg Ginn 
guitar, but no not like Black Flag, hey you II 
nave to check this one out. (Al) 
LETHAL GOSPEL "Penetrating Tales" (2440 
16th St. 0 1 BO. SF CA 94103) Moody, meandering 
60's style SF psychedelic music with a very 

Diary of A Love 
Brodrick St.. SF 
z to the dogstar 
Death, blood * J 
C2D have gi 

knuckles "and are a full fie 
‘ fans take note. LA IJ 

Song ep' 

CONDEMNED TO DEATH 
Monster’ (Land Mine 40' 
CA. 94117) Zoned out music 
that lives in peoples minds. C 
tortured guitars. Ye gads C 
hair on tneir :- 
"B" splatter bandl Misfit 
COCKS IN STAINED SATIN "I 

Muhlher 
‘w..a tUwe 
W. Germany) 
German. One 

_ supposed to 
you're drunk, which is a stop 

to a full spped thrasher. 
rM) 

Break fast"/"Turn 
__ _ " rock and roll. 

a great 60's touch tKere with the organ - good 
clean production makes this a real pleasurable 
disc, hmmm Doors, that's what I could compare 
it to. no maybe the Seeds ?!?!?! (Al) 

CAPITLE "Error" (POB 7168 Albany NY 12224) 
(Cassette) Big muff guitar sound with gruff 

Heberer. Muhlstr. , _.. 
Competant thrash, all sung in i 
side thrashes one side you are 
listen to while J ‘ 
start, pub sing a loni 
Fun fun fun. A sixer please. 

CUNTS LIVE "Apocalyptic _ 
Of Night" (Disturbing) Good ol 

... Pity" (BCR 2329 
10469) 4 bands. Ultra 

“‘J, One Rules" 
Armed Citizens are 

“’Make Sense", 
a grinding, echoey 

BIG CITY "Don't Want No 
Vance St. Bronx. NY TT 
Violence with the anthemjc No 
a great speed thrasner. 
pushing rad speed metal with 
Unjust play In Shape1'. - . - 
blast and No Control slow it all 
with a driving punker. A great ep 
NY bands. [Al] 

BLOOO ANO ROSES _ 
Tapes 96 Bougham Rd.. 
EB) (Cassette) This is a 
look at a lot of B&R's stuff. 
Covers ("Louie. Louie". "I'm 
Man") and originals. Mid tempo 
with a great sounding f»...-iw- 

CO MIX (Bahnhofstr. 12. 7272 Altensteig 1. 
West Germany) ICassette) Psychotic stuff 
here, opens with a fast organ medley of Xmas 
songs, then on to synthesizer drone, moaning 
and groaning, loops, dialogue, old music, 
weirdness, fun and it sound good too. lAU 

OORPUS DELICTI “The Joy Of Living" (Mystic) 
A pretty good ep exploring the post punk,sou,lIlsj 
you can tell they were probably influenced 
by the likes of Joy Division. If that your thing, 
check out this release by a local just as good. 

(Al) 
CHANNEL 3 “Airborne" (Enigma) Wow. 12 
ep. 4 songs, picture on the back looks ike 
some haircut group, or the Alarm, now ets 
dig in. ahhh. refined CH3. sounding a lot like 
tne Clash with Mick Jones sinoing. ^Slower 
mroe accessible - God. if this doesn t get major 
attention I don't know what will, these guys 
blow away their influences (Al) 
CHRONIC DISORDER "7 Inch" (Chronic. Disorder 
Ltd.) The first song "I See Red" is a little Minqr 
Threat sounding (so is the title), but then again 
the other side has a basic punk rock sound. 
Real l^ud guitar and lots of noise. Good H.u. 

'Life After Oeath" (96 
Hackney. LOndon 

real comprehensive 
"" live and studio. 

Waiting For My 
mood rock 

female vocalist. CAl) 

’Dead Drunk; 
consistan1 1 (13th Story) More ------ 

it Ip.more overall rock and roj 
kick ass covers ("Connection 

----“j from his heart anc 
_ 3 taming about, no acting here 
with unrehersed spontamety (that 
who are very capaOle musiciansJ 

- .... _ __ ("Connection" 

■benefi t thihk Eddie has a lot of soul caus, 
this old drunk/iunkie sings from h'S *“rt anJ 
knows what he's talking about, no acting here 
and he plays with unrehersed spontamety (tha 
is the oand. who are very capable musiciensi 
Yo. something different, (al) 
FUTILE EFFORT "What‘9 The Use" (1 1 Btueqras 
□r. Trenton NJ 08638) (*2 Cassettej So™ 
pretty interesting lyrics here ° 
Mad Meg.l) sung to noisy thrash, and som 
slower rock. A real garage production. IAIJ 

FLYING COt 
La Palma. 
•psychedelic" 
worth it. (Al) 

FLIPPER "G 
jacket cover 
together of 
graff ittied. 
of the band r.-- 
in their vanl! But hey. 

:A 90623) Clean, pop. neo 
stuff, only two songs, hardly 

(Subterranean) Great 
. a cut out and paste 
van all painted and 

:k you get cut outs 
hey can have accidents 
they keep smiling. A 



music. Big names we're calkin: Naked Raygun 
(excellent stuff here, their best yet). Effigies. 
AOF. ROTA. Big Black. Savage Beliefs. Nadsat 
Rebel, and Out of Order. Very solid, highly 
recommended Ip. (Al) 

MISFITS "Die Die My Darling" (Plan 9 POB 
Ml200 Lodi. NJ 07644) A bit of a stingy release 
here, only 3 songs from live recordings. These 
a of course live favorites like “Mommy...", 
this record is for fans, for others check out 
the Misfits excellent Ip's. [Al] 

MEAT JOY "Americas Entertainment 
Nightmare" (3801 Tower View Ct.. Austin 
Tx 78723) You might call them an art band, 
um. this is a very informal mixture of all kinds 
of music from folk to punk to experimental 
using MO different instruments from guitars 
to exit signs. A great party record!!!! [Al] 

MALEFICE "Overboard" (DSI POB 34B Dunn 
Loring VA 22027) (Cassette) Way 1 distorted 
fuzz power chords churn out this "evil" H.C. 
thrash. Interesting sleeve art and lyrical 
concepts. Where will they take this???? (AJJ 

MAD PARADE "Mad Parade" (Important) Thisl 
group has finally finally finally got their very 
own album out. And it* is killer. Some great 
original songs here, and one cover "On Tin 
Soldier”. It'9 about time someone did that 
song in a modern style - very touching, end 
very appropriate. M.P. have a very powerful. 
70's punk sound. that is somehow really 
refreshing yet very familiar. Great singing 
and playing here. Destined to be a classic. 
(Al) 

MASSACRE GUYS "Behind The 8 Ball" [Toxic 
Shock) The Massacre Guys aer god head material, 
these guys shred shit outtheir socks, this record! 
is a must have. This 7 inch has 6 songs on it 
[almost a song an inch), all are very creative.. 
"The Oevils Slide" and "Web of Hate" stand) 
out. "The Most Veterans" has a different view 
of war than most war songs. The production 
tends to be a bit light but overall a great record. 
(O) 
MIDNIGHT XMAS MESS (Midnight POB 390 
Old Chelsea Sta. NY 10011) A bunch of Santa 
Songs featuring: Wednesday Week. The Point. 
Cheapskates. Justin Love. Johnny Rabb, 
Dogmatics. Plan 9. Yard Trauma. Nadroi & 
WoTrats. Suburban Nightmares. The Trufles. 
Screamin Jay Hawkins and the Drooga. Mosty 
60's style music for easy listening at Xmas. 

MORTAL MICRONOTZ "Live Rec. of Video" 
(Fresh Box36 Lawrence. KS 660M4) Not a bad 
sound here for a video dub. Grinding fa9t wall 
of sound from these mid westerners. (All 

MILLIONS OF DEAD CHILDREN "Chicken 
Squek" (R Radical). Fantastic info packed 
package offering arguements for vegetarianism. 
I feel this is one of the most important protests 
an individual can make, and MDC help inspire 
me (over a year ago) to become a strict veggie. 
This country flavored ditty reminds you tnat 
youare eating your friends, amoung other things. 
A very important release. B/w "Death of A 
Nun" and Kleptomaniac", two more thought 
provoking thrashers. (Al) 

MOD FUN "Happy Feeling"/"l Am With You" 
(New 131 W. Passaic St.. Maywood. NJ 07607) 
Yeah it's "Mod" but really more like old upbeat 
Brit invasion stuff. Good playing with a nice 
rough fuzz edge. [Al] 

NARTHEX STRUCTURE (5024 W. Woodley 
Rd.. Oxnard. Ce. 93030) (Cassette) Oefinitekr 
not what we’ve come to think of as "nardcore. 
more melodic, like they could be from O.C., 
kinda like Shattered Faith. Real good mid 
tempo punk. (Al) 

NARDCORE (Mystic) Featuring III Repute. 
Scared Straight. Rat Pack. Habeas Corpus. 
Agression. tfkL. False Confession. Rotters. 
Dr. Know. AFU. Stalag 13. As you can see 
from this line up. it's gotta kick ass. and it 
does. A whole variety of 'core from now 
household names (Agression. Dr. Know. Stalag. 
Ill Repute...) plus a whole bunch of new bands 
carrying on tne grand tradition with a few 
of their own twists. A great sampler. (Al) 

1904 THE FIRST SONIC WORLD WAR (New 
Wave B.P. 6. 75462 Paris Cedex 10. France) 
With the Human Being, Les Cadavres, Angry 
Rats. Abject. Stakhanov S.S.. KBT. Sub Kfds. 
Los Toreros. Heimat, Electronaze. RAS. Les 
Collabos. L’lnfanterie Sauvage. Hurt. Panik. 
Ricdu’9 Chaos. Kremlin Kontingent adn 
Deadlock. Brilliant collection from France 
and it seems France isn't as thrash infected 
as the rest of the world. A lot of good punk 
in the 77/78 tradition, a lot of variety here, 
some really good stuff, nothing I dislike! 
Recommended, comes with a info zine. [Al] 

NEIGHBORHOOD RHYTHMS (Patter Traffic)! 
(Rhino Records) This is more of that poetryi 
stuff, and most turns into "rap" when they! 
use a musical backdrop, right? Featuring 
members of X. Black Flag ( Chuck doe9 5 cutsll. 
Minutemen. Blasters. Bangles. Surf Punks. 
Leaving Trains, etc... Lots like the previous 
poetry stuff, and like before soem interesting, 
some really pretentious, and some plain old 
poo poo. [Al] 

NOTA "Toy Soldiers" ep (Rabid Cat POB 492631 
Austin Tx. 78765) Thi9 excellent 5 song ep 
kinda reminds me of early DOA. really tight 
sound and good production. I like the title, 
track "Toy Soldiers" the best but all have an| 
above average rock punk sound (rock punk, 
not punk rock] a must. lO) 

NOT FOR SALE "A Few Dollars More* (Rabid 
Cat] This is a three song ep with 9ort of a 
pop punk sound, no thrash here. The production 
is really good! Side one has "Hate" and "Too 
Late To Worry", side A is my side, it has "War 
Economy", not a bad 7 inch. [O] 

NUKE YOUR OINK "The Nevada HC Sampler 
(Positive Force 1790 Silverado Bl. #237 Reno 
NV 89502) This record contains cuts by 7 
Seconds. Subterfuge. No Deal. Urban Assault. 
Jack Shit, the Remains, the Expelled and the 
Yobs. All the bands on this 7 inch are good 
with Subterfuge and the Remains standing 
out the most. The recording quality could 
have been better but it is still a good ep. (Also 
in a limited edition). (O) 

NEGATIVE TREND "We Don't Play We Riot 
(Subterranean) This is the origianl Negative 
Trend re released as a 12 inch. Thi9 also has 
all the original members (Mikal Waters was 
the original singer, not Rik L. Rik) This is 
a must to buy (unless you have the original 
7 inch), it’s great. 4 tunes on it including 
"Meathouse" and "Black and Red". Buy it 
(O) 
NUMB SEX "Constantly Itching Down There' 
(275 Bates Dr. Cheshire. Ct. 06410) (Cassette 
Pretty mediocre sound, lyrics and recording, 
Fast. rock, songs like ‘Herpes". "Snuffed*. 
"Another Fake Jesus" etc... [Al] 

NOISE ATTACK (Karl Heinz. Kiebitzweg 4. 
2300 Klausdorf/Schwn. West Germany) (Cassette 
S3) 45 bands. 46 cutsl Jesus, mostly bands 
I've never heard of. but some of the bands 
are: Varukers. Mob. S.O.S.. Real Enemy. Violent 
Uprising etc... Some of the recordings are 
awful, some are ok but all are H.C. type 
thrashers and heavy punk. [Al] 

100 FLOWERS "Drawing Fire" (Happy Squid 
POB 84184 LA Ca. 90064) Remember 100 
Flowers, well a great band that lives in my 
(mind is back to reinforce to me that some 
[bands never die. This record i9 produced great. 
All songs sound as I remember them, but 5 
songs arn't enough, but it's a good start. (Pete) 

ORANGE DO NUTS "Back At The Ranch" 
j(Fresh Box 36 Lawrence KS 66044] Very raw 
minimal punk rock. Not terribly original but 
some good lyrics and music and it sounds good 
andmakes me happy. This record will grow 
on you. [Al] 

OMEGA TRIBE "Live At Clarendon" (WOT 
POB 396 Hackney. London E8 4PL England) 
(Cassette) Great quality live recording! Mid 
tempo rock with a sax and strong femafe back 
up vocals, kinda English "folksy", which it 
is. Some real soft stuff with acoustic guitar 

and harmonizing and flute. If that suits you 
then it i9 good stuff. [Al] 

PRISONERS "Revenge of The Prisoners' 
(Enigma] Yet another 60's garage type group, 
They have it all down "da da da organ, catchy 
melodies and best of all a sort of gruff sounding 
singer so they don't sound so sugar coated 
pop poop. Alright but but.[Al] 

POP DEFECT "Playing For Time" [Heart Murmur 
POB 42802 LA Ca. 90042) Real nice wel* 
produced pop/rock songs (5) for your enjoyment 

PARTY BOYS "No Aggro" (IPR Box 60357 
LA Ca. 90060) Real interesting jacket and 
package (like everything else from IPR] but 
the music here is pretty worthless, ho hum 
tribal rhythms, sing along chants and lots of 
instruments make for a lush sound but it never 
quite gets inspiring. Background music. (All 

PHONES "Phones" (Twin Tone 445 Oliver Av 
S. Mpls. Mn 55405) Real worn out new wave eost punk pop crap. I hate funky dance beatslll 

ome an. come on. [Al] 

PASSIONNEL "The Apostle* (Enigma) This 
^inly is very moody, dark and kinda warm, 
[very smooth sounding. Alex Gibson the front 
man and once BPeople guitarist takes you 
on a trip through his deepest thoughts and 
[paints a picture with his mind. Everything 
Golden seems to sound very smooth yet strikeing. 
"I Found You Crying" is very deep and almost 
cold. This album is a must for Alex Gibson 
fans. [OJ 

POP O PIES "Joe's Second Record" 
(Subterrnaean) This is the band (guy) who 
did "Truckin'", well they do it again here justj 
for you - "The Slow Version". The dude is into 
rap too. cause there's a lot of that one here] 
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too. Goofy, pop. backed by some mean guitarist. 
(Al) 

POLITICAL ASYLUM "Valium For The Masses" 
(636 Houston Av. #407 Takoma. MO 20912) 
Really good socially aware lyrics but somewhat 
dry/burnout music. The songs are way too 
long and monotonous for me - but that could 
be the recording - great potential. (Al) 

[the REPLACEMENTS "I Will Oare” (Twlntone) 
ey good iookin alright this ep is great, the 

side is a little mellow but the B side is a 
kicker. "20th Century Boy" is my fsve song 
now. Bitchen twitchen. buy this. (Pete) 

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS (Enigma/EMI) Soft 
production on this. but never the .less 
entertaining. This band is much better live. 
Gogo see them and do buy the record. [Pete] 

THE RAVE UPS "Class Tramp" (Fun Stuff 
POB 1014 Beverly Mil Is. CA 90213) Nice, smooth, 
safe sounding bar band pop. 6 cleanly produced 
tunes for your easy listening pleasure. [All. 

RAPTUS "Neqazione and Superamento" (Meccano 
POB 315. 10100 Torino. Italy) Strong Italian 
punk/thrash comp featuring a variety of styles 
From: Reig. Stiamathe. Raw Power. Cani. 
Crapping Dogs. Acid Cocks. Wrong Boys with 
each band doing two songs. Excelfent sampler 
for those of you into foreign thrash, lyric sheet 
and info, included, [al] 

RAW POWER "You Are The Victem" (Meccano) 
Full on power thrashers, they seemed more 
metalic live to me. it musta been the mix. 
This Ip comes off more like GBH musically 
with George (BOS) 9inging. Not bad. [Al] 

REDO KROSS "Teen Babes From Monsanto" 
(Gasatanka 1241 N. Harper #6 Hollywood CA 
90046) This album is rocx in roll retrospective. 
It contains all covers except one song "Linda 
Blair 1984". Bowies "Savior Machine is the 
best cut on side two and side 1 has "Duce" 
by Kiss and "Citadel" by the Stone9 plus "Ann" 
by the Stooges. The record cover is great (the 
design is a killer) and the recording sounds 
really good too. Buy it. [01 

RED WEDDING "Nails" (Important) I would 
.like some synthesizer bands if they would 
jsut cut that dance beat for a second. These 
[guys reach brilliance on one cut "Twist" which 
gets nice and noisy, but the other songs are 
too long, too slow or too disco. [Al] 

RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED "Innocence" (4229 
W. Roscoe St.. Chicago IL 60641) Great playing 
on this melodious speed rocker. 5 songs dealing 
with adolescent concerns. A real good debut 
single with lyric sheet and poster, lets hope 
they tour out this way. [Al] 

RED TIDE "Kelp and Salal" (Toxic Shock) Real 
social consciousness here, great lyrics, gerat 
playing but unfortunately a little muddy on 
the production side. I nope these guys get 
an Ip out. Highly recommended. [Al] 

STRETCH MARKS "What D' Ya See?" (BYO) 
First off these guys are great live and this 
is a great album. This record represents these 
guys at their best - great production, great 
sound. Some of the songs sound like GBH (like 
"Time In Black") and all of the songs have 
something to say. Smooth first effort, best 
band from Canada in my view. [□) 

THE SHEMPS "Last Gasp" [POB 27421 Milwaukee 
Wi. 53227) (Cassette] A decent sounding live 
"ep" full of fast paced but catchy tunes with 
politically/ socially aware songs.-at least judging 
from the song titles: "Chemical Dump". "Back 
In Cambodia . "Kruzchevs Shoes" etc. Some 
light humorous stuff too. Sounds like they 
were fucking great. [Al] 

SOUL ASYLUM "Say What You Will" (Twin 
Tone) Pretty upbeat zany music, lots of things 
going on in this thick mix of foot stomping 
frenzy. This band can really kick ass when 
they want to. [Al] 

SEVEN SECONDS "The Crew" (BYO) At long 
last thee album from 7 Seconds! I like this 
record a lot and the album is excellent for 
the material alone. I just don't think the weak 
production/ mix does it justice. It hardly sounds 
like them!! Sing along till your throat hurts. Set up and move, remember "It's Not Just 

oy's Fun", all the hits are here, a very positive 
album. A must. [Al] 

SAM HAIN "Initium" (Plan 9 POB 41200 Lodi 
NJ 07644) If you were a fan of "Walk Among 
Us" Misfits tnen this is for you. No thrash 
horror like on "Earth AD" just slower, packed 
with more evil and torturously great power 
punk from the head misfit and two new warlocks. 
[Actually not new to the scene). The songs 
all keep in the "horror" motif as like the Misfits 
did but this new band seems to be full of a 
more honest vigor. 

SOUNDS OF BROOKLYN "Vol 2" (Mystic) 
A really good comp of old stuff ("Hang On 
Sloopy" by the Strangeloves and "I Want Candy") 
along with Jerry Lee Lewis. Dio. The Angels 
l"My Boyfriends Back") etc. A sister series 
to Mystics "Sound of Hollywood". (Al) 

SUBTERFUGE "Who's the fool" (Mystic) An 
excellent album from Hud's faves. but wait. 
I have to complain about the production, 
especially the drum 9ound. Come on!!! Or was 
he really playing cardboard boxes and a cymbol? 
Anyway, this stands on the stregnth of the 
great punk (77 style with a drunk english singer 
to boot!) that's being performed. Great powerful 
fast and slow songs with good lyrics. A great 
revival of a slower sound. Hooray.(Al) 

THE STEPPES "Steppes" [Mystic) This is a 
very heavy 60's sounding record, most of the 



Jam. the Who. the Byrds, the Beatles, all the 
songs are thoughtfull and smooth. IOJ 

SEPTIC DEATH (Pushead 2713 Kerr. Boise 
Idaho 83705) This is a Fast and loud HC punk 
record. Most ofthe songs are basic, but osme 
of them have a scary edge. I like Core or 
Reality" the best. One thing I gotta say is. 
non stop action. It's faster than shit sometimes 
and then it’s slower than ca ca. still a good 
record. (Ol 
SUBURBAN MUTILATION "The Op era Am'! 
Over Till The Fat Lady Sings’ [Oink 700 St. 
Joseph St. Green Bay. Wi 5M301) Buzzsaw 
rad guitar, a slight rad drum mix. a rad singer 
make for a gnarly rad thrash noise beat your 
balls record Mke you haven't heard in a while. 
And what's real good is the lyrics. 50v?r11S 
iust about every subject. Fuggin record shreds 
up the butt. (I'll bet you thought I was gonna 
say rad again) Ha. nope, just when you thought 
everybody was slowing it on down, ya all. these 
dudes put the hammer down. (AIJ 
17 PYGMIES "Jedda By The Sea" (Resistance) 
I like when people do their own unique painted 
jackets or labels. The real home grown persona 
appeal. The music here is like that too. Real 
"homey". personal. almost folk music, 
unpretentious good sounds, especially the violin 
and female singer. Liaht stuff for special tastes, 
moods or occasions. [Al] 

SAMSONS ARMY "Let It Rain’ Demo (The 
Incredably Hansome Todd Samson. 209 Rancho 
Vista Or. L.A. NV 09106) A three song demo 
of some intricate and interesting stuff. A 
mix between old Buzzcocks and newer maybe urn 
post punk stuff a little. Still it has a real good ha 
rd edge to it. I hear they're good livel [All 

SIS Q LENT ’Wally Wally’ / "Last Record 11 

90020) ^Wa|S|yarWaMy’Bis a 5real funny novelty Q[^ fJOPP'N SKIN RECORDS - 001 
DISTRIBUTED BY: 

punkers so I guess he's cool. The flip is a 
recording from a famous burned down recording 
studio. Goldstar in Hollywood. (Al) 

ep (2508 

WE HAVE HEARD YOUR MUSIC SCENE - NOW HEAR OURS 

THIS IS THE CENTRAL COAST 

mmmt: 
Assault Los Cremators 
Corruptors Mood Room 
Death of Glory Pedestrian Abuse 
X*Tortion Pyramod 
Group Sex Users 

Wimpy Dicks 

YES THAT'S RIGHT-THE HOT NEW RECORD FEATURING ELEVEN YOUNG 
AND VIRILE BANOS FROM THE CENTRAL COAST OF CALIFORNIA PLAY¬ 
ING YOUNG AND VIRILE MUSIC. CENTRAL COAST? YOU KNOW 228 
MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO AN0 207 MILES NORTH OF LOS 
ANGELES! 

THIS IS THE CENTRAL COAST DAMNIT! " 

DUTCH EAST INDIA, GREENWORLD, ROUGH TRADE, 
SYSTEMATIC, TOXIC SHOCK 

STD "Another Dead Asshole" 6 song e, 
Craighead Ln.. Knoxville Tn. 37920) Pretty 
decent punk metal, this ep contains their hit 
"Skateboards Suck" which you may or may 
not agree with. I wish they included a lyric 
sheet. IAI] 
STRANGLEHOLD "Same All Over"/"She's 
Not Leaving" (Taang 840ak St.. Weston. Mass. 
02193) Great slow pop punk witha gravelly 
voiced singer who sounds like Jerry From the 
Chiefs. Really appropriate and tasty guitar 
breaks. An album would suit me fine. [AIJ 

SUDDEN IMPACT "Freaked Out" (3 Stuart 
Av. Wi llowdale. Ont. M2N 1A9 CanadaJ 
(Cassette) Pete likes these guys alot because 
he says they listen to Venom a lot. Ron (Mad 
Parade) likes them becaues they got a good 
sound. I like them cause they have a cool 
skate poster/lyric sheet and have a good lyrical 
attitude. Another hot rising Canada band. 
(All 
THE 30 INVISIBLES “Put On Your Glasses 
(Neurotic Pop 451 Redwood. Troy Mi. 4B083J 
This 5 song ep sounds like happy wimpy bilry. 
Song titles like "Rockin With Drac". and Tarzan 
vs. the Vampire Amazons", you get the ideal 
It's a fun ep but don't take it seriously. 10] 

TIN "Tin Sleeve Ip" Too bad I don't have an 
adress for this cause you might want to check 
out the metal album jacket (it's made of tin. 
not as good as Big Blacks steel jacketJ. 
Otherwise the vinyl is upbeat synthesizer pop 

and roll with the dreded dance beat. [Al] 

UPTOWN RULERS ""Speak Up" ep (Red Scar 
505^ E. Olive. Bloomington. IL 61701) Cleai 
ska/ reggae played end produced really well, 
great lyrics as well. If this is your bag the*'1 

it is a must. [Al] 

UNWANTED ’Shattered Silence" [Hesdbutt/BYO)| 
I wasn't too impressed with this, pretty 

(But not really, it diOn't happen to me. it happend 
to Hudley at Helens halloween partylll) (AIJ 

I POOCH 

REVIEWS 

THE MAJOR | 

RELEASES. 

| we've got Tbesides the groovy Cap|n Sensible] Jt"'?L 
compiletion). a couple o? winners from A£»M| 
in the HOODOO GURUS "Stonage Romeos"! 
and THE SWIMMING POOL q'S . While the! 
Gurus are dancing in the Cramps. Fleshtonesr 
garage, the Q's explore more Byrds/ Dylanesque 
folk pop territory. Both contain intelligent I lyrics and soild rCr and are highly recommended.! 
with a cool edge to the Gurus for having! 
dinosaurs on their cover (same goes for RUBBER! 

as consistent as all their works, but obviously 
if you love ’em you've got it already. If you 
don’t yer missin'. A couple of indie quickies: 
GENTLEMEN AFTER DARK Trom Phoenix 
produced by Alice (remember the "Coop"?) 
Cooper and Dick Wagner. I would've thought 
that more chances might be taken by the 
producers but alas - - still it's a decent Duran 
/ Cure sort of sound by a group of new wave 
fashionplates. Harmless. Gotta single. "Chains" 
by a S.F. one man band called MY SIN that 
has humor, smarts, listenability and a very 
funny musical test (in my package). 1*11 have 
to see him and his synths when he comes down 
here soon. 
Later - - Pooch. 

dinosaurs on their cover (same goes 
RODEO'S "Senic Views" debut Ip.]. Not all 
that dissimilar is "Cypress" from LETS ACTIVE 
(IRS), which shows Mitch Easter and girls 
examiningi rougher terrain than on their first 
ep. not that this is devoid of wimp completely, 
and improving musically and sonically. Nice 
stuff. Speaking of girls. San Frans ROMEO 
VOID has a new one out called "Instincts'r 
that is probably the best collection of songs! 
that they've come up with. Debora iyalls words! 
are warmer and the band as a whole builds! 
and supports them with care and interesting! 
arrangements. At last. Romeo Void has shown( 

I wasn't too impressed witn tms. pretty^* jt*8 promise. JOAN JETTS "Glorious Results! 
undistinguishable fast punk that lacks real^l0f £ Misspent Youth" makes up for her last 
catchy hooks and rhythms. Singers vocal range* "Album" with stronger songs and production, 
(deep, nasal) isn't that great either. I will*| |ove her stuff, but even if she di §ive them credit for great lyrics even if they! 

o borrow a few lines here and there. [Al] 

VANDALS ’When In Rome Do As The Vandals’ 
[National Trust) It took longer than shit to 
get their second release out butt it was worth 
the wait. This album is chock full of hits like. 
"Ladv Killer’. ’Mohawk Town", end their cover 
of the Focus hit "Hocus Focus’ [which is ca led 
jt's Not Unusual’ on the cover, they; fucked 
up) and ’Viking Suit’ if you like the Vandals, 
you'll likethis record. [O] 
WESTERN SKYS ’Howl In The Wind’/’AII 
Isn't Quiet’ (Ranch Style 2)5 W 1st St. 105-75 
Tustin CA. 92660) Mellow, country pop with 
pretty back up vocals, Uh. [Al] 

YOUTH BRIGADE "Where Are We Going" 
(BYO POB 67A64 L.A. CA. 90067) This is the 
newest release by the Youth Brigade and it's 
a bit slower than their early stuff, still it shows 
theband can hang on and stay together and 
stay tight. "Where Are We Going" is a little 
more mainstream but very original and very 
well produced. also the lyncs are very 
meaningful. This 3 song ep is very clean. [O] 

YARD TRAUMA (Bonifide POB 185 Red Lion 
PA 17356) Ya like 3 Oclock? How about 60's 
garage influenced psychedelic recreationists? 
Yeah. Yard Trauma. (Brest name. Good band. 
The other day I got so drunk I didn't dare go 
in the house, so I hugged a tree and barfed 
in the garden all night. A Yard Trauma indeed. 

PRINCE: "Inside The Purple Reign" by John 
Bream. Ok. os he's everywhere, on TV. in all 
the zines and all over tne radio, but whether 
or not you like him matters not. Prince is 
important, and this book (by someone who 
has actually interviewed the man) tells all 
about his start from runt to royalty. There 
are interviews with people who have worked 
with him in the past and lottsa pics from high 
school and stuff with a special section on his 
other projects: The Time. Vanity/ Appolina 
6. Sheila E. Although it is not the definitive 
autobiography of Prince, end I doubt if that 
will ever appear, it still gives a nice insight 
of a hard working man with a gutsy vision, 
by Pooch. 

Not only PRINCE but a whole series of 
Ballantine paper back book have surfaced 
covering the new young stars of the music 
scene. All these book are about 150 pages. 

wnii with color covers and glossy black and white . __ _ did produce 
the Germs it doesn't make up for her redoing* photo plates inside. I "guess this is part of 
“Cherry Bomb". Why?? Oh well, she s always^B Ballentine's "Everything You ALways Wanted 

my book, 'sides she does do^ jnbw^| To KNow About Series . I wonder who is next? 
Right now we have. 

my _ _ _ 
Orleans". Go Joanie. gol Also on M.C.A. is 
the soundtrack to the movie "The Wild Life 
with songs by WHAT IS THIS. PETER CASE. 
THREE OCLOCK and others. It is pretty 
cool 'cause there's a lot of new stuff that you 
won’t find on any other albums. One of the 
only rock soundtracks worth a damn. On a 
more RGB level. I can't seem to get enough 
of the new J.J. CALE "Special Edition" album. 
It's a good intro to theman who predates Dire 
Straits by at least a decade, ^containing his 
original versions of "Cocaine" and "After 
Midnight" that were later done by Clapton 
(and not as well I might add.) From overseas 
comes the innocuous danse ep by ILLUSTRATED - „„„„ c aulu„. , ,» „ 
MAN a group composed of ex-Japan and Gana*book put out by the people that put out all 
cf 4 members, that promised more 11 V8,T5,o^Bk'nds of fine books on 50's and 60's rock legends. 

Nign 
CYNDI LAUPER by K.K. Willis Jr.. VAN 
HALEN by Gordon Matthews. DURAN DURAN 
by Toby Goldstein. BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN 
by Marianne Meyer. BOY GEORGE AND 

CULTURE CLUB by Wayne Robins. 
EURYTHMICS by N^ncie S. Martin and who 
know what's next? Maybe they'll do the D.K.'s. 
GBH. Black Flag. Love Canal?l?l?l?l? Let's 
hope so. At least it's not recycled Who. Beatles, 
etc etc. (Al). 
THE UNSUNG HEROES OF ROCK AND ROLL 
by Nick Tosches (Published by Charles and 
iScribners Sons. NY - available wherever better 
[rock and roll books are soldi). This is a fine 

Absolutely nothing here. Moving forward? 
I don't think so. Also from G.B. HEAVEN 17 
"How Men Are" shows that not all synth bands 
are long on the mix and short on the brains. 
Using more traditional instruments alongside 
unique tech programs gives them a very warm, 
human (legue?) element not usually found 
in bands of this genre. It's a process that could 
certainly endear alot more of these groups" 
to my ears. Finally XTC's "Big Express" is 
out and of course I think it's wonderful. It'si 
more electric than their last few and just] 
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egends. 
This particular book concentrates on 25 people 
who they feel didn't get the recognition they 
deserve. - from Big Joe Turner and Nat King 
Cole to the Clovers and Johnny Ace. Lots 
of folks from the 40's and 50's who pioneered 
the new music. (What new music? Yup.) A 
pretty comprehensive book in that it includes 
time chronologies and discographies on all 
these aritsts. Lot's of little know fact9 to 
be had. If you’re a historian, check this out. 
A few, but not enough, pictures. (Al) 



Punk energy and folk-blues 
Here's a band Flipside First interviewed 
way back when in issue *24. Now 
they think they're ready to release 
a debut album, tour and talk! THE 
LEAVING TRAINS were interviewed 
by Maw at her house in Long Beach 
July 15 1984 in both straight and 
drunken installments which are 
randomly mixed below. Brought to 
you by Karla who took the photos 
and: 
Jason: Drummer, age 24 £. eclectic 
Tom: bass, age 21 ?G secretive 
Manfred: guitar hero. 23 and manic 
James: sings, negative 22G falling 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< * >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

uddenly | FS: What do you want to say 
the phone rings). 
James: Get the phone. 
FS: (Into phone): Hello? Yeah the 
interview is still going on... 
James: And on.... must be Al... 
FS: Do you have girlfriends? 
Tom: Are you shy? Does Flipside 
have girlfriends? 
Jason: What's your favorite religion? 
James: Does Flipside surf? 
Jason: Have you ever driven in a 
Chevy Vega? 
FS: Have you ever been hit by a Train? 
Tom: Only once. but... 
Manfred: He hit it back. 
FS: What are your songs about? What 
are your influences? 
James: Well, the songs are about 
real events in our lives, or they're 
influenced by things we notice i 
other people, other people, the weather, 
the news, breaking up with girlfriends, 
the usual, for instance I wrote this 
song "Always Between Wars* that 
was caused both bv a crush I had 
on this girl in high school and by 
the renewal of draft registration 
for people my age. I guess you could 
say that "Always Between Wars’ 
is about finding out about love and 
war at the same time, and trying 
to reconcile these conflicting emotions. 
I still don't know. The song didn't 

barrage of power chords 
just end when I wrote it. I still think 
aboutit. 
FS: Who are your heroes? 
Jason: Malcolm Mclaren. 
Manfred: Mad Max. 
Tom: No heroes. 
James: Hero worship begins at home. 
FS: Manfred, who's your favorite 
guitar player? 
Manfred: Johnny Ramone and Jake 
Burns. 
FS: Tnm. whn'« wnnr ‘-~~ 
uiayer r 
Tom: Dee Dee Ramone or Nikki Syxxl 
FS: And fave vocalist? 
James: Mike Ness? 
FS: Are you serious?! Out of the 
whale wide world you pick Mike Ness! 
James: I only get one choice and 
I blew itl 
FS: Name some of your favorite bends. 
Trains: Stiff Little Fingers. Stooges. 
Saints. Queen. Slime, 'killing Joke. 
Green On Red. Minutemen. Bangles. 
Up and Out. Stones. X. Replacements. 
GOgos. CCR. Motley Crue. Germs.Fall. 
Stranglers. Beatles. 100 Flowers. 
Downers. 
FS: Do you take drugs? _ 

outcast romanticism 

went to the Electric Church to meet 
Jimi Hendrix's spirit. 
FS: Did you? 
James: I couldn't tell. I was really 
fucked up at the time. 
Jason: You went to the Church of 
Meth. 
FS: Are you going to heaven? 
Manfred: Will they let us in? 
James: Don't worry, we're on the 
guest listl 
FS (Tom Manfred): Tell us about 
your rings. 
Manfred: I got these in New Orleans 
in a witchcraft shop. 
All: Touristllll 
Manfred: I got this one cheaper because 
it was raining that day and the guy 
gave me a discount because it was 

ood luck to sell it for less on a rainy 

great noise/pop invention 
FS: Why do wear em on your finger 
Manfred: Because i can't fit them 
around my penisll 
James: Are we an art display or are 
we a band? 
FS: Where do you get your stage 
presence? 
Manfred: It just comes instinctively... 
after watching everybody else do 
it. 
FS: Do you get nervous playing on 
stage? 
James: Well sometimes. Some places 
people just stand there and stare 
at you. it's getting to the point now 
where a band, any famous band can 
play shitty, but as long as they play 
|the right hits snd make the right 
gestures, then everyone is satisfied. 
Well. 
Jason: Now there’s a big boundry 
between the audience and the band. 
FS: How'd that happen? 
Jason: What was once an underground 
trend has now become new wave 
and marketable. 
FS: What do you think of all of the 
punk bands? 
James: Yeah, where are they? Most 
punks arn't punks, they just dress 
that way. How punk are you if you 
look and act the same as everyone 
else? When you're just preaching 
to the converted, are you really punk? 
Are you anything different than before? 
We get a lot of shit for what we 
but at least we're not imitating 
still believe in punk, even if there 
are a bunch of clone bands and even 
if there are all sorts of creeps making 
money off the fashion. We were a 
punk band when we started and we’ll 
be a punk band when we break up. 
which will probably be sometime 
during this interview. 
FS: Any last words of wisdom? 

ALWAYS BETWEEN WARS 
Hello. Mary, do you remember me? 
We were to be married before I went 
overseas. 
We are always between wars. 

Tel! me there's no war today, 
see one in your eyes. 
A killer pretty girl, 
she's paying for the guns. 
We are always between wars. 

There is a girl, with a lace like 
sigh 
She can save me with her face, 
if she only knew. 
A million miles from home. 
A place you'll never be — 
Back in California, you are asleep. 
We are always between wars 
Oh, I want to bring this war 
Just to your front door. 
Oh. but you're too far away, 
far across a class room. 

We are always between wars. 

e blood of the earth flows 
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SECOND 

BEI 
CHRIS 
0' SECOND WIND’S BERT AND CHRIS' 
. were interviewed by Al on their summer f 
^vacation to the West Coast. They) 

|n^ were just out here kicking back.! 
enjoying the sunshine, skating, surfing/ 
and promoting their new album out\ 

O on Rich and Bert's RGB (get it?)/ 
O Records. 
c* Here are bit of our conversation. 
</\ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ♦ <<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

x Al: Bert, arn't you an original member 
^.of Second Wind”? ' 
^ Bert: Uh. yes. 

Al: Good, then you are qualified to' 
^ tell us a brief, but concise and accurate 
c history of the band. 
c Bert: Well. it‘s mainly mine and 1 

Richards band since the breakup 
of Double 0. We were both in Double 

^ O and we decided to stay together 
and start something. We got Mike 

£ Brown, who was singing for United 
Mutations - who when I went into 
the studio to record with them 

P* discovered he could play drums rather 
^ well. He tuned their drummer's drumsl 
° I thought hmmm, we need a drummer. I 
^ and he was all into it. At this time 
^ Rich was on tour (being a roadie] 

ULwith Minor Threat. (At the same 
I time that Steve was in Minor Threat), 
to Steve and Rich had talked a little 
*0 about bands but eventually when 
c it worked out th8t Steve was out 
^ of Minor Threat he played guitar 
^ for us - and that's how it all started. 

Then after about a year or so we 
C*>had our personal differences with 
ft Steve and we parted ways. And we 
^ basically didn't do anything all summer, 
-f which is why we didn't tour (with 

_ Marginal Man). Then towards the 
•“'end of summer we got Chris here, 

and I'm touring with him now and 
•I get to tell Rich if he's obnoxious 

as hell or not. Ha ha. I've known Chris 
for several years. 
Al: What about your previous band 

v* history Chris? i 
Chris: The first band I was in was/ 

>< with the drummer from Red C. Thomas, 
and the guitarist from Underground* 
Soldier and it was just a one shot \ 
deal all we ever played was a talent < 

>~XrX-*X------: 

show. But I've jammed with lots of 
Ibands. mostly just high school stuff 
land small Virginia punk bands who 
really just did mini shows. The biggest 
band I was in was Madhouse. That 
was Dan Ingrahm the drummer from 
Youth Brigade (DC).but I finally quite 
because of personal differences. 
I made a pest or myself so they threw 
me out. 
Bert: So that's where we stand. We 
practiced twice with Chris. Now 
we have to get the songs down. 
Al: So I can see there is significance 
to a name like Second Wind. 
Bert: Yeah. It was Rich's idea. We 
were all coming out of these bands 
which we hao either outlived or 
outgrown or whatever and in effect 
we were having our “second wind" 
with this band. I Tike it. that's basically 
it. 
Al: Well, judging from your record, 
it seems that you sound quite a bit 
like Minor Threat, or at least that 
direction. 
Bert: Yeah. Well a lot of the songs 
on that record Steve wrote. He picked 

up his song writing style from Lyle 
from when he was in Minor Threat. 
He could come with ideas for songs 
before Minor Threat, but he came 
up with that style, and finished songs 
from Lyle. And Rich lived at Dischord 
with Ian and Company, and after 
so many Minor Threat practices and 
touring with them for two months, 
and being good friends with Ian and 
respecting him a lot - he's just picked 
up a lot of mannerisms. Plus he has 
the same vocal range and his vocal 
style is similar. The last practices 
we've had it seems to stray furthur 
and furthur away from him sounding 
like Ian. 
Chris: A lot of people comment on 
that and it does get annoying after 
awhile. 
Al: I’m not saying it's bad.... 
Bert: Yeah but every band wants 
to have a sound of their own. I don't 
want to go through my wholelife with 

\ people saying "On. they sound like 
IMinor Threat'. They're a great band. _ 

—-Ibut we have our own identity. 
^ W: Well with Chris on guitar will 
^ /your sound be any different? 
j^lBert: We will end up changing the 
''/songs so we won't get boreo playing 
^Uhem - so they will always be sounding 
■Wa little different. 

Chris: My guitar style is different, 
and I write a lot. so our new songs 
might not sound a whole lot like our 
old songs. But I can play those old 
songs the same. kj. 
Bert: But at this stage we've written |o 
one song almost complete so. 
we can't really say. I don't think it 
will be as fast.... maybe more melodic. 
Chris: We're at an experimental stage 

-/right now. we have a lot of options 
£ /open. 

jIaI: Does Second Wind have anything 
- ‘’in particular that comes out in the 

song lyrics? 
Bert: Stuff that basically effects 
ourselves as individuals. Something 
more people can relate to... politics 
has become so widespread... 
Chris: And that gets so cliche, so 
overused. 
Bert; It depends how you do it. 

^JjChris: But we really don't know about 
n /that, and you can't be sincere if youj 

don't live it. 
Bert: Amen. K^AI: Well I already know you're not 

°Jstraight edge and you don't skate... 
(Bert: And we're not from D.C. 
Al: Has your inpression of L.A. changed 

3~/since you've been here? 
Bert: I've always had this impression 

M/of L.A. like every show you go to 
there are massive cops outside beating 
the shit out of everybody that went 
to the show [Bert's first night at 
the Cathay he got hasseled by a copl 
Then again they acused us of drinking 
at the beachl) 
Chris: My impression was it was a 
lot more dangerous. At the clubs 

"\) with the cops - but I really like L.A. 
. When I got into the scene in D.C 

4* what attracted me to it was. I don't 
•yknow. just...um. there was a lot of 
>_<* energy and a lot of positive feeling. 
7 And it was like a social rebellion. 
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I went to a Virginia public high school 
and the big thing was like drinking 

.and jockism ana general stupidity. 
'And this was just such a blatent 
) rejection of it. 1 mean the way you 
looked could have got you killed. 

)\ was really making a statement. 
And being a group there was a certain 

i bond. The shows were really positive. 
the slamming and thrashing was a 

| lot different than it is now. If you 
dove or fell down you got helped 

'AT: Well if Huck [real young kid) 
I got into the scene in D.C. now. how 
would he see it? 

'Chris: Well it could be that way.... 
There used to be a lot more room 

I for bands, everybody was learning 
to play at the same time it seemed. 

\But now there are a lot of talented 
'bands around, with some real critical 
.musicians. Either people arn't trying 
Jas much to form new bands or their 
'music isn't up to par. but there isn't 
i as many young kids in bands as there 

/Bert: You have a compleatly different 
( outlook on it now. Once you've been 
\into the scene a certain amount of 

J time you become sort of protective 
/of it. because you've helped it grow 
| or you've watched it grow and it 
I becomes a part of you. Then there s 
V-ail these people invading it and not 
I really respecting it for what it was 
/ or what it could De. 
L Chris: It's lost a lot of it posttiveness... 
} Bert: Well it started as a little group 
' of friends, a clique, people who had 
\ the same ideals (including straight 
/edge) and the same feel for tne music. 

f And it was a reaction against the 
\ whole teen culture of drinking and 
) drugs. I would hear people a school 

( saying "Yeah it was a cool concert. 
N I got so fucked up I passed out. It 
/ was a great show. I paid SI2 to pass 
L out" Y a'know. At a 12000 seat arena. 
/Chris: That's another thing that 
( attracted me was the lack_ of division 
J between band and audience. The 
/ punk scene wasn't like that, it wasn't 
) a business. 
/Bert: Now people are reacting against 
N the general idea of straight edge. 

1 They're tired of hearing about it 
/basically. But if you feel the same 
) way you just do it. It's you way of 
/life. You don't go around saying "Yeah 
jstraight edge". 

/Al: In a recent Flipside mterviw Boyd 
S from Black Market Baby says that 
(kids that used to be skaters are now 

so||thCrn__ 

geMaiBlIrielgl 

shooting heroin. 
Bert: All the kids that I knew that 
were skaters and punks I don't know 
one who uses heroin. 
Al: (Since it was getting very late) 
I guess we should come up with some 
good closing comments.... 
Bert: I want to say that L.A. bands 
have had a big influence: bands like 
Black Flag the Teen Idols and 
Untouchables picked up on a lot. 
and the Germs. Now the newer bands 
like Social Distortion. TSOL. Agent 
Orange. the more melodic bands 

* are having an effect. The west coast 
V* has always had a bigger effect than 
V a lot of other places. Tike the British. 
Z, Well DC is a big Damned town too. 

And Sham. West Coast and Sham. 
Sp I want to thank everyone who let 
J us stay at their houses on our tour, 
y who showed us around town and 
"■* basically made our trip fun.Okie 

I was provoked to write this letter 
after a scene report which appeared 
in last months issue was brought 
to my attention. The report to which 
I am refering pretained to San Diego 
and it's scene. This letter was obviously 
written by someone with no more 
than one ounce of brains, not to 
mention nervell After making several 
ignorant generalizations and comments 
aDout the bands and the people that 
make up the scene here in San Diego, 
this idiot lacked the nerve to put 
his name at the bottom. Instead, 

pning the anonymous name of 

Th^s is the flipside of the coin. An 
update on San Diego from someone 
who lives therell Not an account 
from a spineless whimp who s L.A. 
band didn't get the slot on the bil 
he thought they deserved and retaliated 
by writing a cut throat scene report. 
Out living the nick-name "Slow Death . 
San Diego has had a recent band 
outburst with a lot of new talent 
surfacing as a result. _ The first of 
these new bands is Ministry of Truth, 
a five piece group with a very original 
style, not thrashy. but very raw and 
energetic. The tnsolents. another 
very young band, also have plenty 
of energy and style. A good HC thrash 
bandl the Wall Flowers a psycho-punk 
group from S.D. have been around 
For sometime and have a consistent 
live sound. Doing several logy Pop 
covers such as n Wanna Be Your 
Dog". the Wall Flowers are an 
interesting change from power chord 
thrash. Another group that has recently 
surfaced is a three piece band called 
Atrocity Exibition. This band has 
a full tight set of Bat Cave type 
originals that sound pretty good. 
Dorian Grey a brand new band that 
has just started rehearsing have an 
extrordinary style. almost 
mezmorizingll Acme Social Club 
or A.S.C. as they're called here playec 
several parties and small clubs. Real 
thrashy stuff although this band lacks 
in the vocal area. Some potential 
definitely with a little more work. 
There is another band called Diatribe 
with an extreme english influence. 
This four piece group has a high speed 
style resembling Discharge that at 
times becomes very predictable and 
monotonous, but. never boring. Almost 
to go without mentioning is the Dum 
DUm Boys. I think the name fits 
these rookies like a glove. Concerned 
only with putting down other S.D. 
bands these four guys are rock stars 
before their timeTl As I've pointed 
out there are several new bands on 
the scene. Most of which play on 
a regualr basis. But we must not 
forget the veteran groups that paved 
the way for these who follow, such 
as: Battalion of Saints. Personal 
Conflict. Manifest Destiny. 5051. 
The Brood. Catch 22 and The Front. 
These are the S.O. bands of an era 
gone by. the strongest of which still 
march on. San Diego ahs had several 
bands to it's credit and the numbers 
are forever growing. With the recent 
explosion of bands has come several 
good organizations such as United 
Efforts who is made up of fans amounq 
the the scene. U.F. has booked several 
successful, low priced shows bringing 
several headlining acts to S.D. without 
being concerned with profits$$$ The 
latest organization that everyone 
seems to De talking about is Think 
Or Sink who are organizing an outdoor 
peace rally schedualed for November 

rd. Featuring 6 San Diego band 
and Iconoclast and Body Count from 
the L.A. area. This will be the first Eeace rally ever held in S.D.. it should 

e a real blastll For more information 
on the NOvember peace rally write 
to: Keep Left T Shirts, P.O.Box 03573 
San Diego. CA. 92138. 
There is obviously plenty of things 
going on here in S.D.. So before you 
write a scene report about S.D. make 
sure you've looked farther than two 
feet in front of your face and have 
more than half of an idea or clue 
to what's really going on here. S.D.| 
is anything but *A slow and boring 
scene". 
Thankx. Matt Kemp. San Diego. 
(Note: The November Peace Rally 
has been posponed and will be 
rescheduled to a later date - stay 
tuned - ed.) 

OXNARD 
First I'll tell you a little about the 
III Repute disaster tour of 1904. We 
had a little over two weeks to go 
to Florida and back with around 15 
stops altogether. It looked very 
promising until we were plagued 
with car problems from day one. 
Almost half the- tour was cancelled, 
due to this and we had nomoney except 
what we made. But we made the 
best of it and met tons of cool people. 
We’d like to thank again all those 
that helped us out. Tne rumors are 
spreading quick about the break up 
of Agression. The story is when their 
tour fell through, tensions rose and 
Henry sort of quit. He'll still do the 
next album, which might be on Mystic 
Records. and Agression is tryjng 
out guitarists now. Dr. Know is doing 
great. Their fabulous album is selling 
great and their tour is doing great. 
After years of hardwork and dedication 
these guys are getting the breaks 
they deserve.  ■— 
Stalag T3 took a short break from 
playing to iron out some member 
problems. They just played an intense 
set at the Music Machine in Santa 
Monica but right after the problems 
started up again. So they are looking 
for a new drummer, maybe. Everyone 
around here including False Confession 
is waiting for the release of thejr 
album on Mystic Records. It is 
something to keep your eyes open 
for - original style hardcore with 
a lot of talent. The Nardcore 
compilation album is out now on 
Mystic. It features all of the above 
mentioned bands and other Oxnardians 

A.F.U.. Habeas Corpus and the 
return of the infamous Rotters. It 
also features 3 great bands from 
just outside of Oxnard: R.K.L.. and 
Rat Pack from Santa Barbara, and 
Scared Straight from Semi Valley. 
Second Thoughts is the newest local 

band"""and"" they should be good, 
considering they are made up of some 
dedicated, hardcore scenesters. That 
should wrap it up. Still no steady 
place for bands to play here but were 
all looking. We (III Repute] are working| 
on our third release, hopefully a full 
legnth Ip. 
Bye - Tony III Repute 

QUE PASA PENDEOS Q.C, 
well there hasn’t been a report from 
down%here fora while so here goes. 
The big news this summer was the 
fab four of Fullerton getting back 
together and hitting the road. That s 
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owhere are young localsl 
‘Other bands around town: Usless 
Products. Recharge. Masque Of Demise. 
Death Warrent. Phobic Disorder. 
Y-Konform and Schaefers Revenqel 

Report for October '84 

FULLERTON W.O.C. 
Action here in Fullerton has picked 
up immensly. the scene is so big it's 
giving local police fitsl Lately nearly 
every weekend has had some function 
taking place, whether it's parties. 
hall shows etc. Doggy Style is 
definitely a band to look out for. 
they have good ideas and make positive 
contributions toward our scene. Their 
performances have a perfect blend 
of humor and high energy and they 
just go nuts when they play and always 
satisfy the crowd....Social Distortion 
have moved to Hollywoodllll.... Agent 
Orange are stilll god whne they are 
in town and not touring the world. 
Look for a new Ip. Alphy of the punk 
famous Agnew family highlights the 
band Almost 21. another up ana coming 
band that pushes for things to be 
done and have plastered the city 
with flyers and stickers. A new and 
interesting fanzine out is Post War. 
Dischords played a local party with 
Hung Lu drumming but are presently 
'in search of a singer. Lost Cause 
makes a surprise debut at a party 
in Orange, are they back? Uniform 
Choice has to be O.C.'s finest hardcore 
band, their demo tape is awsome 
and needs to be on vinyl. Is Mind 
Over Four no more? Spike is now 
married with a beautiful daughter 
"Anna Liza Love". Rumor has it 
promoter "Pied Piper" is putting 
together a nation wide Adolescents 
reunion tour.... Chris and Jamie both 
convicted of drunk driving charges. 

gig in and gig out prevails 
as staoe dive cnamDl Cool skate band 

o everyone ~ 
__J---..Club Hewz/As far as clubs go.O.C. is pretty 

dead.There is not one steady club out there that features Punk/good Alternative 
Music on a regular basis.Most of the action has shifted towards Long Beach whe¬ 
re two clubs;Melody Dance Center 4 Fender's International Ballroom,have been su 
pplying the best shows in the immediate area.Goldenvoice & Sluglord are respons 
ible for putting on the shows here.So far they've done a real good Job.In early 
October Melody D.C. hosted Abrasive Wheels/MIA/Die Kreuzen 4 Love Canal ($8.50) 
and on Hov.Jrd its gonna be Bad Beligion/Detox/Phantom Opera (new L3 band featu 
ring x-members of Secret Hate 4 Crewd) & Red Beret.This one was $6.50. Fender's 
was the- sceneiof two shows in October.On the 1}th it was Social Distortion,Tex 
& the Horeeheads,Tupelo Chain Sex & Plain Wrap;and on the 31st they had a Hallo 
ween Party w/ the Dickies/45 Grave/Moodists and the Hags.There is supposed to 
be an Anti-Vivisectionist Benefit for S.U.P.P.R.E.S.S. (an Animal Rights Group) 
w/ Artistic Decline & other bands.Also a Hew Years show is being planned for 
either Fender's or Melody Dance Center.So far the usually fucked Long Beach PD 
has been pretty cool about the shows here.I hope Goldenvoice/Dave-tfhite Slug 
can keep shows going at these clubs because the local (as well as the whole LA 
scene) needs it bad right now.Other than that-Public Humiliation 4 Da Omlits 
played for free at a Park in Orange.Paul/Goon Productions sez there's more show 
happening there maybe in late Hovember.The Haughty Women made a rare re-appeara 
nee at Music Machine w/ Da Omlits,Doberman 4 Incest Cattle.Angel Trumpet has re 
leased a cassette by them as well as a live Omlits one recorded in Mexico. Oth¬ 
er than that,there was a show/party at Emerald Hall in Long Beach w/ Cathedral 

& Proud Flesh.Long Beach seems to be the happening spot of late.Social 
s playing w/ PIL/Butthole Surfers & the Black Atheletes.MIA 4 Love Canal 

are playing with 7 Seconds at Roxanne's(!!)'Should be quite a show. Some Band 
Hewz;Mike is now singing d for.Pig Children but he's up north right-now 4 they 
will ,resume' as a whole when he returns.Dennis apparently is no longer in’the 
hand. di fmal nf Distress have acquired a new drummer.Other. bands_who are out the 
re Include;TSOL.Falling IdolsFFirst Offense,Injected Insanity A.DeadKrew. 
I heard Mystic Records is gonna, put out a Komp with .Target of Demand,First, Offe 
nse.Dnwllling.Contraband 4 others. 
Loical Newz-(NVOC-LKVD)-Being that I live in Lakewood now its kinda hard to writ 
an artlcleabout North West O.C.,but I still hang around there 4 try to j keep 
up on the haps.Bent Edge lost their 2nd Bassist Mike Shultz.He left with Dana 
to Hawaii 4 I wish them luck there.White Slug Records moved from Seal Beach to 
Long Beach.Both First Offense and Signal of distress continue to play anytime 
4 anywhere they can.First Offense played a couple "Pool Parties" in Long Beach 
4 S.O.D. have been having practice parties at Kris's lately.One of the biggest 
(4 only) shows to ever take place within the borders of NWX was the proposed 
Wally Rally (Wally George,I'm sure you know who he is) to be held at the Cypres 
College Gymnasium in Cypress.Along w/ Wally there were also supposed to be 7 
bands playingjthe Dickies,the Vandals,Shattered Faith.Cathedral of Tears,Witch, 
Scarecrows 4 Lobotomies.Unfortunatly thewhoie thing got cancelled when Wally 
declined to participate.Too bad,I was really looking forward to going.Basic 
Take Over sez they have a new drummer 4 bassist 4 are still alive.They hit up 
Heavy Metal murals in the ditch by Los Al.Speaking of Spray Paint;someone hit 
up the Thrifty off Knott 4 Lincoln w/ K.W.O.C.P. (unks)? F.F.F. (it wasnt me) 
and even a Vandal-man.Next to it it said "O.C. Mods* 1 * * 4' 4 “Ska" (??) Over in Lake 
wood there is L.W.P. (Lakewood Punks) Sex Gang spraypainted everywhere.Dont kn 
ow of much going on around these parts since I Just moved here but there have 
been lots of Channel 3 parties up north in Cerritos.Anyway thats all the newz 
I have for now.See you next issue. 

Rikky and 
Casey. The Adolescents, with Tony's 
little brother singing. But to everyone’s 
dissapointment it was only a rumor... 
Now for the news. Shows are starting 
to happen again at the Placentia 
Elks Club ana at the Boys Club. The 
last Boys Club show with Tazers. 
Army Men. Mind Over Four ended 
in a bottle and can throwing Free 
for all so that the next show scheduled 
there got moved to Billy Bartys Roller 
Rink. This show had TSOL. Doggy 
Style. HVY Dirt and Almost 21. 
But the police shut it down after 
the first two bands played. It's supposed 
to be rescheduled so watch for it... 
The best new band coming out of 
this area is H Dirt. I mean HVY 
(fucking) Dirt... Doggy Style is playing 
around slot for just being together 
since the beginning of summer.... 
Out of the ashes of The Strike come 
The Bleeding Hearts. Confederate 
si back together with a new quitar 
player. Lost Cause is also back 
together with Johnny singing and 
they played one of the biggest parties 
of the summer.... D.l. nave a new 
line up. with Rikk now playing guitar. 
Steve (ex Confederate) also on guitar 
and Derek on drums. Blind Hatred 
have been getting air play on Rodneys 
Show, but are out of a drummer since 
Dave quit or got kicked out. Chewy 
Veto and th Lowriders might actually 
play if the worlds lucky. Other band 
news: Usless Products. Bats from 
Nowhere, and Sexual Nightmares. 
Scott Svcat and Sleepv Cruz 



Please accept this Riverside scene 
report as a more accurate document 
than Allan Wrenches false and very 
misleading load of schlock. 
First off. the local bands that have 
been playing around here: Cease 
Fire. FBi. Toxic Noise. Alliance, 
not the Plaguel. Psycic Pets. The 
Conditionz and not the Plaguel Second 
the De Anza has played some bunk 
shows. Totally tit worthless infact. 
The Barn (located on the U.C.R. 
campus) has put on a couple of ok 
events, one being the Unforgiven 
(featuring ex-Stepmothers vocalist 
Steve Jones) and Taboo Zoo (Featuring 
another ex-Stepmother Glen OotyJ. 
The Unforgiven go for the Alarm 
runs over Clint Eastwood approach 
(ten thumbs up), while Taboo Zoo 
takes the pop rock route with sax, 
guitar and Keyboards (another ten 
thumbos). Both bands have records 
coming out soon so keep your eyes 
peeleo for them. Now back to the 
local bands. White Flag album still 
not out (I saw itlll -ed.J. Cease Fire 
get a new singer and play a gig with 
ska bands, rumor has it trenchcoats, 
shades, targets and keyboards are 
working there way into the band. 
Toxic Noise get new guitar man and 
keep old drummer boy. Their ”e.p.“ 
tape will be out soon and they are 
planning a second studio adventure 
with Rikk Agnew possibly at the 
helm of the productionsnip. Stay 
tuned!! Now. where do the Plague 
fit in? Sure you see them spray painted 
on various walls in Riverside, sure 
Donny Bubobo is a good guitar player... 
maybe the Plague broke up because 
of Allan's solo success with the band 
Wrench? Well that's about it punkers 
and punkettes! Till next time, this 
is Richard McDonald, saying so long. 
PS: M.A. whe»e are youlill 

THE SOUTH BAY REPORT BY DANNY 
PHILIPS _ 

I'll start off with record news and 
then go on to the latest gossip in 
S.B. Hrst off Redd Krosa has a new 
album out as well as a new guitar 
player Robert Hecker. They'll be 
soon doing a video and some gi as 
up in San Francisco this month. INCEST 
CATTLE might be doing a 6 song 
ep on Enigma, produced by Don Bowls. 
Also they had their equipemnt stolen 
at their Halloweens how et the Music 
Machine, if anyone has info on who 
might have it please write Flipside 
care of Danny P. Tim G. of BAD 
RELIGION lended me a master tape 
of their new record, sounds really 
good. Criminal Records "Made In 
The South Bay" is getting close to 
beiqn released, the 10 bands to be 
on it will be: ILL WILL. GENETIC 
DAMAGE. UNIT DOWN. MOOD OF 
DEFIANCE. WESTERN WASTE. 
LAWNDALE. UNKNOWN SOCIETY. 
ARTISTIC DECLINE. BEDLAM and 
the MISANTHROPS. Patty Maerpins 
has joined the MISANTHROPS on 
lead vocals and will besinging on 
upcoming recordings. She’s great, 
we neecf more females on the scene. 
CLIENTS played-a Halloween party 
in Torrance, they sounded good, go 
see them if you can. —— 

MOOD OF DEFIANCE. Dan. Jeff. 
John and Thad are working on a 5 
song 12 inch. SACCHARINE TRUST 
on tour again. NIP DRIVERS 2nd 
album out soon. ARTISTIC DECLINE 
played at the Cathay with GENETIC 
DAMAGE and OELERIUM TREMILUM. 
INSTIGATOR Glen P. left the band 
only to be replaced by Ted Zigler. 
WESTERN WASTE Tippy Toes Norm 
leaves the band to do on a round 
the world sailing trip. BIBLE BURNERS 
might break up. CIRCLE JERK Keith 
Morris hospitalized for serious back 
injury. I hope to see him back on 
stage soon. OMLETS did a reunion 
show at the Music Machine with 
INCEST CATTLE. NAUGHTY WOMEN 
AND DOBERMEN Dan Doberman's 

band are really starting to sound 
good. They put on a great set. L.A.'s 
video producer RIC MARTIN is in 
post production on a new video program 
intitled WORLD ONE VIDEO. Music 
interviews and videos from bands 
such as 45 Grave. Black Flag. Mood 
of Defiance amd Minutemen. In the 
next issue of Flipside I will ahve 
interviews with RIC MARTIN.INCEST 
CATTLE AND XCUSION. 
see you later. Danny Philips. 

CATHAY DE GRANDE R.I.P. 

October 29 was the last night of 
the Cathay de Grande, located at 
the corner of Argyle and Selma in 
the heart of Hollywood. It's closing 
ma ks. in a modest way. the end 
of n era for Los Angeles underground 
mu ic - where eras are measured 
in months and years. As all local 
pun :s know, for the last two years 
the Cathay was the principle showcase 
for hardcore punk music in Los Angeles. 
Moi » than any other local club owner 
Mika Brennan booked newer, younger 
underground bands. Although these 
ban :1s were not highly paid, they 
were given the important chance 
to play in front of an audience. 
Even though very few people actually 
live in the neighborhood around the 
Cathay, the club has been under 
continuous pressure from the 
authorities, resulting in a city hell 
hearing and a temporary suspension 
of the clubs liquor license. Mike 
himsslf was jailed lust year along 
with soundman Don Bolles or 4b Grave. 
Breman countered by bringing in 
the press, resulting in sympathetic 
cove 'age by KA8C Channel 7 News 
and the Los Angeles Times. But the 
lack of a steady drinking crowd, 
continuous harrassment by the LAPD 
and Alcohol Beverage Control, lack 
of funds and the inability to book 
headlining punk bands nave lead 
Brennan to close the club. He plans 
to ook medium sized hall shows 
once or twice a month. 
The Cathay was. even in the eyes 
of ii t biggest fans, the pits. Flipside 
Fanz ne readers voted it both best 
and .iorst club of 1903 but everyone 
agrei d it was the best hangout of 
the ear. The basement playing area 
was i notorious oven, the bathrooms 
were demolished, the drop ceiling 
all t >0 often lived up to It's name 
thert were overly rude bouncers 
prose ytizing Christians and harassini 
cops. The Cathay routine includei 
drink ig and pissing in nearby alleys 
hangi ig out. meeting friends (maki 
sure to hug and kiss all the girls 
you I now even if you can't remember 
their names), collecting flyers, having 
youm barefoot punkettes ask for 
spare change and a light, being hearded 
back ind forth by bouncers and police, 
and rying to scam in for free. El 
Duce lead singer of the Mentors 
and ing of rape rock, was often 
the self-appointed master of 
ceren onies. joining bands on stage 
to le r and proudly flop his bloated 
belly about. You knew all was well 
at th. Cathay if you heard a drunken 
biker voice bellowing "I butt-fucked butt-fucLked 

sloppy charm, and a casual lack of 
pretence suitable for enjoying the 
fastest, loudest, funniest, sleaziest, 
hardcoringest music around. 
Although it hosted punk stars such 
as TSDL. Hocial Distortion. Youth 
Brigade. GE H. and the Exploited, 
ana occasional Rockabilly or Christian 
bills, the Cathay is best remembered 
as a home for middle level and starting 
bands typified by the now legendary 
“Dunker Night": 4 to 7 punk bands 
for a dollar every Tuesday night. 
Bands with little or no reputation 
could get shows and start to build 
a following. Bands such as Entropy. 
Skoundrelz. Neighborhood Watch. 
Plain Wrap. Mad Parade. Don't Know. 
Painted Willy. Hated Principals. Incest 
Cattle. Stukas Over Bedrock. Artistic 
Decline and Against got their start, 
in part, at the Cathay. 
At it's best Dunker Night was a 
smorgasbord of hardcore lunacy, 
often, merely a series of identical 
all male, angryyoung- suburban- skste- 
thrash bands. But usually there were 
enough solid punk bands and a few 
just plain weird bands to give you. 
well, more than your dollars worth. 
Memorable debuts included the 
Childhoods, thrash with good riffs 
and stage presence: Empty Heads. 
Empty Hearts. Flipperesque noise 
with two girl singers: Dreaded Khan, 
a totally disorganized set climaxed 
by the drummer vomitting on himself 
in the middle of a song. Public 
Humiliation claim to be the worst 
band in Orange County. Why limit 
yourselves? Definately worst dressed. 
The Skoundrelz lead singer provided 
a fine intro for a rocking set of 
metal-punk by swinging the mic stand 
over his head like a scythe, ripping 
out three ceiling panels. The Cavity 
Creeps and Renfield 0 are the rankest, 
noisiest joke bands ever. They are 
either the laziest musicians ever or 
have created the most chaotic 
audience- expectations - confounding 
craziness evei and are miles ahead 
of all of us. Mind you. these two 
played the same night. The best 
surprise of all was the Incest Cattle, 
who played thr r seriocomic punk-funk 
— a multistyles cross of the Minutemen. 
Redd Cross and the Meat Puppets— 
to a small efter midnight crowd. 
In the dim early morning bareness 
it was a special one-to-one performance 
for those hearty and curious enough 
to stick it out until the last band. 
Some people are sick of the Cathay 
and will be glad to see it go. For 
them it has become a routine hangout 
that is collapsing under the weight 
of its own apathy. Even those who 
arn't glad to see it go are nodding 
in agreement that it's time to move 
on to something new. But without 
the Cathay it will be harder for new 
bands to get shows and the impending 
dry spell should serve as a test of 
the scene's stamina and commitment. 
Los Angeles punk survived the loss 
of the Whisky. Starwood. Godzilla's 
and a dozen other clubs and will 
probably survive the loss of the Cathay 
as well.  — 

Unlikely as it may seem, people will 
look back at the Cathay and_ say.' 
"Those were the good old days thej 
way we do about every other defunct 
club. Hopefully, the bands we saw; 
there will rise to become leaders 
of a new generation of punk music 
at which time we can say. I remembe 
when I saw them at the Cathay fo 
a buck". Love it or loath it. the Catha- 
De Grande is history. 
- - John P. Garry Ilf _ 
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show had some trouble when 
punks supposedly beat up some 
1 don't know how true that is. 

t was supposed to have started 
cans going thru a 

I do know that the 
a_,_; mad and decided 

a surprise attact run thru the parking 
• • ' ' 1—J3 of everyone in 

who was half way 
time, got a good 

with some trash 
police carl Well, 
police got pretty 
1 , ' 
lot cracking heads 
the way. Mike, 
in my car at the 
crack (that sent hi... — —,-- 
by a lady copl Lots of blood in a short 
time. Tne next night the Ramones 
played in HollywoocT and a door rush 
was all that was needed to call out 
the full riot squad with helicopter. 
It was interesting because the cops 
chased everyone up the street to. 
yep. the Cathayl It was safe inside 
the now sawdust floor "country bar”, 
too bad for those under 21 (like Brian 

“ ' ). Mike Brennan 
the attention 

the other way. 
definitely still a 

OH Vea-hT| 

r'ANCT PA/|NG( 
ONE or youR > 
BAND WAS Y 
DRIVING- d 

Walsby - sorry Brianl), 
just grinned because 
was finally directed I 
So the police are J Firoblem even tho its been kinda quiet 
ately. In other news: 

compleated their 
great success. C 
in a new 
with ace 
extradinaire 
wouldn't you 
else. Plain Wrap 
permanent drummi 
now. a guy name 
done recording a 
Casbah. Love Cai 
awhile when he v 

MIA have just 
first LIS tour with 

__ Guitarist Nick is also 
band called The Brown Sound 

artist Bad Otis, drummer 
Chuck Biscuits and 
know I'd forget who 

finally have a 
at least for 

Mike, they are 
killer album at 
I lost Arab for 
nt on tour with 

aptrr the shows, guys appron-A oane . 

DMJtACtAcHS ARE STIU- A WCNLUVT) 
FbwTE BUT Oin'S OXSClOSTED. 

of TOO MUCH ACTION WROTE* REST TAXES ITJ 
f TOO- ON both er TMEA-Jw Looks haggard ano 
", SUES ALSO EASILY IRRITATED. JIM COE SIT T U*E 
/her CHANGE AMO HE LOOO FOR PEACE A WAY FROM 

1CR. HE TALKS TO THE MICE MITn CLEAN CM RLE THAT 

.ARE IN THE AUDIENCE-  

N5W TUT T1W TO HURT EACH OTIRA TICE AXOvA OITA 
WHITS SAND IS SETTER.WHO Otis THE MOST 
Wet'ClTT, WHO HAS TH IWOtS T ECO... THWOS 
GET WORSE NOT SfTTEA* THEY HATE MB* TOOETEETL. 
WHAT HAPPENED TO 'IT OOEJK1 MATTER AT LEAST 
WE ARE TOGETHER-1' BIG TALA » COOl WHEN IT IS 
FOR A rAMTASY, BUT WHEN ITS A REALITY IT COULD 
BE A NIGHT MARE. 

REMEMBER THIS — ABSENCE MAKES THE *ART 
GROW FUNOEA. LEAVE THEM A>' HOME... 

aepartment store to watch tnemseives 
on 50 TV's at once. Orange County's 
Madia Blitz will be releasing a cassette 
in Englandl Iconoclast with new 
members have recorded a single at 
Casbah which should be out real soon, 
□ecray just left for a US tour with 
Peace Corpse. Peace Corpse couldn't 
effort it and came home while Decry 
truged on in their SI50 van. Bad news. 
Dickies guitarist Glenn was in a car 
accident and lost the fingers on his 
right hand, they were sown on but 
it didn't work and he had to have 
them amputated. He's learning toj 

[play left handed. Suicidal Tendencies 
shot s big time video with real ectorsl 
(from Eraserhead. and Rock and Rolll 
High School fame) of their song 
“Institutionalized". Their new members| 
appeared in that video - Rocky their 
new guitarist and oops, forgot the 
new drummers name. Circle One 
have finally called it quits and have 
broken up. Brian Walsby that farqous 
cartoonist has joined Scared Straight 
of Nardcore fame. Something I forgot 
to say about the Cathay. The place 
is still there, it's just closed to punk. 
There will be bands, they do have 
their liquor license end the place 
is still a cool hangout (for those over 
21). Mike has pulled the pa from 

Oh. they have changed their name] 
to S.G. I hear MIA talking about 
changing their name, or just making 
it official Music In Action. Circle 
Jerk Keith Morris did indeed hurt 
himself at the local festival called 
the Street Scene, but he's out of 
the hospital and is schedualed to 
play a gig at the Olympic Dec. 7. 
will he try it in a wheelchair like 
Leonard of the Dickies used to do? 
In the meantime, the Cathay and 
Music Machine have hosted numerous 
benefits with all kinds of L.A. bands 
including X and others. Jordan of 
We Got Power fame, now works at Rublicist for SST Records. Him and 

is buddies (Dave Markey) at al pulled 
off two weekends or "Desperate 
Teenage Love Dolls" at the Lheshe 
Club. Speaking of Dave. Sin 31 is 
indeed practicing, but will get a new 
guitarist. Mish Bondage of Sadci Nation 
is now living in L.A. and is looking 
for a band. Steve Ink Disense and 
Pete Flipside ahev a band called 
White and Hairy 
to play. Toxic Shi 
Pilsbury Hardcore 
end makini 
biscuits. Basic 
Mikes. „ 
when, they were 
police hassels at 
t :' '; _ 
A recent police 

disillusioned - - 
that's all I can think of. 
until next time, keep it on K 
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making that place impossible to play. 
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MIA show there left a lot of people 
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By MA^SHE'N 

instrumental bridg • •• ••• * * 
Speaking of the end of the world 
Needing of the end of the world 
Holding onto the end of the world 
The parachute gone bye bye 
are we dead 
The world, the world, the world 
And I'm an ant 
The world, the world, the world 
And I'm an ant 

psychedelic cvclaaid 
'•«* ••• 

Walking down back alley streets of 
LA 
Tall buildings surround 
Where s my little cottage 
A slump to drive you onto hell 
Living in psychedelic cyclaaid 
living in psychedelic cyclaaid 
living in psychedelic cyclaaid 
A real life tragedy can be such fun 
The idle generation 
Applicators of ridicultion 
Injected numbness Am I responsible 
Living in psychedelic cyclaaid 
(repeated two more times] 
and I don't know if anything will last 
I don't know 

The unknown symbolic 
of all our missing sons 
Remember the sacrafices made 
oh yeah the beasts of an age 
Now you're sad 
you're screaming mad 
look what you've done 
wearing your dog tags 
oh yeah the beasts of an age 
Where are your men now 
Society has canned them 
and put them on the shelf for sale 
And any time of day 
symbols of age 
and any time of day 
war 
And 
sym 
oh p 
don' 
war 
oh yeah, oh yeah, the beasts of 
age 
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RASZEBRA 
By Mawshein 
Deborah Patino- Vocals 
Ingrid Baumgart- Quitar. Vocals 

1 Janet Housden- Drums 
Katie Childe- Bass 
Perfect Setting: The five of us sitting 
in someones toolshed with Black 
Flag in the living room. Theres still • 
beer left in the plastic Baby Swimning 
Pool. Is this Mahattan Beach? 
RZ has been together for two years 
now and all are original members , 
except for Janet [ their fifth drummer] . 
who used to be in Red Dross and . 
The Disposals. It’s hard to even begin 
describing their music so I won't 
try but r say see "em. listen and be . 
taken over. 
FS: What the hell is a Raszebrae??? 
DP: I thought of Zebrae and she thought • 
of Ras. We went to college together . 
and had a music of india course and 
learned about the Rasa ( the inner ' 
beam?). 
FS: Are you Ratt Groupies? 
RZ: Everyone starts arguing over 
that.] A couple of us take care of 
their fan mail. Secretary stuff. 
FS: What is RZ Enterprises? 
DP: Between Katie. Ingrid and I we 
made a fictitious statement for our ■ 
business so that we could promote 
shows. 
IB: So that if we don't make it as • 
a band we make it as a corpration. 
DP: Tax write offs as consultants.. , 
It's a democracy. 
FS: So do you have another person 
as a manger? 
RZ: Right. We book our own shows ; 
. We can't find anyone who is better 

I than Debbie. 
FS: Any records out? 
Someone: We're label shopping. 
FS: So then you're not recording? 
RZ: We've already recorded. It's on 

i atmosphere records. We did the basic 
I tracks. It should comeout in September 
lor October. We might record with - 
ISpot. We're basically just waiting 
I around. 
rDP: I'm on that Spoken Langugage 
I record. 

FS: Do you write Poetry? 
JH: NOOOOO 
DP: We use my lyrics or her Lyrics • 
(Ingrid). Kattie writes some. 

;FS: Some people say they can't hear • 
or figure out the words to your songs. 
KC: We don't really have any lyrics. 
FS: Tell me about one of your songs? 
IB: I wrote "Hit or Miss". Its about 
Jimi Hendrix in a way after I read . 
that dumb book I kind of got inspired. 
FS: What book? 
IB: “Hit or Miss!' We stole the title 
right off. 
DP: She gave the poem for me to . I read. Took it to rehearsal and wrote 
a song. 
KC: Then Ingrid does all this mock ' 
Jimi Hendrix stuff. 
DP: Most of our songs you can guess • 
what they are about by the title. “ 
But some are hard like "Rangeriders" • 

I which is about riding on life... ‘ 
JH: That's not what you said to me.. ' 

LDP: It's about literature, drugs and . 
society all mished into one. The inward . 
struggle. Used to be very angry. Were 
you guys angry in the beginning? 
IB: I riave nothing to be angry about. 

.KC: Debbie used to be an angry person, j 
FS: What were y£>u angry about? 
DB: I needed a new bike. 
IB: Right. It all stems from when 
she was five years old and not getting 
that new bike. ' 
FS: DK. what are you songs about? 
DP: A new song is called "Murdertime 
USA" But our songs can be about 
anything. Actually the feelings are 
more important than the subject. 
Something that just makes you feel 
where you have to write it out. 

■ KC: I think: Like when that guy drove 
down in westwood. That struck me 

periods at 

' 07 07 07 07 07 D7 07 07 R7 
experiences? *- 

, DP: We change them into universal - 
experiences. 
FS: Someone describrd RZ as a cross 
between Led Zeppelin and Souixee 
and Jimi. ' 
JH: The papers said Patti Smith. 

. KC: Hey that's a compliment. - 
JH: I think we sound like Quite Riot. - 
RZ: UGH. YUK. 

’ IB: We try to sound like these people. 
' DP: Chuck Dukowski came over our . 
■ house last night and said that Ingrids „ 
. Guitar playing sounded like a cross 
. between Blue Cheer and Jeff of' 

Red Cross. And that was the best * 
Guitar playing you can get. 

• IB: He said that last night????? 
. FS: What do you say to being compared ' 

to other bands? 
’ JH: People are always going to compare 
- you to Digger bands, its hard to come 

up with an original way of describing 
a band. Its ok as long as they don’t * 

. compare you to something you hate.. - 

. Confusion. 
FS: How often do you rehearse? 
KC: Four times a week. 

. IB: We hate it. 
KC: She makes us rehearse. I missed . 
a Prince concert. 
FS: Have you seen Purple rain.?? 
RZ: Yeeees.. 
FS: The inevitable question: Wl at . 
are the advantages and disadvantages _ 
of being an all female band? 
JH: On one hand, its kind of a gimmick, 
people notice you more. But then . 
people can be quick to dismiss you„ 
because alot of gimmick bands can 
suck. People sometimes assume you're 
like that. And other people just think 
that girl bands are so lame, or really great. Some Expect less... 

IP: Then there's the physical thing... 
IB: You don't have to worry about - 
dressing in front of each other, you ■ 
don't have to hide anyting. 
KC: We all get on our periods at - 
the same time. 
IB: I like playing with both guys, 
and girls. Basicalfy being in a band. 
is just being who you are as a musician. 

KC: I know a disadvantage: Lesbians! 
I wore a castration Squad T-shirt 
once, it was all over for me. man 
IB: We're not going to talk abouh 
sexl 
Someone: (Changing the subject) 
8ut Ingrid once played with Saccharine 
Trust in an LA show. She was great. 
IB: They asked me to play on their 
last song. I was on acid, it was great. , 
It was one of those songs you can 
play on any note and still be on key. 
RZ: We all like Saccharine Trust ' 
alot. “ 
FS: What LA bands do you like... 
RZ: Minutemen.. Tex.. Nip Drinvers.. 
Red Hot Chili Peppers. 
IB: They are one of my favorite bands. 
JH: You better erase the tape in 
case somebody thinks it was a serious 
statement. 
IB: Chopin. Mozart, Brahms. 
RZ: Deep Purple. Haydn was the 
utmost. 
JH: T. Rex 
FS: Well who did you have a poster . 
of on your walls? 
IB: Bobby Sherman. 
KC: Led Zepplin. The Biggest Poster. 
RZ: David Bowie. Iggy Pop. All the - 
regular stuff. 
Fa What was your first rock album? 

' IB: I grew up with creedence , 
' Clearwater. Someone: Neil Diamond.. 
. Jesus Christ Superstar. ' 
• JH: ( the youngest): Black Sabbath. 
' No. Kiss— that was when they were - 
' already old. Like "78 
] FS: That was yer first rock album? 
_ JH: That or Jimi Hendrix. Iwas into - 
' that stuff before I got into punk rock. • 
.' In high school I Tiked local bands. - 
„ I didn't like what everyone else liked. - 
. They used to throw sanwiches at 
. me when I walked down the corridors. ' 
, Punk rock was not cool in *70 or'79. ; _ 
■ you didht do it unless you wanted 

RZ RZ RZ RZ RZ RZ RZ RZ 
RZ RZ RZ RZ RZ RZ 

alot. L you didrit do it unless you wanted T 
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, out. You know how people call you 
a freak. 

j IB: Janet is a real Punk Rocker. 
DP: I hate it when someone hits me 
for being punk rock, because I'm 
not. I'm not a punk, i'm just poor. 
(The first part of this interview 

• concludes so they can play the party. 
- then later that evening at the Anti 
- Club with who I forget. Part two 
. is in Kattie or Debbie's place in this 
.. big house and we're eating potato 
- chips and we're all purty tired.) 
- KC: Look there's a Debbie poster. 

FS: What are you wearing? 
• DP: Two years ago at the Anti. 
• 'FS: What do you all have in common? 
. DP: our basic Lifestyles. 
. FS: Janet are you from San Pedro? 

JH: No I'm from Hermosa Beach, 
about a mile away from that party 
today. I've lived there all my life. 

- FS: Do you go to the beach? 
JH: When I can but not on weekends. 
I want to get a surf board. I used 

• to have one but when I got into punk 
- rock I sold it. And I sold my Kiss 

‘Records, and old stuff to get new 
-ones. Then a couple years later . 

I go. Why did I do that??? So I went 
to used stores and bought the same 

.. records. 
, ■ Seven minutes of Potato chip eating 

and I'm eating pringles in a can right 
now. 

■ FS: Is this a somewhat permanent 
marriage? 

- * JH: Yes. we want to stay together 
- - and we want to be good. I want to 
- • do something with it. I don't want 
■ to be a secretary or a housewife. 
. Yeh, we'd like to be big and make 
.. alot of money and be on the cover 
. „ of BAM Mag azine. 
j, FS: Do you want to play the forum? 
j ’ KC:Yes I want to be ad big as queen. 

FS: Where do you like playing? 
' RZ: Anti CLub. The On klub was 

good. Music Machine sucks. 
. Madam Wongs is a Brain Fry. You 
. get these poor guys with long hair 
. in polyester. 
. FS: How would you describe your 

music? Don't you think there are 
elements of of heavy metal? 
IB That's what alot of people say. 
JH: Whatever you listen to is going 
to come out in your music. 

- IB: Zone rock and roll. 
- JH: What zone? I'm not a music critic. 
. I can't think of labels. 
_ IB: We don't want to be art damage. 
_ JH: I don't like that word "ART" 
, at all. 

RZ: We're rock and roll. Hard rock. 
. Then a member of Corpus Delecti 

who earlier mistook catfood for potato 
r chips gives his definition of "Art 
- Damage^ 
rFS: What is the general feeling you 
r want to give your audience? 
. IB: WelL if they could get into the 

lyrics, that would tell them. . But 
' as far as shows go. its just to have 

• fun. 
KG: Not angry.The only way that 

.. I could answer that is when I see 
a performer I like to see them give 
all their complete energy. I mean 
allll. That's entertainment. 

■ DP: If feels good afterwards when 
- you gave. 
- FS: Have you ever touched a Zebra? 
• RZ: Zebras are such a far concept 
.. ■ to what our band is. 
.. ■ KC: I'm proud to announce we can 
. - use the bathroom somebody cleaned 
..it. They put boric acid around there. 
. .And they even put toilet paper. See 
, Janet when things like that happen 

how can you hate the world. 
• - JH: If Katie's bathroom is clean. 
. there must be a god. 

THE ENG. crunch, crunch 
■ - photo by Naomia Petersen 
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FS: Chris is the drummedt 
Tommy: He's the chince. 
FS: where are they now, why ern't 
they here? 
Paul: They’re at the hotel watching 

Tommy: No no no, we won't get cross. 
They might be watching TV but they 
didn't want to come to the club right 
away, just because... 
Paul: They don't likepeople and crowds 
and stuff like that. 
FS: So are you guys satisfied with 
the way things are going? 
Paul: I'd say yes. 
FS: Do you like L.A.? Is it cool? 
Paul: Ya know for a couple of days, 
it's ok. I mena I wouldn't want to 
live here or nothin. 
FS: Really?! Why? 
Paul: It’s too warm. 
FS:.it's too warm? 
Tommy: I second that emotionl 
FS: Too warml 
Paul: Yeah. 
Tommy: Yeah. 
Paul: Where’s the snow? 
FS: You like snow? 
Paul: That's how we makr a living, 

, shoveling snow in the winter. 
FS: Is all that cold and snow an 
inspiration? 
Paul: That's how you learn how to 
rock. You gotta keep warm. 
FS: Yeah you go in the basement 
end party till it hurts. 
Paul: That's right. 
FS: SO tel! me about the band. 
Tommy: Can I give the bio. Lemmie 
tell you brother like it started back 
when me. Chris and my brother Bobby 
started playing. So my brother showed 
me how to play bass when I was It. 
we started jamming, we was jamming 
for awhile. 
FS: How old ere you now? 
Tommy: Uh. well you see my brother 
was going out with this girl that knew 
our drummer Chris, and Chris's brother 
went to school with him (Paul) and 
eh heard us masterbating in the 
bushes... Paul: SHould we make this 
easy? 

Paul: They had a band that played 
covers and had long hair and played 
really fast and I walking by one day 
and I heard them cause they were 
so loud. I told them I was a singer 
- I had never sung before... 
Tommy: He kicked out every other 
member we had. He fit in like a glove 
on a toumbstone. (?) 
Paul: We were doing Johnny Winter. 
Aerosmith.... 
FS: The same thing you guys do nowl 
Paul. Tommy: Grumble, nissss. 
Tommy: We did many Yes covers 
thank you very much. 

FS: SO then you joined the Dan^^^^^™ 
Paul: Yeah in I960...in 1979. 
FS: What did you do after Paul joined. 
Tommy: Tom Petty covers. Do this 
and that. 
Paul: We started writing songs. You 
know, started rehersing Tor 2 months 
and then got out first gig. then the 
guy who got us the gig worked for 
Twin Tone Records - he liked us end 
got us into the studio. 
FS: And made your demo which is 
on Sorry Me"... 
Paul: Two songs are. actually not 
the tape we gave him but the initial 
demos... 
Tommy: You didn't want to hear 
the original. 
FS: I'd love to ehar the originall 
Paul: Actually those were better, 
they were slower. 
Tommy: We otta wing up the dead 
shit. 
FS: How are you guys so prolific 
in putting out so many records in 
M years? 
Paul: That's not so much, that's only 
a year. 
FS: That's more than most bands. 
You keep coming up with ideas, 
writting... 
Paul: Rehash... we're writting ebout 
3 songs with 15 different titles. 
Tommy: I tell ya. the stuff you might 
think is filler on "Let It Be‘ the shit 
stuff you know, that’s band stuff. 
But the stuff that might be real. 

At first the idea to interview the 
REPLACEMENTS seemed to be easy, 
but over the period of several days 
it got harder and harder. So what 
I ended up doing was first talking 
to Paul Westerberg and Tommy Stintson 
outside the Lingere and sencond with 
Paul outside Al's Bar. Bob Stitson 
didn't really care if anybody talked 
to him. only if it included mind altering 
substances and Chris Mars I didn't 
even get a chance to get to. So after 
some nagging I got something, here 
goes. 
[Outside the Lingere with Paul and 
Tommy - Flipside was Pete and Thomas 
Ink Disease). 
FS: So you are.... 

■Paul: Drunk Paul. 
Tommy: I'm Tommy the louse. I mean 
a brat. He's a louse (points to Paul), 
he's a louse (He's drunk). 
FS: Who else is in the band? 
Paul: Robert. Tommy's brother, the 
guitar player. 
Tommy: The dunce. 
Paul: The dunce and the chince. 
Tommy: The dunce and the chince. 
the drummer and the guitar player. 

L. 
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Tommy: I ney can'T possiL . 
it seriously cause after five y®®r*- 
seeing us both ways, they couldrit 
possibly think I just paid 5 ducks 
‘Well jsut wait and see what happends . 
FS: In other words you want to go 
one step further in to a major. 
Paul: Hell we don't want to go 
backwards, but we don't want to 
change and be slick. 
FS: Is that selling out. maybe? 
Tommy: You know what selling out 
is? Who the fuck sells out? It just 
happends. it's not like some guy says 
I've got some good songs and I m 
gonna sell out. ... . . 
FS: Your looking for a life where 
you can be in a band and make money 

Tommy:" We're looking for it to be 
fun. I don't wnat vengence against 
him If and when we break up. We 
jsut do it as fun and what comes 
natural.   .. . 
Paul: Sometimes its like well be 
doing stuff like were doing to see 
these fuckers owe me. 
FS: Do you still play old songs? 
Tommy: We play old... 
Paul: We will do all covers on a given 

FlSI Eg'o you have a real good time 

8T9oX8: ^8eyha9venthealeest itme. Most 
of the times we play we have the 
best times, it gets like you hate the 
guy next to you out we have fun. 
FS: Are you guys enjoying y^ur lire/ 
Tommy: I enjoy this more then sitting 
at home. 
FS: Do you guys have jobsr 
Paul: No. Bob has a job. 
FS: Do you have any new stuff planned / 
Paul: NO. We don't think we want 
to make another record with Twin 
Tone. We have been approached, 
but we'd be unhappy with that. And 
you figure if you're gonna be unhappy 
playing we might as well make soma 
money. I mean that's the rule that 
we're going by. sometimes It gets 
like that - what the hell are we doing 

FS: Are you happy with what you 
are doing now? 
Paul: You cant put a big thing on 
it. some nights it's great, it can vary 
from song to song. Some songs are 
fun to play and others a rucking drag. 
FS: Musically you've changed: more 
production. fancier things, slower 

Pauu "We're getting a little tired. 
I'll be the first to admit that. I don t 
like screaming all night. I do that 
for a week. . 
Tommy: I like playing all night. 
Paul: We're old men. 

FS: How old are you? 
Paul: We're washed uplll 
FS: How old are you? 
Paul: I'm 2M. 
Tommy: That mother fucker is over 
the hilillll W1 , , 
FS: What do your parents think of 
theband? . ,, 
Paul: Shitll They don't even knowll 
I asked my dad for a couple of bucks, 
he thought I was going to the store 
or something. I said "I won t be back 
for a month dad". 
Tommy: See. my mother has supported 
the band. So the whole time wave 

|been together, this has been six years.. 
I Paul: It grows as wa go on... 
i Tommy: My mother isn't interested 
in our music or anything but shes 
like behind me and my brother because 
we're her kids. She's like, these kids 
try ahrd and if they make it they 
make it if they don't they don't. My 
mothers been putting up with us for 
6 years, she deserves something. 
. Mother of the decade or something. 
FS: What do you guys do besides the 
band? 
Tommy: I masterbate. I shovel snow. 
I play guitar. 
Paul: 1 drink, wait to play, reherse. 
go see bands, drink, hang out with 

P's: Do you guys like other bands? 
Paul: Yes. but I cna't name a wide 
variety of bands that I like. I like 
Del Fuegos. 
Tommy: Scruffy the Dat. 
Paul: Scruffy the Cat from Boston. 
Tommy: Tnat band is gonna do 
something. I don't know I nope they 
do something fast. 
FS: Is there any big major thing that 
goes on with your lives, no major 
catastrophies? 
Paul: I've been sick before... we have 
trouble with transportation is pur 
biggest curse, we bought a new fucking 
van. got in the thing, drove down 

i to St. Paul and the thing broke down. 
FS: So otherwise everything is peachy 

keen. . . ,, . . _ 
|Paul: Yeha. ya know it's allright, 
can't complain. 
FS: Are you worried about war. 
Tommy: I ain’t worried about nothing. 
I can give two shit about that. I 

lit happends it happends. I know form 
talking to other guys in the band, 
our drummer Chris, he does stufr 
on his own. 
Paul: This is Tommy speaking now. 
Tommy: I'm illetarata.. 
Paul: He don't have a high school | 
diploma. 
FS: He doesn'tlll 
Tommy: None of us have. . 
Paul: That's apparent, no drivers 
license, no diploma... 
FS: You guys don't drive? 
Tommy: Yeah. I'm gonna get a drivers 
license when I get home. 
FS: How do you write your songs, 
do you write about things that just 
happen? . ... 
Paul: They're never made up. We va 
tried but you can't sing it with any 
thing behind it. It's raise. I mean 
you can do covers of other peoples 
songs, that's kind of fun. but most 
of our songs are... 
FS: Like ‘Black Diamond'. 
Paul: Yeah, because that's something 
we've all like and grew up with. 
FS: Do you want to be commercially 
successful, be played on the radio, 
make a video... 
Paul: No video, we like to heard and 
been seen, come on down and see 
us. We'd like to make some money, 
we see other bands that are making 
money, bands that have been around 
like 2 or 3 years. They're making money. 
They're not doing that much different 
than us. It frustrates you a little 
bit. Like REM hsve been around about 
a year or less than we have. They 
are a good band. . 
Tommy: Our thing is we like to play 
the music we wanna play. be 
comfortable with it. it's not the matter 
of making tons of money orthis and 
that and doing what you do - and 
naturally paying the bills. 
FS:You gotta plan a future. 
Paul: You figure you can always go 
abck and sweep floors or something. 
You know, it's probably where we're 
all headed. 
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(Now, over to Al's Bar a week later. 
FS is Pete and Stan Lee). 
Stan: Rightnow we're observing the 
singer of the Replacements. he's 
snorting coke waiting to give us this 
interview, he's been hounding us for 
awhile. I've agreed to help Pete with 
this, he's been ducking us. now I think 
he'll talk - inhaled a few lines of 
driving snow if you know what I mean. 
He's not gonna stop talking now... 
Pete: How ready are you to talk now? 
Paul: Fuck rghfuck etc... I'm as ready 
as I'll ever be. 
Pete: Do you alter your brain with 
any stimulants? 
Paul: Sometimes I take something 
to help me sleep. 
Pete: It’s medicine for old age. 
Paul: It's foolish for idiots, what 
the hell is that stuff (to Stan). 
Stan: It's water, want some? 
Paul: Is it really????? 
Pete: How come you called your 
album ‘Let it Be"? 
Paul: Why not? If someone complains 
about it then they're old and can't 
take a joke. 
Pete: Ha 
it? 
Paul: My older brother thought it 
was a really dumb Idea. Ha said 
somebody dia that before, 
do it. 
Pete: Do you have a sister? 
Paul: Betcha. 
Pete: You're part of a large family. 
Paul: Brothers and sisters. 
Stan: Two brothers and 
girlfriend, not bad for starters. 
Pete: Are you part of a musical family? 
Paul: Nobody can carry a tune, carry 
on a tractor, they sell cars, work 
in banks. 
Pete: And you sell music. 
Paul: No. I'm trying to avoid getting 
ajob. 
Pete: You're going home in a week. 
Paul: We'll be in Oklahoma in a week. 
Pete: What do you think about going 
home? 
Paul: I wanna go home. 
Pete: You wanna go home. Are you 
tired of playing. 
Paul: I'm tired of not getting the 
sleep. I don't mind playing for a long 
time, you don't eat good, don't sleep 
well, it wears you down. 
Pete: I have a good source that you 
might be signed to Warner Bros. 
Paul: Um, I'm not sure. I mean there 
nothing wrong... they haven't talked 
to me. they haven't 
and we'll give you a 
we probably won't. 
Pete: Do you think 
you had the chance? 
Paul: I mean it depends. I don't think 
we can change a whole lot. . If they 
take us the way we are I'd jump at 
anything. 
Pete: (r they offered 
would you do it? 

-las anybody complained about 

you can't 

cute 

said sign here 
lot of money. 

you would, if 

you 

you 1100.000 

Paul: I'd do it for a carton of smokes. 
Pete: If they offered you e first class 
plane ride home on TWA would 
take it? 
Paul: Take what? It’s more to it than 
a deal. If they're gonna pick a producer 
and stuff. I don't know about that 
cause there ain't no one that can 
help us. 
Pete: Do you think you're any good? 
Paul: No not really, we're good friends. 
Pete: You're good friends and decided 
to start a band 
Paul: Yeah we decided that's better 
than four good musicians that don't 
like each other. 
Bob: Do you think you'll keep going? 
Paul: I think so. we've got no choice 
really, we're unskilled. 
Pete: Do you still think you'll be 
doing the same thing five years from 
now? 
Paul: I don't think so. I don't know. 
Pete: You won't see violins. 
Paul: We might, shit. I'd be willing 
to use anything, there ain't no rules, 
we" do whatever your expecting us 
not to do. 
Pete: As far as the Replacements 
go. there are no rules? 
Paul: Ah fuck no. 
Paul: Is that punk rock? 
Paul: We have no musical guide lines | 
to go by. so we figured wel 
really do what were doing, 
try something else we can't do. 

?l we can't I 
so let's 



During Abraasive Wheels recent tour to the West Coast 
they brought along their record company. Mike Stone. Mike 
single handedly runs Clay records, one of Britans biggest 
'small* labels. Any fan of British music is very familiar 
with this label, and that's an understatement when the 
label boasts names like Q.B.H. and Discharge. 

So Mike Stone came over for the tour. I met him one morning 
at the Tropicana. where he was just recovering from last 
nights activities. I was prepared too - forgot my camera, 
so I have no pictures of him. Actually he's a pretty normal 
looking guy. tall and thin, like a younger thinner Mike 
Zampelli. or maybe even your cousin. Here's the 
conversation.... 

I guesB we could start by talking about the active bands 
on Clays raster. 

Mike: CBH are active still, they just have a new ep out.... 
let's see if I can remember all of these. Playdead. Playdead 
is not like a permanent signing, although I'd like it to be. 
We've done a sort of a loose contract, but so far they've 
done a Ip and three singles, the latest of which isn't out 
yet. They're quite happy with us but if a big company wants 
them I guess they'd go. Um. of course the wheels. Abrasive 
Wheels. Discharge, although two of the members have 
left, they are still active, and we have done a single using 
a couple friends as drummer and guitarist. Just to get some 
vinyl out you know. Calvin and Rainey want to keep on 
going and I encourage to do so. they do have quite a large 
Following out there. I also have a lighter band, sort of 
synth type stuff really but I don't know who to compare 
them to. they're called White Door. I'm looking for the sort 
of mass market for them, and although the other bands 
sell more records because their followings are bigger. White 
Door are probably the kind of band that can appeal more 
world wide. We've done an album and 4 singles with White 
Door. We also have a band called Demon, who are a rock 
band. But. you mustn't be put off by the name, the name 
sort of implies heavy metal, blood and guts, but they're 
not. Lyrically they are more intelligent than your average 
heavy metal band. The last album called ‘The Plague* we 
actually got a liscencing deal with Atlantic America. But 
because it didn't sell x amount of units, they decided to 
drop it. That's about all of the active bands. The Lurkers 
are no more by the wey. Oh then there's the Vail with 
two Californians and two English people. Angela and James 
who used to be in Beast and two people I don't know of 
England. Newcomes who haven't been in any well know 
bands. They are recording an Ip right now. 

You must be one of the largest independent labels in England 
right now? 

Well, it's looks as though.... well I suppose we are. yeah. 
Financially it's a struggle. It's looks impressive in the chart 
and we do have a few bands that get around, but then again 
if you look at it. the reason we have got a few good bands 
is because that's where we spend all the money. I mean 
I run the company entirely by myself. Entirely. That is 
due to the financial circumstances. I have to. That is why 
the company is still going. Low overheads, everything. 
It's not easy. I tend to put bands in good studios, compared 
to when we first started - I made a resolution about two 
years ago that I wanted everything sounding as good as 
possible because if you're battling with major companies 
- and I don't like this major company/ and independant 
company either. I prefer it to be called a "smaller company*. 
Not an independent company. It's like racialism in music, 
if you know what I mean. In other words, they say whatever 
is on an independant label is inferior to a major label, and 
I want to abolish that. I just believe we're a smaller label. 
Atlantic... Mowtown. they all started small. I just believe 
we find the more interesting groups, we take groups on 
that "major* companies won't. We stir it up. But T do think 
that most of the good is sorted from the rubbish by now. 
I don't think any of our stuff is rubbish. Early on our stuff 
didn't sound so good, we were on a low budget. And I think 
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we have moved on. The band3 have to move on as we 
I mean they can't keep playing at 100 miles per hour. I 
mean it gets boring, it really does. I don't think that there 
are that many people that can put on a 100 mph album 
and listen to it at home Full blast with out brain damage. 
I used to get brain damage doing it. but I enjoyed it. working 
in the studio. I mean I had blood coming out of my ears 
working with the groups. Discharge, but I was really 
enthusiastic about it. But I think it is a good thing to move 

°n._—a—^ 
so we got together. I put them in a studio. I got a loan 
From my wiFes. sisters husband For 1000 pounds and that 
is how the record label started. Discharges First single 
cost about 65 pounds to record, and it sounds like it. It 
was on an eight track. But it's great in content. And we 
were all learning. 

Why did you name it clay records? 

Oh yes. right. Stoke On Trent is the potteries area. 
Wedgewick and Royal Dalton are From Stoke On Trent, 
china, pottery. stuff like that, hence the name "clay". The 
three little chimneys you see on the label are what you 
call bottle kilns where the Fire the clay.... 

I thought it some sort oF nuclear thing. I mean you see 
it on a Discharge Record.... 

No. you've got it all wrong, they're just bottle kilns where 
they Fire chinalll It's strange what people conjure up in 
their mindsl Ha ha. Really Calvin isn't singing about 
anything new ya know? It's all just a diFFerent style. There 
have been a lot oF protest songs, even successFul ones. 
I always think there is room For a protest band - but I don't 
think you should have too many. It's a depressing subject 
and I think it's about time people got on to a high, cheered 
up. Start making the best oF things really. But we do need 
to be reminded. I mean I was getting demo tapes every 
other day with don't drop the bomb- anti- Margret Thatcher- 
anti- government- anti bloody everything and aFter awhile 
it just wasn't making any sense because they were all copying 
each other and not doing anything new. That's probably 
why their arn't that many that succeed. I mean Discharge 
were the First ones to do it in that style. I think I choose 
the bands I do careFully. ok not everybody likeB them, but 
it seems that quite a lot of people do. I was laughed at 
when I started with Discharge, but it looks like I had the 
last laugh. If it weren't For Discharge this label. QBH. 
Abrassive Wheels wouldn't exist. We made each other really. 
We're moving on. but you have to walk before you run. 
We could do with selling more records, we have to to survive. 

(We talked at length about getting better distribution. 
Basically Mike thinks this is because of the record shops 
not being up on new stuff and not having the guts to order 
it or the persistence to find it. and second because of the 
lack of radio airplay. He also mentioned things like not 
haveing a large enough budget for proper advertising and 
promotion]. 

What do you want to do with Clay Records in terma of 
goals or some kind of master plan? 

I just want to be successful really. Musically. Money would 
be icing on the cake. I want to be really huge. 

Huge with the music you are doing now. 

Yes. Yes. really huge. Take over the world, run for president. 
ha ha ha. we have got success, but we need more. I 
want the bands to progerss. which I think they are. You 
have to move on. You have to progress. I want to expand 
the label as much as possible. I want to do music other 
companies won't go near. I think I have exposed quite a 
Few bands, whereas they could still be home on the dole 
doing nothing. I have given them a chance. We've lost money 
on some bands but who hasn't? But I like to stick with bands 
as long as I can. It's hard work and it takes time. 

Will you continue to produce the bands on Clay Records? 

I think I had taken it to the Furthurest stage I could take 
it. I mean I don't do producing for a living. There’s guys 
out there that can do it better. But. at the time I was doing 
it I don't think there was anybody better because I had 
the energy and the feel and the enthusiasm for it. At the 
time For that music no one was interested and no producers 
could handle it to be quite honest. They didn't want to 
do it. engineers would go "Oh here we go*, there was no 
enthusiasm and that's why I went into the studio. I learned 
a lot doing it as well. But I think I brought it as Far as I 
can. the bands have improved and they've gone beyond 
me now. And I think it is time to get other producers in 
which I am doing. Again, that costs money. That's another 
reason, before I couldn't even effort producers. But we 
really didn't need it. 

Do you mean more in the direction of say the Wheels? 

Well they're moving on but they are not particularly going 
forward. They're going backwards, they're basically doing 
rock and roll. Traditional rock and roll with their own 
songs, lots of influences. Inovation is quite rare in music. 
people like your Bowies, he's probably one of the last great 
inovators in the last decade. The Wheels are moving on 
as far as quality goes. I don't think they are becoming 
constructive. GBH are like high energy r and b with their 
own lyrics. I think all of our bands write good lyrics too. 
I don't think any of them have written corny or crappy 
obvious songs, I think they are all good songs. I'm really 
happy with them. 
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I guess the bands are happy with you as well. GBH have 
continued to stay with Clay. Discharge too. a lot oF bands 
seem to change labels every record. 

They hate my guts!! No, we get on alright. It's more like 
a sort of a Family thing. I'm not unapproachable. I don't 
sit in an "ivory tower”. I'm there. If they went to came 
and see me they come and see me. I believe in sticking 
with the bands too. If we get on well. I've had ups and downs 
with Discharge a few times but nothing serious - It's all 
part of the experience for them as well as me. Sometimes 
the bands have to learn the hard way. and sometimes that's 
at our expense. I can sav you ought to do this or you ought 
to do that but whether they take notice I don't really know. 
I can only suggest things. I don't get ultra heavy with them. 
I'm learning all the time too. Dut I think I have more 
experience in some areas than they have. I suggest things 
and hope they take note, and usually I end up being right 
at the end of the day, but it is at our expense. I nave a 
lot of time for the groups as well and I think thatswhy we 
get on so well. I've seen how the industry works. There 
are a lot of people out to make a quick buck, or pound. 
I don't really care much about the other side of it. I'm not 
trying to be a martyr but I'm not obcessed with becoming 
a massive company or a multi millionaire - although I 
wouldn't say no. Don't get me wrong. I want to get big. 
I'm ambitious, but I'm not ambitious in a ruthless way. 
I can't see the point. 

I heard you work out of a one room place. 

That's right, it used to be a record shop. I ran the shop 
and the record label in the early days. 

Was it called Clay Records? 

No in fact it wasn't. It was Mike Stone Records. It was 
one of those situations where I couldn't think of a name. 
So I called it Mike Stone Records and was done with it 
and I regretted it cause I hate that sort of thing. When 
you see carrier bags walking around town with your own 
bloody name on itl Ha ha. And I keep seeing themll 

How did Clay start then? 

Oh. this could take time. I'll be brief. Ok from the beginning. 
I worked at Beggers Banquet for awhile. I was the first 
outsider they employed. I managed one of their shops for 
about 5 years. I suggested started a record label around 
the time Stiff records started. It wasn't a new idea but 
this independent label thing seemed a refreshing idea and 
everybody was raving about these new bands: the Damned. 
Sex Pistols. Nick Lowe... Eventually they did start the 
label. I met the Lerkers in their rehersal room and I think 
we were responsible for the label starting. The Lurkers 
"Shadow" BEG I was the first record on Beggers Barquet 

.Records. So I married a girl from Stoke un I rent who came 
-- “rjgers Banquet, we went out and fell in love and 

the rest of it. So I was fed up with London end wanted 
to get out so we moved to her home town Stoke On Trent. 
Well I got a shop thru her mother who was helping us out. 
I spent all the money I had on second hand records, and 
I started this record shop on a shoestring. I did that for 
awhile, but in the back of my mind I always wanted to 
start a record label. Well me and that girl are no longer 
together. so along came Discharge, someone told me 
I should see them, so 1 went and I said "God. what's this?" 
Amazing. This was around the time they were really trying 
to sweep punk under the carpet, which I think they were 
trying to do since it started. Get rid of it. Punk was dead. 
But T thought no. it isn't dead, it's just that nobody is 
serviceing people with records. So Discharge were young, 
the were working class, they weren't artsy fartsy students, 
so we got together._ 

I don't think people should take music too seriously. Bands 
do take there music seriously but I do think some get over 
serious and get to heavy with it. What wrong ana what's 
right. I don't like uniform, categories, uniform in dress... 
I think people should just do their own thing. You know 
your heavy metalers hate your punk rockers. Why? For 
gods sake. It's virtually the closest thing to hard rock than 
anything else. There does seem to be a mergence lately 
with Metalica and Motorhead. Rock's rock isn't it. It's all 
music. High energy rock and roll. But buy it because most 
of these Bands are living on nothing. I mean I want to be 
the W.E.A.. Atlantic or the future and I don't think that's 
a bad thing. The only thing that worries me is that your 
gonna get people who will turn around and say "Oh you've 
sold out . But how can we bring music to people if we 
haven t got money? It all revolves around money. 
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I This interview took place at Jake's Nick Chavez: Cause it's trendy. 
Ramp where ENTROPY had just Wu Mary: Why is it trendy? _ 
got through playing at my surprise -m^Nick Chavez: Because they're followers.*' 
Birthday party (I just happened to )*.#Dave: Once it became a group, once* ' 
have my interview stuFf with me) nr the group go their hands on it they 

iand the beers were flowing on the W‘ruined it. It was a great idea for 
I interviewers end so this may be a ^4the person who thought of it. I bit hard to follow. Mary: Do you guys follow it? 
Entropy you've heard of them. maybenPyi Niok Fit. Only on tuesday. _ _ , . - 
even seen em. Here's your chance '-^11 °ave: Were not drug addicts. Straight 
to find out what they're about. They've ec*9e means control of you own lire, 
played at the Cathay Da Grande .Vinot being controlled by drugs and 

jnumerous times and would like to :'wif Pe°P'e- SO in that respect were 
Ido their own shows. They're a tight e.’J?eV• 
|5 piece and wether you^re political glLtP°p;another birthday beer opensl) 
[or not. somewhere withen this interview ^^Mary. V^at ,do y°u think of drugs? 
■ , JftfEvan: They re great. I think 51 got the impression they had a message » Evan They re great. 

Punks for Survival still 

^•to" convey. The message seems to 
flbe "prepare and survive". Prepare)^ 
Hi for what and survive for what I don't iff. 
Hlknow. make it what you want. ThisJ^* 
•\\' is what they have to say. •> 
\:A Interview Dy Mary G. Siedle 10/1/84 
^The band conssits of: 
^lEvan Shanks. 20. bass 
ApNick Fitarelli. 15 going on 16. drums 
W.Nick Chavez. IB. guitar 
y|[:Mike Calder. 10. guitar 
il'lIDave UXB. 20. vocals 
J.<<<<<<<<«<<<< ♦ »»>»>>>»>> W 
|;Mary: Dave, what does "UXB" in -J<j Sour name mean7 . 

lave: Unexploded bomb. -A 
Mary: Did you know there was a band ft 
from S.F. called UXB? A friend of 1 
mine. Peter, is the singer. Okay, ; 

H how long have you been together? X 
Ft Nick Fit: A year and a half, since' 
'* ' July of 1983. ' • .* 

I Mary: Have you been in any other 
bands? ' * ’• 

^Nick Fit: S.H.I. I forgot what it stood 
_for. That was the original Entropy 

w 'before we got Dave. - • 
Mary: Were you in another band Dave? ... 

■rZ Dave: No, I started Punks for Survival. 
At Mary: That's it. I've heard that band 
V; before. • ■ 
fcEvan: Remember in Straw Hat and 
“ I wrote you a note and said I got 

/k4 a band. 
<#iMary: Is 

Tgoing on? 
; Dave: Yeah it still is. 
iMary: It's a different 

••right? Cause I've seen 
|ja party before. 
^Dave: We're Punks for Survival 
'that's a different thing. 

w»Mary: Who came up with the name 
of your band and why? 
Dave: Jeremy Rifkin. It's from a 

wrbook "Entropy1* 
'.Ru Mary: What's 
\W[- Entropy mean? • • 

Dave: It's part of physics. I'm not . 
A^going into that. Mary: I looked it Ay 
"k up and it said something to the effect V; 
P.W.that it's the breakdown of a system. . ••ji',' 
V-Cave: What it means is basically VY 
^everything eventually goes into disorder 
land dissipates. • 4g 
jEvan: The second law of Wj 
[Thermodynamics. . .|jjn 
[Dave: Progress is just dealing with JJ|J, 
problems that are created with the 

1 new technology, it just means eventual 
XT chaos. 
•V Mary: Do you have a certain philosophy 

and does it have to deal with the 
fK. name of vour band? 
HBjNick Fit: Yes 100% absolutely 
j/11 positively. 
■M.Oave: Survivors. 
^KfiMary: If there's a nuclear war do 
xWyou think you're going to survive? • a 
^T.Evan: Dave might. '. 9 
X-'Mary: Do you have a certain message 
X.1 you want to convey? 

Dave: Preparelll 
Mary: For what? 

[Dave: Prepare for anything 

them, it's 
or leisure 

about 

the. 

fun but we don't abuse 
purely for entertainment 
time. 
Mary: How do you think the 
has influenced the punk scene? 
Dave: Lee Vlng is God. he's 
ruined the punk scene. 

'justice and they want 
- in the eyes of the world then 
media is false. 
Mary: What up and coming_ bands1 
do you see rising? 
Nick Chavez: Meat Puppets. 
Mary: They're not up and coming. 
Dave: All the local bands. Tike NO 
Mercy. 
Nick Fit: Zippy and the Pinheads. * '. 
Trent Thixton (One of the members 
of the partying heads): IIIBeowulfll 

t 

Mary: Is that the answer? 
Evan: That's the cop out way. 
Dave: MUsic is entertainment as 
far as I'm concerned. We don't try 
to push, we try to show by example, 
cause you can't tell anybody what 
to do with their lives. You can only- 
do it. and people notice you do it- 

, and then they do it themselves. 
e-Mary: What are you trying to do as_- 

band? Are you trying for 
entertainment or trying to convey' 
a political message? _ 
Everyone: Entertainmentlllll 
Dave: Entertainemnt. plus we'd like 
to. whether not they would, we'i 
like people to get their lives together. . 
Mary: Do you have your lives together? 
Dave: Yean. I do For the most part. . 4nv 
Nick Fit: Dnce in a while. 

media\j‘’ Dave: I do what I want to 
' Zfih *'v'n9 out my dreams. I'm not wealthy 
nit null I don't have to be. and I'm happy. u-a . 

Fit: S.O.S. and Chaotic 

Minutemen. 

Dave ^nd KlicS 
I Noise. 

Dave: I like the 
Minutemen are good. 
Mary: What are the major problems 
starting a band? ■ 
Dave: Organization and discipline. ' 
Mary: Do you have plans for recording? 

f punks want UPjEvan: I don't have any hang ups 
to look good K' Dave: We're all happy so that's ok. 

Mary: So you're in it more for 
own enjoyment than to make I 
make money. 
Dave: It'd be nice to make money 
we’ve never made money. (Except 
Sportsmans Hall and Olympic). 
Mary: How would you describe your 
sound? 
Dave and Nick Chavez: Clean. 
Evan: Beefy. 
Dave: No shutup. 

band 
that band 

im Evan: We have a '4 track 
LjlM that we recorded a little while ago. 
(ffl Mary: Did you put it out to anybody? 
jKJDave: I've mailed about 10 of them 
Wout to people who mailed theirs to 

me. 
jknMike: We're going to make a 24 track 

try too. 
Mary: Do you plan to go on tour? 
Dave: First step is going to San 

though ..1 Francisco, we've been there but never 

demo tape £4 cvan; 
while ago.M 

at played there. The next step is going Al 
y Ky to San Diego. Phoenix, just going^j 

8nc* OT t0 work our way out till we end up 
•■V^finJaparw 

all meet? Where 

it about? What does' 

Mary: How did you 
are you all from? 
Nick Fit: I'm from New York, 
to California and met Evan. 
Mary: When did you move to Ca.? 
Nick Fit: About 7 or 8 years ago. 
Evan: I’ve know Nick (Fit) since he 
moved out here from N.Y. I've lived . 
in Malibu for about 20* years. We [:l 

; met Nick Chavez when ne S' theband. 
Dave: Chavez played in a punk band 
at my house 3 years ago called 
Dyssenterry. • , 

• Mary: What do you parents think? 
i-1 know it's a dumb question. 
:Dave: It's none of their business. • n] 

_'Evan: My mom thinks that everything C]J ri 
jfl do is a personal rebellion against qh 

her. 
Mary: Do you skate? Are you a skate 
band? 
Dave: No. not a skate band. 
Nick Fit: We all skate. I got a skate. 
Mary: Ohhhh. so do till 
Nick Fit: Mike has a surfboard. 
Dave: Wait! Whatsa skateband? 
Mary: Bands that sing about skating 
all the time. You all skate but some 

* 

Nick Fit: Beefy clean. 
, - Dave: It's fast but it's not thrash. 

th^V5 Mary: Who writes your lyrics? z 
. *■ Dave: I do. M > jix* 

Mary: What are your lyrics about? Vi’r 
Nick Fit: Punk rock. 
Dave: Entropy. / 
Mary: Well wnat's that about? » ' 'r"' 
Evan: Energy exhaustion through') 

ration and specialization 
in society. 
Mary: Do you guys practice that 
in your everyday lives or are you I, 

ft preaching it? 
4 Dave: No. see. I don't preach anything’^ 

L in my lyrics. I point things out. 
Mary: What do you think about the; funk scene today? \— ,-r-, 

van: I think it's out of hand. 
Nick Fit: There is none. ' ■ 
Dave: I think it's wonderful, too bad 9k 
it doesn't exist. 
Mary: But there's a lot of people' 
that come to see your shows, what 
about them? 
Dave: We've played the Cathay I5\a 
times and only on a few occassions . 
have we had really packed crowds. \ 
AND we've NEVER been paid. • r-ft.*! 
Nick Chavez: We've never made 
penny at the Cathay, we got pa 
at the Olympic, that's it. • 

j ('•? Mary: Well this is a good question-V? 
joined j^- then- What do you think of the clubs *V 

; k*.„j yTland tha way club owners and managers 
have treated you? __,_/v -■*» 

-Nick Fit: It sucks. 
Dave: Now wait. Pilace to play, it's 
t's too hot but they give people <> ... 
ace to play. f 
ary: Yeah but they charge S6 a elf 

show, they make quite a bit of money xjc 
and you guys don't get anything, that's la 
pretty bad. 
Dave: We're gonna start doing our‘ 
own shows, but that takes money. 
Mary: Do you have any parting words? 
Nick Fit: Good-bye. ^ 
Dave: Prepare and survive. 9 
Mary: For any people out there that 
want ot hear and understand what 

•v 

I 
1 -2 1” jaid ij' 

tion 
lubs 1 

managers 

the Cathay is a [a 
a practice place, trj 

cairj.- • Ei 

happen, well for instance an earthquakeMary: What bands or musicians 
3 something that's gonna happen :\f influenced yourband? 

in L.A. People don't think and don't .'^tNick Chavez: Meat Puppets. 
a take it very seriously. I can't blame ft/Mary: 
• em really, everybody talks shit about 
[".'.the government but if it happends 
I-.they're going to go to the government 
> for help. Self sufficiency is what 
y we're trying to promote. Individual. 
^Prepare for yourself, prepare for 

' your family. 

mats wnei.'fl , -.. 

^V^UfT^Ho^a^ 
icians have Nick Fit: Sk 

ou have to say and what you're about, 
van: Read the book "Entropy" by' 

fkin with a forward byj 

fWhat do you think of the straight 
edge philosophy? 
Nick Chavez: I do 

^people base their bands around skating. 
* you base it on that, that's what, 
call a skateband. 

Evan: Well we like to skate. ______ 
Nick Fit: Skate Santa Cruz and Peralta. 
Mary: Sounds good to me. J8kes' 
team prevails. 
Dave: Prepare and survive. 

If you are interested in speakingl 
with Entropy about anything that! 
happends to be on your mind andjj 
for gigs, write them at: 

ENTROPY 
1651 Amherst 

_ West Los Angeles. Ca. 90025 

' ^ t0° c,ose for comfort 

really into those guys ^ 

Palmer of Emerson. - 

t', 

\ Mary: Why? 
don't like it? 

, You're 
arn't you?l 

j^Nick Fit: Carl 
^Lake and Palmer. 
a, Nick Chavez: Rudimentary Peni. 

I Mary: Ok. let's go on to importal 
U things. Do you have any ideas 

solutions to the problems people 
|jr contend with everyday? 
a. Nick Chavez: Smoke pot. 
dl Mary: Yeah, you and tha Meat Puppets.' 
l?Nick Fit: Suicide. 

, for the end of civilization 
^people who plan to survive it. 

HI 
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Sis. ™wy?-bu'f'w ■= 
good fun loving boyS *nY rS*. r,?a"y 
our roadie on this trio i« k ■ R,uss- 
singer. But if -„mtr p s their lead 
with them thet° °ne casues shit. 
Let's see ther2'synl^aUAe ahi‘ back'l 
Who recently broke So °Nn n Worms 
was arouno for =..KVfi''VNo Direction 
David frorn Dry Heal* *«"«■ up- 
for No Direction. ®S the s,n9er 

I from'okfahl™5 t0 be 8 n'li,lion fanzines 
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we decided to go 
as far as we could. Here we are. 
I guess this is as far as we can go. 
“ ' The West Coast. 
Jeff: This is our first time really 
out of Oklahoma. We play Kansas 
City, and Dallas and Austin Texas 
frequently. But this is our first tour, 
if tour is the word for it. 
(From taking about the tour we 
somehow jumped into, ta da politics...) 

■ Jeff: We don't consider ourselves 
a 'political band' although if you 

HB look at our lyrics it's right in there 
■E9 in the quagmire of political, um. 
HEC we do try to write our songs honestly 

about shit that goes down around 
: m?. ■ 
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MAD PARADE were interviewed 
by Al and Pete at the bands practice 
piece in October. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ♦ <<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
Pete: Do all you guys have jobs? 
Ron: (bass] Yeah. 
Joey: (Guitar!, yeah I work at the 
Wharehouse Record store in Pasadena. 
But I live in Covina, it's just that 
my brother works for the same 
company. 
Bill: Don't give them advertising, 
they don't deserve it. 
Al: where do you work? 
Bill: Same _placal1 (Laughter). But 
I work at the Puente Hills store. 
Mike; I work at Robinsons warehouse... 
Al: Ron. you drivea scooter and 
work at a Target Store, what's that 
supposed to mean? (Laughter)....Ok. 
we might as well get this over with, 
who are original members and when 
did you start Mad Parade? 
Bill: Well, me and Joey started the 
band in the summer of B2 with a 
couple of different people. The line 

ideas out. Like if people forma punk 
band, they want to sound like the 
Circle Jerks, not putting down the 
Circle Jerks, but why sound like 
something we already have. 
Ron: A Tot of bands don't go back 
far enough to sound like the bands 
we like - their roots go back as far 
as the Circle Jerks. 
Pete: Do you like any local bands? 
All: Decry. Stepps. Samsons Army- 
Bill: I'm talking about visible bands 
that I see. I'm sure there are a lot 
of great bands out there - but instead 
of just looking for it. do it yourself, 
the way you want to do it. 
Al: What are you guys doing that 
makes people think? 
Bill: I think that a lot of punk rock 
groups tend to dictate to people and 
tell them "this is like this' "don't 
do this", "don't do that", but if you 
listen to any of our lyrics to our songs 
its more or less ideas set up so people 
can make choices for themselves, 

jl don't like to be told what to do. 

Joey: It's not like were trying to bring 
up the past because a lot of our stuff 
is influenced by L.A. hardcore, it's 
faster, no band in 77 had a song as 
fast as "Frightened Again". 
Bill: But we draw our influences from 
anything that's good. A lot of that 
happends to be 77/78 punk. I for 
one am glad we are from L.A.. because 
I don't think there are enough groups 
coming out that represent L.A. in 
the way I think it should be represented. 
Al: Do you have any problems because 
you are a "punk" band which is sort 
of inbetween being a thrash/ hardcore 
band or a pop/ rock band? 
Bill: Yean, it is harder to get gigs 
because we are doing something that 
isn't being done much now - but - 
I believe if you stand by what you 
believe in ana stick with it. and if 
it's good people will eventually come 
around to it. 
Mike: If we kick up enough ruckus 
people will listen. 
Bill: Yeah, with the new album out 

nobody really does. Instead of "gang" 
mentality, it's individual mentality. 
It seemed to me when punk started 
off it was all about being individual, 
apart from the norm - these gangs 
and stuff... the fights, it's stupid. 
It seems like a thing worthwhile to 
me. is to be an individual - not a 
follower of a bunch of sheep. 
Ron: That's why I wear an "Eater" 
shirt and not my "GBH" shirt! 
(Laughter) 
Bill: who's Eater? Ha ha ha... 
Al: Well it's not your "V" Vibrators 
shirt. Who knows who they are? 
Ron: They think it's the Vandals! 
Bill: Put it this way. maybe those 
kids are just getting into it now and 
they think that's what it's all about, 
hardcore, punk, whatever is here 
in L.A.. but there is a lot more out 
there, so much older punk. BUT there 
arn't a lot of new groups today doing 
that kind of stuff with that kind of 
emotion and body. And that's what 
we're trying to do. 

have changed a lot. We hed a couple 
other bass players and another 

drummer, but we like these guys 
the best. This unit has been together 
a little over a year, and this is the 
one that counts. 
Al: Were you in any other bands before 
Mad Parade? 
Bill: Nothing worth mentioning. 
Joey: Ronny was in Catch 22.... 
Mike: I was in the Mean Franks, and 
Cum Ocean (spelled just like that)! 
Pete: Why are you doing what you're 
doing instead of just being a regular 
kid asshole? 
Bill: Because there arn't enough bands 
around these days that are doing 
what we think is important. Doing 
stuff that makes you feel motivated] 
that makes you think. There's a lot 
of bands, but how many good one? 
So instead of waiting we decided 
to do it ourselves. 
Joey: It seems like everybody is 
influenced by the same thing. A lot 

eople are afraid to have their 

maybe that will open up some ears. 
This is Tom our roadie, you wanna 
say something Tom? 
Tom: Yeah, alot of people say that 
Mad Parade isn't punk or hardcore 
because they're not thrash, but all 
those labels don't mean anything 
- my personal feeling is that they 
are a punk band but not thrash. I 
myself love thrash bands but I also 
love Mad Parade. All those other 
bands are original in their own ways 
and Mad Parade are also very original 
in their own way and I wouldn't back 
them up if I really didn't support 
them and think they were punk. And 
punk to me is getting people to think 
for themselves and do things on the r 
own. And they are doing it on the r 
own: getting gigs, doing their album, 
and not by the typical ways pur* 
rockers can do it - they just did : 
on their own and that's what makes 
them a great band. 
All: Yean. 
Joey: Tom is now in the bandl _ 



Al: What about "Real Horror Show". 
Bill: That's more of a psychopathic, 
schitzophrenic song. "Real Horror 
Show", the title itself is ripped off 
from Clockwork Orange, but the 
actual song has absolutely nothing 
to do with it. It's just a title, it seemed 
like it fit. There's so many things 
in the song - it's what you think its 
about, that's the bottom line. What 
do you think it's about? 
Al: I've had the album a day or two 
- and no lyric 3heetl! But on your 
record I can hear the words. 
Bill: What we say is important, and 
we don't just rumble through it. I 
have my idea what it's about, but 
I'm more interested what you think 
it's about. You may get something 
out of it that I never old. and if you 
do then I succeeded because that's 
what I'm trying to do. I want you 
to think. „ 
Al: Ok. you do the cover of One 
Tin Soldier", how do you interpret 
that - or why do you do it? 

t^sTn^onkeyT anybody can be shitty. 
We do what we do to the best of 
our abilities. We do what we do, 
we believe in it. if you like it you 
do. if you don't you don't cause 
everybody has an opinion. Opinions 
are opinions, opinions are not facts. 
The only real fact is. is that opinions 
are opinions, and that's a fact... then 
again thats my opinion..... 
Ron: That's a terrible ending. 
Bill: I thought it was pretty good 
- oh just go buy our album. And if 
anybody wants stickers or the lyrics 
to our album just write: 

Mike: Early punks used to care. 
Bill: It's a battle between good and 
evil, the law as we know it and 
everything else. Were down here 
and they're up there and all we want 
is what's naturally ours. 
Al: You got your name from the Sex 
Pistols song... 
Bill: Yeah, we just thought it sounded 
good. 
Joey: It's a world gone insane, people 

are crazy, they're greedy and stuff, 
it's like saying to them "You're a 
mad parade". 
Bill: NO. I think Mad Parade is just 
a name, no real meaning, just Mad 
Parade. In the Sex Pistols song he 
says something about “God save her 
Mad Parade", so her whole thing, 
the why it's all set up over there, 
so mad parade like insanity, like 
he says ok.... 
Joey: Thank youl 
Bill: But it's, it just sounds good. 
Well, you know when they say "Don't 
rain on my parade", parade is your 

Mad Parade 
P.O. box 3297 
Covina. California 91722 

thing, and mad is insanity - so don't 

contradiction. I just thought of that, 
oh well. But I wanted to say this 
- as far as what the songs are about. 
I think the fastest answer lies in 
the songs themselves, in the lyrics. 
They do say what I fell and nothing 
sums it up better. 
Al: What do you guys think of his 
songs, his lyrics? 
Ron: Well I wouldn't play them if 
I didn't like them. I'll tell him - go 
write that one over. I have done it 
before.... 
Bill: Yeah they do all have inputs.. 
I feel like they all identify with what 
I'm saying. With the music they're 
playing with the lyrics I'm singing 
it like drives the message home. 
I'm a big fan of folk music from the 
60‘s, ana punk is like uptempo folk 
music with electric guitars. It's like 
a kick in the face. Were not the Beach 
Boys, we're not Journey but then 
we're not the Germs either. We try 

Ron: Can you play tamborine? 
Tom: I'll just drink beer! 
Al: Ok. let's talk about your songs, 
who writes the lyrics first off? 
Bill: Well, up until... I write the lyrics. 
Joey: And Bill and I write the music, 
mostly. 
Al: Wnat do like to write about? 

Mike: Show people how they're settleing 
for mediocrity. 
Bill: That was Mike!... A lot of the 
songs are ideas and thoughts about 
things like being an individual, gangs, 
and just trends. like the 30.000 
Madonnas you see in the mall. Basically 
everyday life things, with thoughts 
about sticking up for yourself - not 
telling your parents to fuck off. but 
learning to stand on your own two 
feet. You should do what you want 
to do. if you want to go to college, 
then go to college. 
Al: Let's talk about "Hollywood 
Vampires". 
Bill: I remember going down to 
Hollvwood when there were Dlaces - ———^ ii.fi. i Mini. 

open, and during the day all these 
people were non existant but during 
the night there they were. Like 
Vampires. 
Joey: Like you you go to school you 
here people discussing "what are 
you going to wear to Black Flag 
tonight?". 
Bill: It is like a fashion thing, during 
the day they wear their polyester 
suits but during the night... 
Ron: Hairs down during day. hair 
up at night. 
Bill: I'm sure some people who are 
into music and like to look bizzare 
have to look more conservative if 
they have conservative jobs during 
the day. But I’m not just talking 
physical appearances, the mind, the 
mind is the most important thing. 
Everything else is bullsnit. it's what s 
inside that counts. Your soul. Soul, 
that's what matters. If you ain't got 
no fucking soul - soul is where it's 
at. and it's easily detected clothes 
or no clothes. _ i| 



If there is something special you 
wnet to know about Yugoslavia or 
if you want to exchange records or 
cassettes write me: 
Silvije Osim 
Sisiceva B. 
Ml000 Zagrab. Yugoslavia 

An interview with Skol 

Skol is the only band in Zagreb who 
work really seriously. They have 
been working with the name since 
February of this yesr 1904. The first 
name of this band was Anti-Talenti. 
The only member who started with 
the original band is guitarist Fix. 
They have no records out. but thye 
have a demo tape in the planning, 
the only problem is money. They 
are now looking for a permanent 
drummer - maybe that's a chance 
for one of Flipside’s readersl For 
now. when the practice or do concerts 
they use a drummer from another 
band that they play with. They were 
interviewed near the atomic shelter 
where the practice in August by 
Silvije.... _ 
Skol are: Robert: guitar 
Iva: Vocals Darke: bass 
Fix: guitar ?! drums 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<< * .<>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
FS: What does the name of you band 
mean? 
Oenke: Ask Fixl That was his ideal 
Fix: You say "Skol" whne you want 
to drink to the health of somebody. 
Robert: That is kind of beer. 
FS: Fix. you are the only original 
member of the band. What happened 
to the other guys from the band? 
Fix: Disagreement. They didn't want 
to play how I want. Now I'm with 
people who are thinking about music 
the same as me. 
FS: Why did you change the name? 
The first name was Anti-Talenti? 
Fix: Yes that was our name but let's 
not touch into the past. 
FS: What is more important to you: 
music or lyrics? 

.Robert: Music. . , . 
[Fix: No. The music and the Itrics 
are important. We don't want music 
subordinate to lyrics . or lyrics to 

i music. 
FS: What are your lyrics about? 
Fix: About our own problems, and 
about the world around us. 
FS. What's the definition of you band? 
Pirke: The definition is very simple. 
Vike 2*2 to a school kid. 
|Fix: And that's 4 (laughing). 
Robert: Shut up! People will think 
Ithat we are bigger idiots than we 
really are. 
Iva: Punk. We are a punk band. 
FS: Tell us about concerts? 
Fix: ABout us or about people? 
FS: People... 
Fix: Well.... 
Darke: The best was in Ljubljana 
(25-5-84). It was great, the stage 
was full of people. 
Robert: The worst was in the Students 

_jubljana. Two other bands for 
Ljubljana, but I don't know what has 
happened to them now were Buldogi 
and Lublanski PSI. They were on 
the same compilation "Lepo Je..." 
with Sund. Kuzle and Indust Bag. 
This compilation was a second part 
of sorts to the compilation "Novi 
Punk Val 78-BO". 
Since I live in Zagreb. I know best 
about the scene here. I know a lot 
of people in Zagreb who are doing 
something - most are in bands. 
Everybody says that they want to 
do things, but only one band has clayed 
more tnan once or twice, and have 
played out of Zagreb. That's Skol. 
Skol is popular in Ljubljana, even 
more than in Zagreb. 
From the Belgrades scene the oldest 

band is Solunski Front. They ore a good punk band, but the lyrics could 
e better. Belgrades scene is better 

than Zagreb but bands from Belgrade 
don’t play much in other cities. Other 
Yugoslav bands I know just from 
fanzines are: Necrophilia. Arhivska 
Zabava nad a few others. That's about 
all. . _ __ 

The beginning of punk in Yugoslavia 
was somewhat later than in England. 
The best bands from the beginning 
were all on one compilation "Novi 
Punk Val 70-80". But of all these 
bands: Pankrti. Paraf. Termiti. Buldogi. 
Berlinski Zid. Problemi and 92. only 
two of them have released their own 
records. Paraf from Rijeka have 
two records out. Their first Ip is 
"A Dan Je Tako Lijepo Poceo" which 
is one great punk record. Second 
is "Izletr and that is a great punk 
record as well, but not as good as 
the first. The only band from this 
first punk generation who are still 
playing is Pankrti from Ljubljana. 
They nave 4 Ip's out. The first is 
“Dolgcajt" and that is the best Yugoslav 
punk record. The other three are: 
‘Orzavni Ljubimci". "Svoboda 82". 
"Rdeci Album". They have very good 
political lyrics, and they are especially Food playing concerts. You can't 
ind many punk records in Yugoslavia 

and the reason why is very simple: 
everybody in the record companies 
want big profits and that's not big 
with punk in Yugoslavia. Records 
companies here have a very small 
interest in punk. When DOA played 
in Zagreb there were only about 400 
people there. That's really a lot of 
people for punk here. 
But the situation is not so bleek, 
especially in Ljubljana. In Ljubljana 
SKUC. the Students Cultural Center 
operates. They are trying to popularize 
punk and other kinds of non commercial 
but good music. They have a radio 
station, and that is a good way to 
popularize punk. They are also 
organizing concerts such as: Rattus. 
□□A. Anti Nowhere League. Discharge. 
Siouxsie and the Banshees. And most 
important, they are recording bands 
and distributing cassettes. They are 
a great independent company. They 
also have a good club in Ljubljana. 
And form this good atnosphere are 
good bands. I told you about Pankrti. 
who are veterans of the Yugoslav 
scene. But for new bands U.B.R. 
are a really good hardcore band. 
Stres D.A. are a good hardcore 
band too. They are on the same 
compilation cassette with U.B.R. 
and with Otpadki Civilizacije. Quod 
Masaker is another good hardcore 
band, in my opinion they are one 

‘ 1_R. in 
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HAT! in Cvjetne Naselje. That's part 
of Zagreb. The atnosphere was like 
a funeral. 
FS: What's your opinion about the 
scene in Yugoslavia? 
Fix: The scenes in the cities must 
be more binding. For example the 
people in Zagreb don't know what's 
really going on in Belgrade. 
Robert: There are too many bad new 
bands. Especially Niet from Ljubljana. 
Darke: Niet is plagiarism. 
Iva: Stopl We don't want to gossip 
here! 
FS: What will you do for a drummer? 
Robert: We will buy a drum machine! 
[laughing]. 
Fix: I will buy a new drummer in 
the supermarket! [Laughing). 
FS: Is the drummer your only trouble. 
Robert: Nobody loves us. 
Fix: But we love them. 
Iva: We have trouble with money. 
We want to record a demo, but for 
this you need money. 
FS: who gave you the atomic shelter 
for practice? 
Fix: KUD. Culture and Art Association, 
from Travne. Travne si part of Zagrab. 
FS: Are you the only punk band in 
Zagreb who work seriously? 
Iva: Yes. 
Fix: It's a shame for Zagreb that 
we are the only ones. 
FS: What are your plans for the future? 
Robert: World tour and a new record. 

□ ar^e:n9A demo. We must first do 
a demo. 
Fix: Maybe a live compilation with 
other Yugoslav HC bands. 
FS: What bands do you like? 
Fix: OOA. GBH. Discharge. 
Robert: Bauhaus. Joy Division, OAF. 
Lou Reed. OK's. UK Subs. 
Darke: UK Subs. Cockney Rejects. 
DOA. DK's. 
Iva: Everything good. 
FS: Where can people write to contact 
you? 
Iva: They can write me. my adress 
is: Ivana Ivosic. Marjanovicev Prilaz 
6. MtOOO Zagreb. Yugoslavia. 
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a little experience la disgruntled 
DJ. TV repairman. efectrical 
engineering student, etc) who may 
be able to lend a hand with the 
technical aspects of broadcasting, 
like antenna construction, wiring 
a soundboard, microphone and turntable 
to a transmitter, etc. Someone needs 
to know what the hell is going onl 
The most essential piece of equipment 
a pirate needs is his transmitter. 
Without it...there is no stationl 
Obtaining a trasmitter can be an 
expensive and confusing problem, 
but it doesn't have to be. The first 
thing that has to be decided before 
a transmitter is purchased is on what 
frequencies it should operate. 

TAM ANO FM BANOS $ 
Operating in the AM or FM broadcast 
bands provides local coverage, and 
has the potential for reaching a large 
audience. These knds of stations 
often involve many volunteers, and 
sometime receive alot of community 
support and participation. 

I know of a pirate in a Bmall Michigan 
town who sets up his little 5 watt 
FM radio station every weekend, 
puts on a 2 hour cassette of his favorite 
music, and goes out with his friends 
to party and lisen to his station. He 
says that other people regularly tune 
in. and that no one in his town has 
complained to the FCC about his 
station because the kids like it. and 
it's the only station in town. Besides, 
he's a 150 miles away from the nearest 
FCC office- that helps. Many AM 
& FM pirates use small, 
easy-to-operate, preassemble 
transmitters that can be bought for 
under *200.00. Here are some places 
that manufacture such radios. LPB 
INC.. 28 Bacton Hill Road. Frazer 
PA 19355. PANAXIS PRODUCTIONS. 
Dept. ACE. POB 130. Paradise CA 
95969.. STELLATRON. 4942 Whitsett 
Ave.. Suite 205. N. Hollywood. CA 
91607. 
In order to familiarize themselves 
with the different kinds of "hobby" 
broadcasting eqipment available 
today. some pirates will contact 
a group called HARK. which is 
dedicated to publicizing “neighborhood 
broadcasting." For more information 
send 4 mint first class stamps, or 
75*. to Arnold Timm at HARK. Deot. 

SHORTWAVE 

Shortwave pirates can often be heard 
around the country, and sometimes 
the world. The big problem with this 
kind of pirate is the lack of a defined 
audience: when you're blanketing 
the country with your single, who 
is listening? Other punks in New 
York, or a tribe of Aborigimes in 
Indonesia, (or vice versa). On shortwave 
frequencies, people will need special 
receivers to pick up the signal. 
Shortwave also requires some technical 
knowlege since transmitters will 
require modification. The big plus 
of shortwave transmitters is that 
they can often be purchased for a 
semi-resonable price, often for under 
*100.00. Pirates will check the 
classified ads in the back of .Ham 
radio magazines like "QST" and CQ . 
These magazines can be found in 
thousands of public libraries and 
7-1 l's around the country. However. 

* HOW THEY OO IT* 
Most pirate operators try to learn 

as much as possible about running 
a pirate station after they have decided 
to go ahead with the project. This 
involves going to the local library 
and checking out every book listed 
under “Broadcasting" that can tell 
them something about what they 
are going to do. Yes folks, they have 
to do tneir homework. Many pirates 
will often contact someone with 
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,xYron9 kind of people. A pirate 
should also be very careful not to 
choose a frequency that may cause 
mterferense to other, more legal 
stations. He_ or she should also lae 

careful NUI to cause interference 
to the neighbors TV set. The FCC 
responds quickly and vigorously to 
these kind of complaints. And for 
Pete's sake. STAY AWAY from the 
very top of the FM broadcast band!! 
Especially if you live within a 'hunded 
miles of an airport. For some awful 
reason. thats where "VHF 
Omnidirection Range" (VDRJ 
transmitters operate. They have 
everything to do with airplanes 
navigation and guidance. If you 
interfere with these stations, you 
can kiss your diodes goodbye. Not 
only will you have the FCC franticly 
searching for you. but you'll have 
to deal with the FBI and FAA. too. 

{ STAYING IN TOUCH 

jf you. or any pirate you know, would 
like to keep on top of other pirate 
activity in this country and around 
the world, vou should join A*C"E.* 

the Assoc. of Clandestine radio 
Lnthusiast. Send a business-size 
stamped addressed envelope, or $1.00 
for a sample of their monthly 
newsletter to A*C*E. POB 452 
Moorhead. MN 56560. Their Minneapolis 
HUB mentioned last article, is still 
open, but this is now their permanent 
address. A booklet has been written 
by Radio Anarchist, and my qood 
friend. Rick Movement in this country, 
and i^ full °_f. helpful pirating hints. 
J ho Jlr®® Radio Hanbook is available 
for $2.00 cash, to BTYW. POB 5074. 
Hilo. HI 96720. Well, thats all for 
this month folks. I hope you've qot 
a clear understanding on how those 
dastardly pirated set themselves 
up in business. Once again. I can’t 
stress enough that I don t encouraqe 
anyone to break the law (officially). 
If you would like to see more articles 
on underground radio stations appear 
in Flipside, please write me in care 
of this magazine. I'm also interested 
in hearing from those of you with 
any previous knowlege or experience 
m the Pirate radio scene. I lave fun 
and be careful. 

\ ANTENNAS ^ 
The most important part of a pirate 

station is the antenna. A pirate may 
have the strongest transmitter in 
the world, but without a good antenna, 
nobody is going to hear itl This area 
is going to require some research 
on your part. Pirates CANNOT simply 
stick a coathanger in the back of 
a radio and expect results. This is 
particularly true on shortwave and 
AM frequencies. A good, effective 
low cost Dipole antenna can be built 
like this: 
1. A pirate desires what frequency 
to operate on ( I'll say 7425 khz. a 
popular shortwave pirate frequency.) 
This is important, because different 
frequencies require different length 
antennas. 
2. Next, a pirate executes this simple 
program to determine a Dipole atrnna's 
length: 468 divided by the frequency 
in megahertz (7425 khz is the same 
as 7.425 MHz.) Using our example 
we should get 63.03 feet. 
3. A pirate goes to Radio Shack and 
buys about 50 feet of RG-50 coax 
cable. 3 plastic insulators, and about 
65 feet of 16 gauge wire. 
4. The pirate now takes the wire 
and cuts two 32 feet lengths, and 
wraps one end of both lengths of 
wire around a plastic insulator. Then 

the un-insulated ends of wire are 
both wrapped around the third insulator. 
The two wires must not touch, or 
they will short out when the transmitter 
is turned on. After the wire is wrapped 
around the insulators, each length 
of wire should be 31 feet, six inches 
Iona 
5. The pirate now takes the RG-50 
cable, cuts off about three inches 
of the plastic covering and seperates 
the braided wire from the solid, center 
wire. 
6. The braided wire is now attached 
to the left side of the center insulator, 
and the solid wire goes to the right 
(or vice versa). This is how a simple 
Dipole atenna is made, and is also 
effective for receiving as will as 
transmitting. For more information 
on how to make this and other antennas, 
go to that wonderfully usefull place 
called the public library, and check 
out the "ARRL Antenna Handbook." 
If you don't see it ask for it.!! The 
dipole antenna will not work well 
on the FM band, and will be extremely 
long on the AM band. If a "hoppy" 
broadcasting unit is purchased from 
Panaxis. Stellatron. or any other 
manufacturer. a pirate should be 
sure to ask what kind of antenna 
to use for best results. Just remember; 
the lower the frequency, the longer 
the antenna. Hell, the US Navy is 
building antennas 50 miles long so 
they can operate on frequencies that 
are below the human hearing range 
to talk to their subs during a nuclear 
attack, but thats another article. 

A/VWt// 

< STAYING ALIVE ? 
After a pirate has set up his or her 

station, precautions should be taken 
to avoid being located and closed 
down by the FCC. The Crystal Ship, 
a famous shortwave pirate, uses the 
oP "musical chairs" technique. The 
transmitter is moved to different 
locations periodically to foil direction 
finding attemps. Radio Clandestine, 
another shortwave pirate, uses the 
"Hit and Run" tactic; broadcasts 
are sporadic, at different times and 
on different frequencies. Transmissions 
are usually less than an hour long.. 
I feel that the best way for a pirate 
to reduce the chances of being "busted" 
by the FCC is to keep trasmissions 
short. clean sounding (no 
electricalsnaps. crackles. or pops 
on your carrier), and try to stay away 
from language that the mainstream 
will find offensive. No. I'm not saying 
that pirates should be deprived or 
their right to Freedom of Speech 
or expression, but they should try 
to find another way to attracted 
the wrong kind of attention from 
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LONDON SCENE REPORT 

Today we have got a nation of split cults, with the hardcore punks, anarchist 

punks, post punks, posi punks, gothic punks, straight-edge punks and the oi 

punks and skins. And there are still other cults like the mods, hippies, rock- 

abillies, mstas, etc. This makes things less original, and makes room for la¬ 

bels and catagories to be made. 

Bui starting off with nostalgia, lately a lot of the old bands have reformed, 

with different line-ups, but basically with the.earns name and the same songs. 

The Angelio Upstarts are I guess the most popular, and they still get quite a 

few punks and skins turning up to see them. They are not all the same people 

as they had before, there are a lot of new faces and I guess a lot of missing 

ones. I find that they are a great band, but tend to play the same set too of¬ 

ten, with the same jokes etc. (sort of like what Peter k the Test Tuba Babies 

fell into) so they are a bit too predictable. Mens! the ’Elephant Man' does at 

ill put a lof of feeling into it, but still in the back of your mind you can’t 

help but wonder if he’s just doing it because he has run out of money, yet he 

always ha8 answers ready for any remarks made by thick skinheads, even though 
he is well aware that they make up half his crowd. 

Chelsea are still always breaking up and reforming, sort of like short lived 

marriages. The last time I seen them was in May, with ei-Chron Gen's bassist, 

and they were really pretty good, with still a lot of nostalgic feeling from 

•'You bunch of fucking hooligans"Gene October. 

The U.K. Subs with 'Everybodies daddy* Charlie Harper sounding more American 

everyday are still going pretty strong, with again a few line-up changes. I 

still think they were at their prime with their great guitarist Nicky, who br- 

ought great exitement to the group, when they played live. He would put 100# 

into his guitar and play upside down and all around, and with Alvin their old 

bassist they just seemed to be a lot tighter. They are still one of the best 

live bands though, with still a good following, but they play a bit too often 
and I think at the moment they are bigger in the States. 

The Urban Dogs still have Alvin in the band, but Knox from the Vibrators has 

left, and hold your breath, Hanoi Rocks's glamroy guitarist has filled in now. 

Brigandage have reformed again which is good news. They use to sound a lot li¬ 

ke the Sex Pistol*, except with a female singer, and were very, very profession¬ 

al. Unfortunatly they have had to start from square one again, and their pres¬ 

ent line—up is not yet up to par to the perhaps, over professionalised previous 

members. But with Michelle still screaming out that 'Rot and Roll', I'm sure 

that they will slowly, get better, and once again gain the attention that they 



LJ>. 1 Increase the Treasure' was a great success, half of it recorded in the st¬ 

udio and the other half live at the Brlxton Ace, when they played with the Part- 
lsAns, who are another good group from Wales. 

The Partisans had split up a few years ago and have now reformed with a new bass 
1st, and with Spike, the sing, r also playine guitar. They also have a new L.P. 
out. They sound like a mixture of The Bueineas(who have a. well reformed, very 
recently). The Clash, Chelsea and the Cockney Rejects. They are all good musi¬ 
cians, which makes them a really good punk band. 

The more alternative type bonds which we haven't mentionedi Subhumans, Crass, 
Flux, Sears and others, continue to play every so often. 

The Subhuman., Conflict, Toxic Shock(a good band from N.Ireland who play medium 
to fast paced music, with good lyrics and a male and female singer), another ba- 
nd from N.Ireland Stalag 17 and Eat Shit(a sort of joke band who live up to the- 

C r!wen^ Vi<!’ jUBt SCr°8B thB road from us- in old cinema 
_ enuat, for the Stop The City' march the next day. Unfortunatly the media cau- 

ght on, and police on leave were called in for the marches, so alot of people 

c U"dn.*,t“fn '“hioh “idn'i accomplish anything, but it made the police look 
Q_ stupid(about 800 or more, what a waste of public money). 

Ballet hav® had a f*“ changes as well. Gemma has left and Zilla'e sis- 
O **' haa fllled m playing bass, with a new guitarist as well. Their last "12 

X ,0 °" Junfle waa Kel1 Produced and pretty good, and will be followed by an 
-j b.P. soon, if they decide to stay with Jungle. 

— Omega Tribe have changed tremendously, and are still changing, so I'm afarid I 
can't say much about them. 

Th. Sears have lost their drummer, but have played a couple of really good gigs 
recently and are planning to release a "12 E.P. on Bluurg soon, 

riux of Pink Indians recently did a nationwide tour to aupport the miners. The 

^ th! T!Ured,t9whaV* bee" bBBten Up by akinheada i" Leeds. Unfortunatly 
t ln Lonion waa very dieapointing. The messages on the banners 

i it "ere «ood' but the music was terrible, just a straight drill all I III ?rpU*^ i don* t know why band, want to sound like Crass musically, th- 
eir last L.P. was disapointmg as well. 

“!!* ri?^*r°n !.f°“Bt, ?f 8 W8ve after releasing their L.P. and hade a 
a lot Iv LliZ ! th ' \ Unfortunatly they have decide to start preaching 

It'!a !h!!! ? „ JTr1?0" ™,*inE 11 “P t0 3) 8nd are dewing down a lot 
ll tw « my travels back to a past night at the greyhound were th- 

.^ouldering. “ **“ who broka UP. aad literally left the place 

*Tu,l occasional“Thursday*"there PU8k every Tuesday 
'• new regulation, we„ IT™*- °? * th' *“y tha 100 Club h_ 
10 a doorman (that's beenPthere for S minute, th °f the atreet "nd if you 
.ng a British Movement t-shirt !dll o^o! 'll"*™* d°°™*n> wear 
to someone half his size and a hair a a .. °U* you" * ve seen it happen 
vere on their side of the street Also the^0 6hS pUshed around, just because they 

l’- sure it is watered down^piss: r haB g°nB Up to 8 »*»“* a P™*, and 

•2' and" we re “the “ Battalion rBCently h8VB pl8y 
I'he Moonlight which iust!e!.nt!!!! °n ,Wd8y» with tha '»*•. 

I'he Creyhound which ia still che!p is°!till one "of^h!* bI°tP“i °" rBgul8r ahoKS- 
the admiaeion price is always low the nlare i !! !?Bt plaoea for gigs, because 

" "'«■•*. %iSS.’2r« ES^.1S.“ y°“ - - * 
c,. .ho™! “»■ ha *•'. .tin „a 

swa a •• “«■ — ■«. -»„ — 
Uid then there Is the ClarendoVL., a!. !! t occasional Sunday night, 
uid also the Metropolitan which i« < “hich the Clubfoot upstairs. 

>n punk gigs and a Wet Paint Theatre“S The^t! 8ta8B upat8lra whieh Put« 
'verage bedrrom. theatre. The stage is perhape a little biiger than the 

££^•0ZTHIZ bandshplay“regularlyaS,The8adm^ A"b“la''Ce Stati°"* ^an brin^r your own boose. * reeul8rly- T*16 sdmiasion is cheap and you 

ill around Lnp land^an^turoupef 7,xic which have played 

* f\if: at the Greyhound and loo’ci^b Cith th! c!lt'M^nial^h t*” schedulad to Play 

"rende!ah;e!ro°nn ^ 

*ce to list thorn ant,’b!tn!!y!!!t!!r!a!trtoikn!l!“ld t0° mUCh timB 8nd 8p_ 
ret ln touch with us. We'd like tn n° m°re about the scene here, please 
uondon at our Spoilet Records atall Satu^d^ re0°pda’ taP*»» 'sines or whatever in 
Jye, Den. k Keith. ’ SatUrd8ya on P°rtobello Road Market. Just Write! 

Discharge 
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interests of multinational corporations. 
Dr. Finney, however, is optimistic 
about the role which sprouts can 
play in Feeding people. Bassed upon 
100 years of chemical studies. 70 
years of animal feeding studies, a 
few human feeding studies. and 

thousands of years of experience 
by millions of people. Or. Finny has 
concluded that the germination of 
cerals and legumes is "capable of 
singificantly alleviating today's food 
problems and avoiding tomorrow's 
food needs.” 
UPDATE ON SPROUT HUNGER 

PROJECT 
As mentioned in the 21st issue of 

The Sproutletter. Ellen Sue Spivack 
is coordinating a project to help bring 
sprouting tools and knowledge to 
Thrid world countries. In a recent 
letter to us she wrote "We are working 
on teaching soup kitchen staff members 
how to sprout. In our kitchen we made 
contact with two nuns from South 
America. I spoke to Sister Lucille 
and Sister Jean of the Religious Sisters 
of Mercy concerning the sprout project. 
We have plans to visit the provincilate 
in Dallas. PA. when South American 
sisters come up here. We plan to 
teach the sisters how to sprout so 
they can take seeds and directions 
back to the people who go hungry. 
Now we need money to keep the 
seeds going. We supply the first month 
free, then from there on we need 
Funds." "If anyone wants to donate 
to the Jonny Alfalfa Sprout Project 
they can send a donation to us. Deep 
Roots, and we will use it as seed 
money [double meaning)." People 
interested in this project can write 
to Deep Roots. 606 Market St.. 
Lewisburj). PA 17837. 

Further information on World Hunger 
issues can be obtained from the 
institute for Food and Development 
Policy. IB85 Mission St.. San Francisco. 
CA 94103. I highly recommend the 
book Food First, by Frances Moore 
Lappe and Joseph Collins 
Sprouts for the Third World by Bill 
London, was taken from . 'Sproutletter. 
II 24 POB 62. Ashland. OR 97520 

SPROUTS FOR THE THIRD WORLD 

searchers at Washington State 
sity (WSU) in Pullman. | 
jton. have for several years J 
investigating sprouts as a food 1 

.jurce for the people of the developing j 
countries of the Third World. And I 
according to David Beguin. of the { 
Department of Human Nutrition j 
there. what they have discovered ^ 
has "extremely important ramifications 
world wide/ Using sprouts. the 
researchers have created breads 
and soup bases that not only have 
high nutritional value, but are very 
easily digested. The digestibility 
is crucial for children and peopje 
who suffer from the cnronic 
gestro-intestinal diseases like dysentary 
or cholera. Food For both groups 
must be concentrated, packing lots 
of nutritional value in a small volume, 
and be quickly digested and easily 
assimilated—or it will pass through 
their bodies unused. America's response 
to the widespread hunger and 
malnutrition throughout the Third 
World has emphasized “high-technology" 
and animal products. Aid programs 
are often desingned to develop a 
meet-based agriculture by providing 
starter herd or introducing "superior’ 
animals to existing herds. Foods 
sent to these countries are often 
processed. such as refined grains 
and dry powdered milk. The poor 
people receiving the shipments of 
rood rarely have the money to buy 
it and can not set up the machinery 
to make it themselves. This sets 
up a cycle of dependency which 
destroys self-sufficiency and the 
health of people. Sprouts, however 
are a very different kind of food. 
"Germinating seeds is very low-tech. 
“ Beguin explained.. 0g noofl 

Op Op V ' T / T 
' T ' "anyone anywhere can 

do it." Promoting the idea of sprouting 
the present locally-available seed 
crops results in a locally-based process 
that helps families. villages. and 
countries on the road to 
self-sufficiency. Sprouts can also 
lead to better health. "Sprouting 
makes a good food better." Beguin 
said. "Poor people can get a lot more 
value from their very limited 
resources." According to the 
researchers at WSU. sprouting generally 
increases almost all of the vitamins, 
many of the minerals, and renders 
the seed or bean much more digestable.. 
Dr. Patrick Finney, a food researcher 
for the US Department of Agriculture 
who was working at WSU. has published 
a definitive scholarly work on sprouts. 
In the Seventeenth Volume of the 
text. "Recent Advances in 
Phytochemisty." he discovered that 
of all the vitamins, only d was not 

of preparing food for consumption 
in the Third World countries, 
researchers have taken the first 
incremental steps to promoting sprouts 
as a tool for food self-sufficiency 
and health worldwide. Their task 
(and our task) of promoting sprouts 
is made easier by the fact that sprouts 
are a traditional food in some Third 
World countries. Through education 
and research on sprouting we can 
begin to counter the introduction 
of refined western foods to Thrid 
World countries. 

They have also added sprouted legumes 
to bread. After comparing 25 legumes 
for nutrition and flavor, they decided 
that the flour made of sprouted chick 
peas lor garbanzo beans as they are 
also called) was the best. It had 
the highest average protein efficiency 
ratio and ranked among the best 
in digestibility and palatability. The 
researchers stress that their work 
with sprouts has implications beyound 
the use of people in developing 
countries. "Everyone can benefit 
From sprouts." stated David Beguin. 
For the average healthy well-fed 
American, replacing their daily intake 
of dry seeds with sprouted seeds 
would have a small but significant 
improvement in the nutritional value 
ot their diet. He estimates that 
the improvement would be in the 
area or five of ten percent l this 
is based on the average of dry seeds 
eaten which is a small percentage 
of the average persons diet) Also 
the researchers say that their work 
certainly provides that meatless 
diets are nutritionally adequate and 
that feeding grains to animals to 
produce animal protein is unnecessary. 
The main hurdles to alleviating hun ger 
in Third World countries appear to 
be overcoming the profit centered 
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CotjzATuAfEj FoRAioVlLoTTACASHI Shall Los Angeles County be declared | 60° YES 

the sun and leisure capital of the world?! 501 #0 6 

is?: 

chIT^~ 6 Si Scci/sj-iro 
She* kV°r*\\H 

President VICE PRES STATE 

insert the ballot card 

Vote-Recorder -jj 
00 N0TP^O?O^ 

SIDE OlP'l.c-BECt 
^N6EL^Wp^fDs0^^(^mE^'4l|^E TPu/YtPE'rV^^vr 3t> Tones t>y . 
Pn ftox fhos+ oo+raq«o<^s<ic'f‘ek'er/ 
AnnUc*i7AT+3-a^V CHUKH?7A£rtS*rfZ/- 

AnaKEim/tftEAjfs stu+s -siiN punk 
CA 92.S05 comedy DJofZe, w‘+hprce-rroiSH! 

VOTING 

INSTRUCTIONS 1 PP*<. friw WAR IT RECORDS, 

Box 1172, Suit land, Ml) 207AA 

Just when you were sick and tired of voting and all that 
bullshit. it‘s time to do it again. But this time it‘s serious! 
Ok, we changed it around a little bit this year, trying to 
get the crutial pertinent questions out to tne voting punk 
public. So hopefully we can find out just what you think 
about and do in the punk scene of today. 
Now think about this: you're voting for 'best band*, right? 
Now if you put your own band down that nobody has ever 
heard of because you haven't played yet. well that's like 
voting for the Peace and Freedom Party candidate for 
president. In other words Reagan/Mondale is gonna blow 
your choice away, justiike the Black Flag's and Suicidals 
are gonna dominate that category. So think a little to make 
your vote effective, because we arn't gonna list no 500 
runnersup. Dig. 
Cut this half of the page out. or xerox it. or even copy 
it by hand or on your home computer, just only do it once 
ok? Happy votinglll 

»»»»»»»»»»»» ♦ <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

"lake all -hacks payable to Paul A.W, Clark 
Distributed by Systematic 

klso avallabia by Asbestos Rockpyln: 
i Dylof of Cancer tape CP-5 2.50 ppd 
\ feetieel of Pun «t tape E? 51.SO ppd 

1) Best band of 1984 
- -■— -— w -u w u u—• v *-* c—— w v- i—i v v v 

NECR05.MA55ACRE6tfyjOPA * MISFITS *A.o. 
HlA ‘NAKED fJ\Y60N .GKH •DKOR.Y -«*.M 
COM ‘ICONOOCAST *5.0. • BRAIL PARTY 
C2D «PLAIN WRAP ‘GERMS ‘SECTORS aS.H, 

2) Best band of all time 

3) Best new band of I98M 

YOU STUPID DICK 
You pathetic punk. 

You worthless failure. 

WE KNOW WHO YOU ARE. 

Ml Worst band of all time A.1 

5] Best record of alt time 

6) Worst record of all time 

B) Worst record of 19B*4 

11] Best fanzine 

12] Best record label 

13] Are you in a gang? Yes [ ] No 

1*4] Are gangs a problem in yer scene? Yes [ ) No 

15) Straight edge Yes t ) No 

YOU ARE AN EP 
17) Best vocalist 8 song, 12” ep 

Available for $4.00 
from the F-TR00P HQ 
693 Marlboro Oval 
Lake Worth, FL 33463 

RELEASED THRU IMPORTANT l GREENWORID 

p is Also featured on the new flipside compilation 

IB) Best guitarist 

19) Best drummer 

21) Answer the blank in the cartoon on the front cover 



mwmnmm 
..‘WHAT I.DID THISSUMMER-.BY M.l.A. 

This summer MIA went on s 7-week tour of the United 
States and Canada. We would like to take this opportunity 
to thank all thoes who helped us and also to offer a few 
tips to other bands that want to tour. 

P ♦ 1: Preparation for a tour 
a band should do before embarking upon 

is make a record. Send your records to 
- • y~i will be 

"especially if it is' your bands 

■ The first thing 

I the eRadio 'stations''and~Fanzines in the cities you will be I playing. This is very important, especially if it is your bands 
first tour. Because if people in far away places have never 

| heafd your music, chances are they won't spend money 
I to see you play live. In some cities we found ourselves I wishing we had sent out more records. , 

The next obvious necissity you will need S9°°d- dependable 
transportation. A good friend of ours. Jon Shines, lent us 

■ his Van to tour witTi (Thanks Jon). By the time we. 
"home the Van had another m.OOO miles on it. a few dents I and scratches, and a very peculiar smell. [ a mix: of_ armpits 

and farts). It also helps if one or more members of the ■ band have some mechanical aptitude. 
The third most essential thing you will need to tour is ■ connections. Some bands are lucky enough to have a manager 
to book their tour. This seems to be the easiest most efficient I way to book a tour ( from a band's perspective), providing 
vour manager has connections and good sense. Some 

-bands like to book their own tours; This is even better. 
I if you have a responsible band member who is willing to 

out in a lot of extra time and effort. Since we had neither I a qood manager nor a responsible band member, we chose 
to have GoldenvoiceBooking Agency book our tour for us. 

I There were many times we found ourselves wishing we 

Mike L. + Nick hanging ai 
Vancouver Radio Station Steve [roadie] in Denver 

they won't spend money 

□e ol man on de porch? Mike driving 

7\T THE ANTENNA CLUB in Memphis 

i band called White Pride. who are stuck in 
- punk attitude rut - fuck everything and 
for the hell of it. and be the biggest asshole 
Not really a bad attitude to an extent, but 

racism and hatred sucksl Slod all kinds of stuff. 

members of a band called White I 
the nostalgic - punk attitude rut 
everyone just for the hell of it. cr. 
you can be. f 
sorry, guys. 

B-10-84 - The Antenna club in memphis was bust. We didn't 
make a cent. Played w/ The Minutemen - Good to see some 
familiar faces during the set. Mike rips his pants wide open 
♦ out hangs the of* slembulla. The sioht of him singing 
"Boredom is the reason" sincerely ♦ in all seriousness whilst 
his patumba (aka Phellum Bue-Bue) swings to the left and 
swings to the right is hilariously funny. Lots of free beer. 

8-11-04 - Atlanta- all day drive. Get into town just in 
time to play gig w/ Agent Orange. Set up ♦ pl^y-, wristta 
nightmare. Nick's side blowin brakers all night. Paul s patch 
cord shorts out. We sweat buckets. Good crowd. Back in 
the van ♦ start driving again. We don t know where were 
going - either Norfolk or Richmond. 

8-12-84 - Norfolk. Go to the Beach. Richmond cancelled. 
Crammed onto a tiny stage at Dominic s bar w/ a P.A. 
a big as a home stereo. Played 2 sets then off to rebel s 

house to sleep. 
8-14-84 - D.C. - Good gig. a real blast. Played w/ Agent 
Boranqe ♦ Marginal Man ♦ Body Count. Talked with Ian 
Mackaye - turns out to be a James Brown fanl cool. 
Nightmare: We get back to hotel ♦ must find a spot to 
park the van. It's 3a.m. * we have to park it right downtown. 
Nick and Paul ( being the only responsible persons in our 
party) flip for van sitting and Nick lost. He ends up nearly 
assaulted. Next day we check out museums ♦ memorials 
while Mike and Larry romanticize. 
8-16-84 - Philadelphia- A big name for a big city. Narrow 

••streets and lots oT brick... After, a. brief .rain .it.looked like 
. ..... V.V.VeVaV •*•*•*•* •%*•*•*•*•*•*•*« 



In7= Stan ford - Conn. Played the' Anthrax' ' Broke 
h» rilh Tt?9SA * played haphazardly. Spent the niqht in 

an art PaHor Antar®x 15 a model underground club, ^t has 

play in the basest!'rS °' under9r°u"d ■«. and bands 

7 ^'Y-C-- No gig. just sightseeing. Got s pizza 

Funifn PDZZfJ P'e yurn.1 'yent t0 Empire State Building. 
Fuckin huge. Paul got suckered by a con artist and lost 

B-25-84 - Phi 11 y again, this time The Underground Club, 
booked this one ourselves. Afterwards we stayed at someone's 
house and watched Police ♦ Who videos until the wee hours. 
0-26-84 - Boston - Drove seven hours to find the gig is 
cancelled and it was a Matinee show ( unbeknownst to us) 
So we would've missed it anyways. Morale is running low. 
We have $200 and our next show is 1000 miles away in 
Chicago in six days. Confound this booking agencyl What 
will become of us?7 

8-26-84 - Even in a crisis M.I.A. is into sightseeing: Niagra 
Falls. Enter Dave The Saint. Dave saw us in St Louis and 
asked us to play in Champaigne. III., where he lives. Dave 
saved us from our predicament. Dave and Ted ♦ Andrew 
[ both from The Breeders- great bandl) Are all nice and 
they entertained us for a few days. Mondale was at the 
college. We went bowling, pounded beers, and caught a 
rockabilly band [real bad) and the Dale Bozzio Lookalike 
contest which Larz and Ted entered, much to the cheorin 

Larry, Mike Nick, Paul [L toR] 
in Virginia Beach Lighthouse. 

Paul in Denver 

MIA w/New York bum 

At da beach. Norfolk 

London I860 - Eliza Doolittle come on downl Played at 
East side club w/Sadistic Exploits ♦ Ageing Coatbinge. 
The club smells of human excrements. Bad stage sound. 
uncooperative soundman, and Scott from Ancient Ooorhinge 
fucing with us by touching guitar strings while we play. X 
Nick oashed his head when he wasn't looking. Ha Ha. Went 
to Jose's house to sleep, turns out to be an eviction party .*) 
- The realtor showed up next morning real pissed.. 

8-17-84 - Baltimore- Played at Julius' loft. The entire 
insides were spray painted white art and areffitti like a 
big acid trip. Played with Stark raving mad from N.Y.C. X 
and Tales of Beeror (terror). Nick and Paul set up P.A. j); 
and loaded everything not a happy thing. Stayed a few X 
days at the Mobtown Crew's house. Lotsa skating 8nd X 
partying. Great guys. 

B-20-84 - Florence. New Jersey - Played with a big named 
keyboard mellow dance band called Illustrated Man . We 
had to set up in front of the stage ( Rockstars Don't movel) 
and Naturally couldn't use the mikes. Then Nick couldn't 
get the power cord to reach his amp - he yanked on the X' 
cord and pulled an amp off a 3 foot rack. It hit the floor 
♦ exploded in a shower of sparks, a fireball. ♦ a mushroom X' 
cloud. We played our action packed set to about 50 seated 
new wavers - they liked us. I think. Only made $20. b.u.c&Vt!/! 
but sold 18 albums..v.V.V.\V.V.\\V.V.\V.V.V.V.\V.V.VAV.V.\*jVi 

with Subterfuge and a Rockabilly band 
le. Great show, good to be "home . Back 
few days. 

THE END 
S TO> April. Necros. Becky, Tracy. Chris, 
ve. Sheila. Breeders. MobtownCrew. Ian. 
os6. Bonus Dave, Sadistic Exploits. Mike 
Tuna. Andreas. ARI. Greg. The folks at 
Dee Dee. The Icons. STaugherhouse 4. 

T. Antennae Club. The crowd in St. Louis... 
ithrax Club, No Lads. Christine. Michelle, 
n Sloan. Jon. Suberfu'dge. Mike Vraney, 
Otis. Robin. Candy. Bits of black tape. 
Alternative Tenacles. Maximum Rock * 



DECRY were interviewed in early 
November by Al. This was the eve 
of their first major U.S. tour. We 
had an interview with these guys 
about a year and a half ago. since 
then they have had a few personal 
changes, have played many gigs end 
have a single, a full Ip end some 
compilation cuts to their credit. 
Plus, they are one of my fave bands, 
so I decided to see what was new 
uith them. 

Al: What about the Cheap Trick cover? 
Farrell: Yeah, we do “Hello There- 
by Cheap Trick. Cause... it's a fun 
song and it's a good way to open the 
show by sayina “Hello There". Why 
start out with somehting gloomy 
like “Good Bve There. youYe all 
dead, ah ah an“ We're having fun. 
Todd: We have a record out with 
12 songs titled “Falling* One of our 

/ new songs. 
*AI: So what are the new new songs 
about then? 
Farrell: We have a song of Flipside 
Vinyl Fanzine II called "Island 
Paradise". It was the first song we 
all wrote together. 
Pat: Uh uh Taz and I wrote that song 
two years agol It's an old Atoms song. 
Farrell: But we all wrote the lyrics. 
It's all about escapism - about escaping 
to your own. not going somewhere, 
just inside yourself, you want to get 
away from something so you escape. 
If your own mind you can escape 
by thinking of your own place to 
go. It can be with drugs or it can 
Be in your mind, ya know? Just slip 
away. I'm sure some people have 
done that.... “Nothing Sacred“ is 
brand spanking new. it's a religious 
song. It's not against religion, or 
against the devil or the cult, it's 
just opening your eyes to both sides. 

Your worst enemy In either cam •9 a closed mind. It's good to know 
that the devil does exist end It’s good 
to know that God does exist, because 
they both do exist, it's just that In 
the song, the preachers don't Interpret 
the bible the right way -they just 
lead the Church on a bunch of bullshit 
about how like Gods gonna save you 
|f you lived in sin. It's just god 
• s not gonna pull you out tne mesa 

_you got yourself into. 

>>>>>>>>>)>>>>> ♦ <<<^u\vuwvv 
Farrell: Remember that last interview, 
it said something about O. well I 
didn't say it. you misquoted rr.al 
Pat: It wasn’t me. I wasn't there. 
Todd: It was me. I’ll admit it. 
Farrell: Now that we cleared that 
up - were in Farrells house, in his 
kitchen. cutting stickers. November 
first. 1 I oclock. 
Todd: On the eve of destruction. 
Farrell: We ought to do that sonqllll 
Al: Well, what's new? 
Farrell: My hairs darker, we’re all 
a little older... 
Pat: I don't play in 20 million bands 
anymore, now only five. We picked 
up a stray guitar player that I was 
*P a band with called the Atoms. 
Farrell: Since the last interview we 
have made some changes, for the 
better of course, we have Pat Muffins 
Muszmgo playing skins, and Taz J 
Muffington Rug playing guitar, and 
Andrew doesn't get so high anymore... 
Todd: Bullshit! 
Farrell: So where is he now? He's 
out getting high. Farrell learned 
how to silkscreen. We bought a van 
for $150. I still live in tne garage 
and I go to school and I have my job 
too. I make $1.25 more than f did 
last interview! 
Todd: So he can buy a quart of beer 
more per hour. 
Al: How is your music changing? 
Pat: We have a new song called “Dead 
End Zone" and if ZZ Top ever heard 
it they would be proud of us. 

TodcT: We're slowing down a little 
bit and trying to put a little more 
intricasy into our music. I know how 
to play bass nowllll 
Pat: Not more intric... intra. what 
ever lOid I spell it right-ed.) A lot 
of bands say they're going heavy 
metal but they’re not. they’re just 
progressing with their music. Tney 
are just progressing towards stuff 
they've felt tney always wanted to 
play. Now they can pull it off. For 
us. now we're really, not heavy metal, 
but rocking out a little bit more. 
Kicking it out a little more. 
FarrelR I think we are putting more 
energy into it. I don't think we're 
slowing down. There's more energy 
there. You loose, like the old saying 
"Speed Kills", you can go thrash out 
90 miles per hour playing punk thrash 
or you can slow it down a little and 
put some real feeling into it - and 
the music can have a lot of feeling 
in it and be more powerful. 
Pat: We still have real fast songs. 
"Nothing Sacred" and “Call To Glory*, 
but when you hear them it's not line 
da da da de de de de. it's fast but 
you can understand whets going on 
in the song. It's not speed metal, 
it's just us. 
Al: What do you think of the gig 
situation in L.A. right now. 
Todd: Sucks. 
Pat: People put down Goldenvoice 
but I think they are doing a really 
good job - they give a band a chance 
to play on a fucking great sound system 
on a god like stage and they treat 
the bands real good. They pey bands 
and do good tnings for bands so I 
don't see why people cut them down. 

Al: Do you think they spoils band, 
I mean why play a club when you 
can wait and play a G.V. gig? 
Pet: What clubs are left? Music 
Machine, that's it. Roxannes is going 
wey down. Cathay is gone. That 
was one of the worst places when 
it was open, it was a joke. 
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Al: So when people in Ohio ask you 
what the scene is like in L.A. what 
will you tell them? 
Farrell: Well lie to them ind say 
its greatlli No. some of the best bands 
are L.A. bands. 
Pat: L.A. is on top of it right now. 
not iust for punk rock but look at 
it: uogo's. Quiet Riot. Van Helen. 
Motley Crue. 
Todd: Bands in L.A. have a wider 
range of influences because they're 
exposed to a lot more, they have 
a bigger choice of bands to go see. 
A lot of places don't have a choice, 
what come comes - REO Speedwagon 
or stuff like that. But Canadian bands 
are the best in the world. They're 
really good bands.... 1 

Farrell: A. ehhhh. any Canadian bands 
can stay in my garage eh. (like House 
of Commons did). 
Al: So how far does this tour go? 
Farrell: We’ll end up somewhere in 
Pennsylvania. Then on to Florida for 
our Florida vacation. 
Al: What about Europe? 
Pat: That would be a dream come 
true 
and 

gonna move over there 

pack 

That 

WeVe 
get English accents, then when 

we come back over here we'll 
Ooldenvoice showslllf (Laughter) 
Farrell: Oecry from Englandl 
would be radlll 
Al: U.K. Decry. (Laughter). 
Pat: We want to get endorsed by 
a beer company too. we'll do “Falling . 
(singing) "This bud's for you. gonna 
make you fall on the ground, falling 
falling'Ha ha ah.... 
FarreTl: (singing) “Meisterbrow 
meisterbrow. this beers almost as 
good as Bud“. Oh sheeeet. ha 
na ha. 
Al: So what have you guys learned 
since the last interview? 
Farrell: Watch out of whietyll Ha 
ha Go to the doctor and get rid of 
itl 
Todd: We hBve been finding people 
who really care about other peoples 
feelings, rinding people that are really 
true friends and not justout... 
Pat: To get in on the guest list. 
Todd: You find out who are really 
nice, who really care about people 

ou find out quick. 
arrell: Like MIA cares about us 

a lot. 
Todd: I care about Mike and I care 
about Larry and Paul and Nick. 
Pat: And all their girlfriends ha ha. 
Farrell: And where they live because 
we can come down whenever we 
and ruin their house. Newport, yeah 
dude! 11 No. Subterfuge are good 
guys. House of Commons. Love Canal. 
Basic Math... 
Todd: The Half Skull ep, the nice 
guy epl The guys at Toxic Shock ere 
nice, this fat guy named O (laughter, 
but O refuses to say anything, he 
just farts on Todd). Everybody was 
nice in Las Vegas. 

turf Punks in Las Vegas 
The Necros are nice 

The 
soccer. 

Farrell: 
ripp on 
guys. 
Todd: It's not really nice guys or 
bad guys, it's the people you make 
friends with but... 
Farrell: They just don't have attitudes. 
Pat: I hear from other places that 
bands vibe other bands and they all 
hate each other inside their bands 
but in L.A. it's one continuous circle, 
everybody knows everybody and are 
friends and get along. 
Todd: Mad Parade are nice guys. 
Al: Do you guys all skate? 
Todd: I sketea through school. 
Pat: I skated through a court case! 
Farrell: I have skateboard now. I 
got a boo boo the other day but I 
saved my silk screens I was carrying. 

Pat: We're not a skateband but we 
skate. 
Al: Whet about the ad in Thrasher? 
Ferrell: I don't know, publicity. Just 
that name “Thrasher', it sounds radl 
Pat: Taz used to skate a long time 
ego at Marina for Sunspots and Tracker 
end I used to skate a long time ago 
and still do. It's fun. 
Todd: Andrew doesn't need a skateboard 
to get vertical. I dare anybody to 
find a picture of Andrew with his 
eyes open. (Farrell imitates Andrew 
getting high and Pat imitates him 
on the phone). 

Farrell: I was an alter boy! And a 
proud member of the Jonn Birch 
Societyll 
Todd: He liked the 9ecrifical winell 
Farrell: I got kicked out of being 
an alter boy, too much wine was 
missing. (Farrell shows everybody 
his hernia operation scar, ana the 
story of how he got it lifting a "Russian 
weightlifter" into his car.). 
Al: Ok the crucial wrap up statement. 
Todd: Ok, if anybody wants to write 
Decry. c/o Insane Industries POB 
3272 Arcadia Ca. 91006. That's it. 
Tell Keith Morris next time break 
a leg. 
Farrell: Yeah, don't break your back, 
it's not worth itlll Is a body cast as 
bad as you think it is? What can't 
you do? 
Pat: I have one last thing to say "Hanoi 
Rocks" they're our new main influence. 
Todd: I'm influenced by Personality 
Crisis. 
Farrell: Bloodlust would have been 
my idols until their singer came out... 
Send T-shirt orders to my house. 
Kirk, dudelll There's hope for you 
yet. we have t-shirts. If you want 
shirts write: Farrell Holtz 8247 Bleeker 
St. South San Gabriel. CA 91770. 
Pat: And if people want to send letter 
to me or any of us: Pat 5410 Dahlia 
Dr. L.A. Ca 90041. My mom will 
open them before I do 9o be nice. 
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JOHNNEY AND THE DINGBATS wereJOHN-Pve seen alot of bands do that I dont 
interveiwed think its fare to the other groups when they 
in mid sept, by Danny Phillips. tell there friends only to get into there band 
The Dingbats are; and not the others. 
•JOHNNEY NIGHTMARE-vocals TRACY-More or less we want people to like 
SIR. TRACY LEE WOLFGANG-guitar iiVSf*' us for our music not because there our friends. 
DONALD BAIN-bass f* JOHN-We're not trying to stop people from 
BOBBY-drums what they like just because there our friends. 
F.S. How long have you bats been together? BOBBY-Exectly! I think. 
JOHN-Five months. DONALD-Most people dont like us because 
F.S. Have you guys played in any other bands? we're not hard core. 
BOBBY-Section 6 I played drums. F.S.-Because the way you dress? 
DONALD-Me and tracy played in FFF. OhOONALD-They dont say anything, where I 
and two years before that we played with live people dress the way they want. 
the Heretics. JOHN-1 dont care about the way people dress, 
TRACY-Donald and I have been trying to get people should be more open minded. 
into bands for years together. We wanted to F.S.-What do you think of the scene now? 
find a band that did makeup and crazy things, BOBBY-1 think gigs are hard to come by. 
and so did Johnney. DQNALD-We're still hopeing that the scene 
F.S.-Batman Cult, huh? How did you all meet will build up like the scene two years ago, 
and where are you from? When bands came from everywhere to play 
JOHN-We live in the caves on the outsideand not careing for alot of money. 
of town. In a Batcave. JOHN-Everyone had a great time and not 
F.S.-How did you Bats meet? into fighting. 
JOHN-We met and it clicked. We all workDONALD-Tnats why alot of people stop going 
together great. to shows because they dont care for the violance. 
DONALD-1 met John about a year and a halfAlot of people still go to shows but most are 
ago when he came out of his cave to see ourbored and only go to get drugs or hang out 
bandplay. and drink instead of going in and seeing the 
F.S.-Do you have a cult following? groups. 
JOHN-lts more or less, we could call up all JOHN-1 would like to see the crowd get back 
our friends and tell them to come to all our in scene. 
shows but we dont we fell we're trying toBOBBY-Thats what alot of people want but 
construct the club and people have changed, 
a reelfollowing. JOHN-They dont realize that your going up 
DONALD-Not a fony one. there to put out energy and to nave fun. they 
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just criticise the bands. I would like 
to see them go up there and play. 
□ ONALD-We dont care if people 
slam, as long as they get into it. 
JOHN-lf they dont like it they should 
keep there mouths shut or leave, 
they got a choice, where not .twisting 
there arms to stay. 
F.S.-ls there any kind of message 
in your music? 
JOHN-lf there was any kind of message 
we would play the music slower and 
talk on a podium, must bands say 
there putting out a message but 
you cant hear what there saying. 
BOBBY-We once saw this band that 
played 
3 songs and it was the longest set 
l‘ve seen. 
DONALD-Now adays its not the tallent 
its who you know. 
JOHN-There some bands with no 
tallent that gat somewhere because 
they know somebody. 

plastic people out 

People should do what they want 
to do. 
and not have somebody tell them 
what to like. 
F.S.-What do write about? 
BOBBY-We dont try to rebel against 
anything. 
TRACYAOur songs are like short 
stores. 
F.S.-How about your stage show. 
JOHN-We want a more exciting stage 
show but it takes time. 
F.S.-Oo you have any plans for a 
record or recording. 
JOHN-We just got done with our 
demo tape. The songs are going to 
be played for clubs to get us shows. 
If we record for a record we’re going 
take our time. 
F.S. What are your ages? 
TRACY-20 
□ONALD-19 

Phot* <waic G**irctt! 

JOHN-18 
BOBBY-17 
TRACY-17. IB. 19. and 20 wohhhhhhhhh! 
high pitch voice. 
F.S.-who's the leader in the band. 
JOHN-There is no lead everyone 
contributes 
to the group. 
F.S-Do you think your sound is going 
to stay tne same? 
JOHN-Well have to experiment with 
other sound to progress. 
OONALD-We're "hoping in the to 
find somebody to produce us. Are 
friend CARL with his blue bus . 
and drives us to our shows and helps 
the band. 
JOHN - We do need help in finding 
shows, if anybody knows any info 
please write us for stickers and band 
info, write DINGBATS 
6515 BOTHWELL ROAD. RESEDA. 
CA 91335 

J^S***- a* ate’ a* aifc a* 
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stock for your 

shop and two days later find that your 
distributor has left town? Ever had a mail order 
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with Systematic. 
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— Our knowledgeable staff 

takes the extra time to 
help you meet your special 
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This interview with JOHN MACIAS and CIRCLE ONE was 
compleated In late October. Because of the controversy 
sufxounding this band, and the desire for John to get his 
points across well, we agreed to do this as a written 
interview. In other words we gave John some written 
questions and John answered them. John was very 
enthusiastic and compleated the whole thing in a very short 

For thoae or you who don't know. John is the lead singer/ 
songwriter for L.A. baaed Circle One. is the main organizer 
c V ■ .. (local gig promoters] and a member of ’the 
Family . He has been around Tor quite awhile and has been 
quite a visible* person in the scene. 

later on showing up to gigs with black eyes and other injuries. 
I felt hurt that people would treat these kids like this for 
being different or dedicated as we say. So that's when I 
became Mr. Clean (ala skinhead]. Then I found out what 
they were talking about and I lost friends who I thought 
were my friends (superficial jerks] and got teased, snubbed, 
harrassed. discriminated against - hey you name it. I got 
it and as big as I was (am)"1 didn't like it and stopped taking 
it. C'mon. when you start poking a dog with a stick, sooner 
or later he's gonna bite you. And you gotta remember back 
then we were a super duper minority. 2-3 punx per school 
and sometimes not even that. So when we (dedicated patriots) 
went to gigs and consumed limited amounts of courage 
(alcohol ana black beauties] we would go out on the dance 
floor and have on great time (aka slam dance to nerds) 
and the only thing that ruined our night was seeing the 
type of people who were regularly narrassinq us (aka 
hippycrits]. And I could honestly say most of them were 
jerks getting what they came for : TROUBLE. And because 
of this (I also admit] innocent people got chased out because 
of the strong hatred and resentment towards them. Yes. 
back then a gig was our only escape from this ever condeming 
world. So back then we decided that the only way to spare 
the innocent was to tell all of them (hippycrits] to get 
their butts in the back and we'll pretend they're not there. 
Yes. I agree it seemed stupid but could you think of a better 
alternative and do it? Well I have to say it was a good move 
we made, because what once was chaotic started to 
gradually dissappear (not the longhairs - but the violence). 
You may be thinking how does this answer the question 
of criticism. Well this is the flipside of the story. All those 
nasty ridiculous letters were written by hippycrits who 
got offended because they didn't have the balm to change 
their appearance to take part in a growing movement and 
wanted to be accepted by a world who they say they hated 

much for being so sneep like. And counted all of us 
dedicated patriots as fashion plates and trendies. Yes. 

I let all their half truth letters pile up knowing one day 
they'll be answered and the truth will stand like it's done, 
like it's doing and like it always will. Amenl 

2) A lot of people have accused you John of being crazy 
or schizophrenic. How do you explain this? Are you or have 
you been involved with drugs? LSO? 

First of all for every person that you find that accuses 
me of being crazy or schitzo. I'll introduce you to 100 people 
that will tell you different budl And as for drugs. I use 
to take black beauties on the weekends (not every weekend) 
and LSD rarely. I don't take them anymore and I'll never 
take them again, and I know what you're getting at. so 

this one: Football players, lawyers. Doctors, 
Musicians. Magazine editors (ha ha ha] hey. 

takes drugs, are they crazy or schitzo? Oh. and 

sr took drugs Al how does it feel to be accused 
of something you're not? 

3) You have a reputation for being violent at times. Lately 
it seems this has been directed at Qoldenvoice. What is 
this all about? 

Maybe in the past when I didn't have the will to control 
my temper, which many people can attest to happened 
rarely. But lately the only type of violence you'll see me 
doing is seperating the brothers from killing each other, 
pulling them apart, keeping them a distance from each 
other to let their adrenalin subside and snapping at the 
little idiots who egg them on to kill each other. And once 
they re calmed down we find out how it started. And of 
course, it's just a stupid reason, because there is no reason 
to fight when it could be talked out like adult mature human 
beings. And, the only time I scream is when one or both 
are druaged out and I have to get common sense thru their 
thick skulls. As for Goldenvoice, we gave their stage crew 
a warning when it was obvious they were trying to hurt 
the kids and they complied. We also acknowledge it's a 
very hard job and a touchy situation. As of now. big Frank 
of Goldenvoice with the big heart has two of our guys working 
with him on stage. 

*4) What happened at the Cathay the night GBH played? 

Michael Brennan had seen us (me and my friends) hanging 
out so out of fear of a door rush he let us in for free through 
the front door. We went inside and were kicking back in 
the backstage area where anybody is allowed. The next 
thing I know John from FBI booking is getting a security 
bouncer to kick us out from backstage. Hey I got pissed 
because 1. Rick Bolton and I started doing hardcore shows 
here 2. The backstage is the pits. 3. We weren't even by 
the band who were in a different room. M. He hurt the foolisn 
pride I used to have. So I ignored the bouncer and he persisted 
and called Mike B. and I told Mike I would leave the 
backstage area for him and not that Jerk (John from FBI). 
So I decided to be a jerk and stood behind John from FBI 
and when he realized I was there started walking towards 
the bar and I took bigger steps and cut in front of him almost 
forcing him to push me, which he did. I turned around and 
screamed at him to leave me alone and one of my friends 
took it offensive and socked him once in the head. I know 
it was wrong. I'm sorry it happened. No club was trashed 
or doors rushed, where that story came from who knows? 

5) What happend on Circle One's recent tour to Arizona? 
With the runaway girls you supposedly picked up? 

Well first of all call Paul from Roads to Moscow Records 
in Tucson, he knows those girls. He'll have them call you 
and they II admit that not one band member including myself 

I) In the face of public criticism in Flipside (andothTplacSr 
why has it taken you so long to grant us an interview. Or 
somehow answer to the public? 

John: It has taken me so long to do an interview because 
I ve felt in the past that we. as in P.U.N.X. have a lot to 
accomplish and a lot of goals to reach and it would do more 
harm to talk about them instead of doing them. It's seems 
too many bands are whining nowadays instead of qoinq 
out and standing for what they believe in thus becominq 
what they hate most: politicians running for office out 
to steal vour hope and respect and run off with your money! 
And as far as public criticism, to explain this one you're 
gonna have to be patient because the only way to answer 
this question is to start from the beginning. Oil Here we 
go. When I first started going to shows my heir was quite 
normal you could say. and it made no difference. Until 
I made friends with some skinheads and other punx who 
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rode in that van with them. Instead they were family who 
brought up our equipment for us. [We always travel with 
more than one auto since all the boys like a family vacation 
now and then). I usually ride with the bros but this 
time I refused to ride in that van on the way back because 
of those girls being nice to two of the guys to make sure 
they got a ride to L.A. I figured it might be one long hot 
sweaty stinking ride back. Hey it was bad enough with 
9 of us sweating in their from the heat and besides I've 
taken in runaways [the Wig) and I know the best place for 
them is home or close to home. Not 350 miles away. But 
the driver and someone else [ha ha ha) have their own minds 
and you can guess where their minds were at the time. 
Oh yeah. Troy is going to write a letter to tell all of you 
curious people with your brains you know where, all about 
it. 

6) What are your current religious beliefs? Are you still 
involved with Christians to the point that you were in the 
movie 'Another State of Mind'? 

First of all what's this "current" nonsense. I don't jump 
from religion to religion. I've always believed in Jesus Christ, 
but lived the Christian way for 8 months and slipped because 
of all the burdens and idiots I encountered in that time. 
So I was crawling with the rest for awhile. But I can honestly 
walk and see and hear and feel right now and I'm marching 
on that narrow path and all praises to the King for not 
forgetting about his soldier John or the very few in the 
scene for that matter. Now before all you unbelivers start 
unbelieving and doubters start doubting, let me be the 
first to tell you. If you haven't heard, all these churches: 
Catholics - Advents - Pentecost - Methodist - Christian 
Science even a lot of Born Again Christian churches are 
off the mark. They're hypocrites who preach a false doctorine 
for their parishoners comfort so they won't offend them 
and they could keep on taking their money blind. The Catholic 
Church is the great Harlot who will screw many out of 
eternity. Listen, take it from Brother John, you have to 
be a fanatic for the King that's the only way. He'll gladly 
help you make it. but he can't force you. Now that I've 
said that you oh so smart intellignet beings (ha ha ha] can 
scoff and laugh and point and call me a helpless mixed 
up ignorant fool. Well let me tell you I'm not running for 
office and you can't tell me this burning sensation in my 
heart that will never go out is not for real and tell me 
there is no God thus Becoming Gods yourselves, which in 
reality is just pure selfishness and a block that's hardened 
over the years. Well I'll end this answer with this: go on 
and take a chance and time will tell just who the fool is. 

7) What is your relationship with Richard Bolton? The Wig 
Factory? And the 'Born Again Christian' punk movement? 

This should also answer the second part of #8. I first met 
Rich when he was running Bard's Apollo. We played our 
second and third shows there for Mr. Bolton and later on 
his Victoria Hall show with S.D.. Bad Religion and CH3 
(Circle One actually made some cash!). After that he went 
up north and did some promotion with Paul the Rat. By 
the time he came back we had done 3 shows at the T-Bird 
and were barely staying alive. So he booked our next two 
shows and saved P.U.N.X. from financial ruin by getting 
rid of guarantees and working on a percentage basis (getting 
paid what you're worth). Plus he added themes for each 
of our shows. And as for the Wig. it was the headquarters 
for P.U.N.X. and one day we were working out front on 
some landscaping and some PR kid (runawayjstarted helping 
us. When we found out their predicament we decided to 
give them food and shelter. Eventually the word spread 
and withen a month we were supporting 25 runaways. About 
half were addicted to various kinds of drugs and came from 
broken homes. Our bills were tremendous, but all of the 
people who attended our concerts (T-Bird. Cathay) were 
actually helping us pay for necessities, in other words we 
couldn't have done it without you. "The Born Again Christian 
Punk Movement*, well that's news to me. I had no idea 
that there was one. I'm sure there are a few that are out 
there. But how many are willing to sacrifice their life? 
Remember true Christianity is very unpopular today. More 
than ever before. Which means we're coming even closer 
and as our King has promised, he will take up his remant. 

8) I've heard different people tell me you were 'straight 
edge', "strung out' and "cnristian" all in the same week. 
Do these things happen or is it just talk? 

This is true for everybody. People are going to see you 
just the way they want to see you. For example my non 
Christian friends that are straight edge are going to tell 
you or anybody else that I am straight edge, which I am. 
My Christian friends will tell you lTm Christian, knowing 
that covers both. Then my enemies who are either selfish 
or too weak to live with out their crutches and will deny 
the King and God and themselves for that matter will slander 
me and say I'm strung out. Anybody who really knows me 
will tell you I've never been strung out in my entire life. 
I'm not saying I'm better but instead I'm saying I've never 
been dependant on any drug. 

9) Why do you think you and Circle One get so much 
criticism? 

Because when you stand up for what you believe in you 
make yourself a target for the people who don't have a 
backbone nor brain nor heart. And as for Circle One. it's 
a part of that target. 

10) What is 'the Family'? Why do some people call it a 
gang? How many members does it involve? What constitutes 

a member? What is the purpose of "the Family"? 

The Family is a name that came about at the same time 
P.U.N.X. started surfacing. At that time we had multiplied 
through different areas growing at the same time so all 
the brothers were bringing new people into the scene and 
the sisters were bringing sisters so everybody didn t quite 
know everybody and sometimes a standoff would appear 
and the older Bros would get between them and tell them 
to cool it and that we're brothers and brothers don t fight, 
but protect each other from bouncers and big jarheads 
out to hurt people in the pit and not to swing on a fellow 
patriot for any reason. Yes. I better mention that some 
of us had and have long hair but the right attitude which 
is by far the most important! So the name Family was born, 
and out of all the partyers. musicians and peacekeeping 
soldiers came bands who were shoutina for what thev believed 
in. From Oxnard came Agression. Ill Repute. Stalag 13. 
Dr. Know. MIA: Out of Sylmar came Public Nuisance and 
from Pico Rivera Circle One. From SB came Don't Know 
and from OC came the famalague's band M.O.M. But we 
can't forget the people who have served other ways that 
are just as important and their names are listed on a lyric 
sheet you can borrow from a friend. Some people call it 
a gang because there are a [very) few idiots around. 3 or 
q. who have to use a name to back up their big mouth. So 
please ignore them and confront me privately, not in front 
of the idiot and I'll give him a verbal lashing or worse. 
Tell his friends who don't like that bull either. As for the 
other two questions, it's hard to say just how much because 
we're making new friends every show. 

11) What is your status with Jorge Newbury? Did he treat 
you fair with your record on Upstart? Are you still in contact 
with him? 

You mean Jorge Newbury from Upstart Records and 
Distribution. Well we recieved a $20,000 royalty check 
and he didn't bother to say good bye as he sped off in his 
brand new Porche Targa. I'm pretty sure he s vacationing 
on some island. I'll never tel 111 Just kidding. It seems Jorge 
spred himself out too thin and went bankrupt and all his 
creditors are yelling "off with his head". But I can speak 
for the band when I say he treated us great. The only problem 
was he picked an undependable engineer which cost him 
some money. 

12) Finally on to Circle One. When did the actual band 
start? I saw a very early gig with Suicidal Tendencies, 
there seemed to be no animosity then, is there now? 

Circle One formed in November of 1900. As for S.T. we've 
been friends before that show, during and forever after. 
It seems S.T. has the same target problem as us. It seems 
people seem to point at people that everyone can recognize 
and the more lies and exonerations the juicier the story. 

13) Who is in the band now? Who has been in the band? 
Why so many personnel changes? 

Jody Hill on drums. Reed Gilchrist on bass. Michael Vallejo 
on guitar and me on vocals. Here's a list of people Who 
have played bass: 1st Mike Ituarte. 2nd O from Pasadena, 
3rd Danny Dorman, now Reed. Drummers: 1st Bill Iturate. 
now Jody Hill [Mark Abers filled in for 2 months). The 
reason for the personnel changes? It is very difficult to 



keep a happy marriage with 4 different personalities plus 
keeping a progressive attitude through all the turmoil that 
takes place in each ones life. 

14) What does the name Circle One mean and who named 
the band? 

Circle One was named by the founder of the band Michael 
Vallejo and it stands for: 
Circle: A group of people bound together by a common 
interest. 
One: Undivided, forming a whole. UNITED. 

15) How do penile react to your rather unique and 
controversal lyrics? 

First let me say all of us partake in the construction of 
each song. Since I have nothing to do with the music. I 
write the lyrics. But on the "Patterns of Force" Ip Mike 
V. wrote 2: "Plastic Life” and "Survive" and co-wrote 2 
"Patterns of Force" and "Destroy Exxon", which all of us 
agreed to record. As for the reaction it seems the people 
who don't pay attention to Satanic or athiest lyrics don't 
pay attention to our Christian lyrics and continue trudging 
on that ever widening middle road, which will take them 
to where pride and selfishness belong. Oh yes. to erase 
doubt I want ot clear up two issues: where it says "give 
jt your best" in the gospel, we're implying your BEST as 
in give it your all" which • sacrifice your old life for a 
new one. And Issue 2. the ending line in "Vietnam Vets" is 
totally whining sarcasm. 

What inspires your song writing? 

A strange phenomanon for some and a source of life for 
others, you see I'm a fool for Jesus Christ and have recieved 
his holy spiritl Remember he who laughs last will laugh 
the longest, and that's a pretty long time. 

17) What are some of your newer songs and what are they 
about? 

We have a song called "Cursed”, it's about the foolish 
specifications up in people's minds, the way they judge 
by form. Another is called "Are You Afraid [RevisedP. 
about the way people hide from their fears, never facing 
them. Yet another is called "School Part 1 and 2" about 
the way we are trained when we are young to take the 
teachers word for Gods and later on the same thing. Thus 
we become Gods like Teach and overlooking all of our 
inperfections. Here's a list of other new ones we're also 
playing nowadays. Their titles speak for themselves: "A 
Rock”. "Meaning of Life". "Callously Smitten". "F.T.W.*. 
"Dying A Little Everyday". “Forever One Not Two”. 

IB) What is P.U.N.X.? What are some of it's 
accompl ishments? 

P.U.N.X. were people from various areas that were one 
in body and mind. That had ideas, goals, talent and skills 
and combined them together to serve a purpose to reach 
those goals, to show other people it could be done. But. 
we needed capital to promote our ideas and make a stand 
for our future. Each member was just as important as the 
next and was mutually respected, we put on 15 large hall 
shows, and sponsored about 30 dates at the Cathay de Grande. 
The Hall shows kept the kids at the Wig alive, since our 

overhead was high and profit margin small. We weren't 
financially well off to battle Goldenvoice who ended up 
taking over compleatly by bringing English bands over here 
and the lack of support for U.S. Bands didn't help. 30 paid 
at our last show: Batts. Vandals, Circle Dne. MIA. Abandoned. 
Wurm. while there were 1500 for GBH's second show at 
Perkins Palace. Besides that, instead of recognition we Sot rediculous accusals in letters, articles and newspapers. 

lur biggest accomplishment by far was the getting together 
of these individuals and producing a concept: Loyalty - 
attitude - family and sharing in all the fun a credit. Yeah 
I'm saying all the hardcore security, ticket people, stage 
hands, sound, booking, promotion, people were all relieved 
from duty and whoooping it up for the last band and that 
was something to see. 

19) What about the movie that was supposed to be filmed 
at a P.U.N.X. show recently? 

The concert was supposed to be filmed by some friends 
I know, but it seems I was to blame for that since I didn't 
persist on that project. It ended up getting filmed by Stukas 
Over Bedrock ana Mike Brady and I guess they have the 
film. 

20) Has P.U.N.X. ever tried to co-produce a show with 
Goldenvoice? 

No. Because of misunderstandings and a lot of foolish pride 
on both sides. But all that's gone and we're working for 
him now. 

21) How do you feel about Goldenvoice policy? 

Well I can honestly say now knowing Gary Tovar, he is 
a punk enthusiast and a businessman as well, which means 
he likes the scene and he likes making money - which is 
quite normal for a lot of people involved. But you really 
can't knock him though because he's doing a great job 
and is willing to help protect the innocent people from 
gang violence by giving us some control where other people 
[giant promoters) who don't give a shit would step in and 
let their no neck security terrorize. Thus creating riots 
like in the past. So as or now. we P.U.N.X. are working 
as an underground security force free of charge to benefit 
everyone and Gary deserves a lot of credit for that. 

22) What are the future plans for P.U.N.X.? Circle One? 
The Family? John Macias? 

What was mentioned above and as far as concert promotion 
and getting mass quantities together in different functions 
to get in the public eye thus making a stand for our future. 
Wefl we tried many many times and the lack of support 
is still there and will always be there, so no more. And 
at least we can say we tried. As for Circle One. another 
record, a tour and a lot of shows in L.A. - announced and 
unannounced. And as for the Family, making more friends 
and spreading peace for the enjoyment of all. As for me. 
I'm living for Jesus Christ. I'm fighting powers for Jesus 
Christ and I'll suffer and die for Jesus Christ. Yes. I'll do 
what I mustlll 

23) How do you feel about the current state of punk? In 
L.A.? The World? 

I feel it's still a movement to express how you feel on any 
and all given subjects, even though certain rags are trying 
to change that - but I choose to take that for what it is 
which is views coming from greedy, selfish, proud, "man” 
who by his own choice made this world what it is today. 
All ed up headed towards destruction. As for L.A. 
I'm happy to say that all the violence has dwindled and 
is disappearing fast and it wasn't accomplished by one person 
but by many. As for now, with Gary's permission and with 
the use of some or all of his no neck security we're 86ing 
constant trouble makers who are ruining it for everybody. 
06ed for goodl Scenes are popping up everywhere which 
is great. We hope to see most of them and hope people 
all over take everything into consideration before they 
make a choice - which means: THINK. 

24] Do you consider yourselves punks or a punk band? 

We're human beings in a human being band singing about 
people, good and bad. about stupid human behavior and 
what causes it and how it grows. We touch a lot of subjects 
with an honest view. As for the word punk, look it up before 
you label yourself, hey we're P.U.N.X. : Patriots United 
Now X- an unknown quantity. 

25) What are some bands that have influenced Circle Ones 
sound? What are Circle Ones favorite bands? [The entire 
band answered this one). 

Musical influences include: hard rock bands. 60's bands, 
thrash and heavy metal bands. 
Favorite bands include: Kenny Rogers. Frank Zappa. Jethro 
Tull. Beatles. Frank Sinatra. Tito Puente. Jimi Hendrix. 
Cream, Doors, and Aerosmith. 

26] All together, how do you think your involvement with 
the L.A. punk scene has changed things? What is the 
underlying message you want to get acroas? 

Here's one answer for both questions. By myself nothing, 
I person is nothing by himself but together talking, planning, 
then doing we could pro:ect any and all ideas or messages 
we want to get across to any person or persons in mind. 

27) Anything else you want to add or say? 

Yeah, it wouldn't be a Circle One interview without my 
closing statement: Praise the King, and if you can't, won't 
or don't, then BEWAREIII And expect him when you least 
expect himl 
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If -there's one word that could sum up the Boston hardcore 
scene of the past two years, it would be growth. A great many 

like SSD. the FU'S, DYS and the Freeze have become natlon- 
a??s rilc® -_——..rf hanrfs. releasine a tremendous amount 
ally known and r 
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°f ^H^ds^ucl^asPsycho,"siege,^orry'and^Cancerous*Growth 
new bands^ and are begining to have a tremendous impact 

on'what^as K! on^ of "the fargest and most productive 

scenej0°compar^many°of^the bands on the Boston Wot L| copp- 

this1 growth^Correcting 

^°?h^e^ !S2iSS boundarie^of hardcoret bu^in most 

patarity apparent in many of the area s older, well estaon 

Shed TakeSa listen to SSD's most recent release. VHow Me Rock. 
On all of its six cuts, there is a tremendously apparent 
matm^itv over.thelr~previous tv©.releases-. The leads of rr 
cois*Levesque add a new dimension to the band's dualguitar 
assault and with vocalist. Springs taking voice lessons. SSD 
are moving into a much more streamlined, yet still aggressi e 

direction with new material such as the 
of Rock". Their live shows are getting more and-more however as they are n0ving into headliner status and 

__ playing shows that they feel to have much more signifipnpe 
than regular hardcore gigs. Appearing once eve!pr bbre*r * 
four months, SSD are constantly debuting a great deal of new 
material, much of which will appear on an upcoming album 
scheduled for release sometime next year. 

DYS and the FU'S are taking much of this more professional 
directionas well. With newly added second guitarist Steve 
Martin, the FU'S now possess a sound that incorporates thrash, 
metal and traditional rock 'n roll.- With1their newly^release 
LP, Do We Reallv Want to Hurt You?, the band proves that a 
greatly diversified style can be a good thing. PlaylbS “ , . 
on a very infreouent basis, DYS is proving to be one of Boston s( 
most thoughtfull (Thanks to Dave Smalley's particularly insight- 
full lyrics) and musically well developed bands. On their 
forthcoming self titled LP, DYS will prove that a band can 
still play powerfully without leaning too far in either hard¬ 
core or heavy metal directions. The leads of recently added 
guitarist, Ross (ex-lmpact Unit) give the band a much fuller 
sound than on their previously released Brotherhood and 
with a more than adequatebecording budget, DYS have achieved 
what they believe to be the "right sound" that can sound 
tremendously powerfull on cuts such as "No Pain’ and highly 
well crafted on "Closer Still", a thoughtfull, but never wimpy 

hyc sounding 
ptoro- P*« V '-* . 

Srf• 
the newly reformed Gang Green with Chris Doherty 
w * • - eqp9n/4 recGntlv releasing a single on 

ill 
vocalist Dickie Barrett, the Cheapskates played a gutsy ska 

Taangl great"many new bands are having a tremendous impact 

three times a month). Sorry have a very "us^i^nd rock 
style that incorporates hardcore^ Friend has recentl 

their sound. Their deb - >-g~~ ——- been released on the Radiobeat label anc ---a-- 
highly varied, yet grasping style of this band. One of the 
better, but more overlooked thrash bands in the city is Psycho, 
who have just traded their second vocalist, Joe Classman for 
a newcomer by the name of Mega. On their previously released 
eight song EP, Psycho were fronted by Mick Keddy who was rep¬ 
laced by Joe about a year ago. Interestingly, guitarist 
Johnny X will be appearing on video tapes all over the world 
very shortly as one of the country's rising porno stars. 
(Hardcore pom, get it?) A four song EP is planned and will 
use Joe Glassman's vocals on three cuts while a special live 
cut will introduce us to Mega. Highly impressive as well 
is Siege, who have a nearly unbeatable tear-your-face-off 
thrash attack that is beaten by no band in the city. Also 
watchable is Cancerous Growth, one of the area's better hard- i 
core acts. An EP is planned to be released on Ax/ction Records.) 
Other interesting newer bands include The Edge (transplanted 
from Cincinnati) and State of the Union, both of whom have a 
great SLF sound, Jordan and the £ Transplants, No System, 
the Satanic Surfers,(hang ten to hell), the newly reformed 
Moving Targets, BAMM (Drunks Against Mad Mothers) and the 

■ ■* their national 
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tour this summer - 

'hile some bands are relitively new and certain others 
.seem to be relitively well established, there are a few bands 
I just on the verge of becoming extremely well known. The best 
)of these is Stranglehold, who play a hard, '77 type sound that 
benefits highly from the recently added guitar of Gang Green 
and Jerry's Kids axeman Chris Doherty. In their year and a _ 

half of existance, Stranglehold have released two killer pieces go, for more Boston info, 
of vinyl, .the first being a great mini-LP on the One Step label write: Mike Gitter 

,and the second, being a single, currently available on Taangl c/o Xxx Fanzine 
'Without much word of their current progress, the Proletariat 

Modern Method at 332 Newbury St., Boston MA 02115. 
An encouraging new label is Taang Records, an indep¬ 
endant that is putting out a lot of material on a 
highly frequent basis. So far, they've released 
singles by Gang Green, Stranglehold, Last Rights and 
are planning material by Negative FX, the Cheapska 
and the Rockin' Bobcats. For info on these bands 
contact Taang Records 84 Oak St. Weston, MA 02138. 

have had to just bring a new drummer into their fold as 
forme- drummer, Tom Mcknight left the band in the late summer 
due to personal differences. Meanwhile, the Proles have 
been working on a new record that should see release next year. 

For places to play, there seem to be two main venues, 
the largest being the Channel, which is starting to book hard¬ 
core on a highly regular basis with about two.shows.a month. 
While the Channel beooks larger bands on the level of Black 

/Flag, The Circle Jerks and SSD, the Paradise is the most en- 
\couraging venue with shows two or three times a month. Smaller 
acts like Graven Image as well as larger bands on the level 
of 7-Seconds, Youth Brigade and the Battalion of Saints play 
there as well. Bands interested in playing the Channel should 
get in touch with Warren Scott at (617)-i*51-1050 and for the 
Paradise, people should get in touch with the Count at (617)- 
935-5386. Various non-all ages gigs happen once every few 
weeks with mostly local bands at Chet's Last Call, the Rat 
and Down Under with the likes of the FU'S, Psycho, Sorry and 
Stranglehold playing. 

In terms of fanzines, there seem to be two regularly 
appearing ‘zines. One, is my own fanzine. xXx Fanzine (11 
Sheldon Rd. Marblehead, MA 019^5) which covers both local 
and national bands. The other is Suburban Voice (13 Portland 
St. #7, Lynn, MA 01902)-which covers pretty much the same 
material. Both give great insights into the Boston scene on 
a regular basis. Forced Exposure has folded and Conflict 
has moved to New York as publisher Gerard Cosloy now heads 
up Homestead Records. Appearing on a very infrequent basis 
is Smash I (299 Tappan St. Brookline, MA 02146) which is a 
well put together and written magazine with a great editorial 
viewpoint. Smaller fanzines don't appear too regularly and 
at the moment, there are none. 

The X-Claim label seems to be fairly innactive at the 
moment. The X-Claim! concept was to be somewhat of a means 
to unify the independant releases of Boston hardcore bands 
put out by different bands around the area. Now, Modern Methods, 
the people who put out the SSD and Freeze records of the past 
year are handling a great many more releases, the next 
being the DYS album. All these bands can be contacted through 

11 Sheldon Rd. 
Marblehead, MA 01945 (617) 353-8571 Photo - phuu 0 
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Crank Shaft 
Hollywood based band looking for serious 
hardcore bassist and drummer ready to kick 
ass. Contact Lino Lousy at Cathy ue Grand 
or local shows. 

13 yr. old 
Likes Oil and punk. Would like to correspond 
with others, esp within the vacinity of San 
Fernando Vally. Send letters of whatever to 
: KARRiv 444 Newton SR. San Fernando, ca 
913*40 

LETTER WRITE MEII! HELP!! 
I REALLY WANNA LEARN ABOUT THE SCENE 
OR ANYTHING ELSE!-Jake Tuck. *4*4Keats 
dr. Mill Valley. CA 9*4941 

BANDS: I'm starting a tape dist. Label and 
will be releasing a series of comps. And cass. 
LP's AT COST. Send Demos or write for indo. 
also BLAT! fanzine needs any and I 
contributions. Crajg_ Usher/4010 La\J 

16 
an 
Br 

SA‘2 
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16 year old female wants pen palsl Fave bands 
are. X. Bangles. Social Distortion. Youth 
Brigade. Stephanie. POB 436. BullheadCity. 
A-ZB6430 . 

WaNIEU. MmULlirfi and experimental bands 
needed for compilation cassette. Send tapes 
[studio, live, basement, anything) etc and 8" 
x 6 1/2 flyer about your band. TO IN THE 
CITY c/o Mark Hanford. 3055 Black Hills OR 
Boise. IO 83709. 

"20 vr old punk seeks penpals from all over. 
Into Black Flag. Oescendents. MIA and Vandals. 
Write: Karl Battles. 2724 166th st.. Torrance. 
CA 90504. 

16 year old punk living in vicinity of San 
FErnando Real dead scene out here. Please 
write! I'd appreciate it! Thanxl Pamela 
Vanderwal. 444 Newton St. San Fernado. Ca 
91340 

LOOKING FOR FLYERS. PHOTOS - MORE 
ON SOCIAL O.. GERMS. X CH3. MISFITS. 
D.I.. ETC_ willing to correspond with and 
trade with those interested. Write to Heather. 
5280 Eagle St. Long Beach. CA 90815 or Patty. 

/2724 W. 166 pi.. Torrance. CA 90504 

New band starting in the Chino area, need 
a drummer, and lead guitar, need patience, 
just starting. Thrash, metal band, for info 
call or write. Mike 15289 Yorba Ave. Chino 
CA. 91710 (5972361) 

I'm a 16 yr old Male, into MDC. DRI. OverKill. 
Powertrip. Crucifix. SSD. etc. I'm looking 
for guys or girls to write to anywhre. I'm in 
great need or flyers. Willing to trade or just 
to talk. I also want anything on Overkill or' 
Powertrip! Will pay good money. Write Mik 
4512 San Feliciano Dr.. WoodlandHills. ^ 
9I364JJSA^ 

12 yr old LA punk , fav bands G8H. UK SUbsu 
Discharge. Exploited write to Arne. 4848 59th 
gL. Maywood CA 90270(<< 

Guitarist wants to form band has equiptment. 
influences. GBH. Exploited, (musically). English 
Oogs. and Finnish Punk, for Sacto area- write 
Toren Valone. B73 40th st. Sacto . Cal. 95819. 

BANOS- Send tapes and flyers, stickers or 
just communicate. Putting on shows in CT 
and will give exposure on radio. Clark Yoder. 
BOX 1005. Hamden. CT 06518 
BBS BBB BBS BBB BBB BBB BBB BBB 
I'll trade my SOA "No Polisy" for the Jerrys 
Kids "Is this my world" If interseted. write 
Jeff ^2649 JSWTalbot. Ppr 11 and. Or e^9720J (| 

Rural Kentucy punks moving to San Francisco 
in late *84- we need information! Group includes 
musicians from 3 HC bands, zine writers B 
artists. We're stagnating here! Write. 3910 
Sunset Av. Paducah. KY 42001- Drool Beat 

I'M organizing a nationwide movement against 
registration for the draft, but I need your 
help, write Eric V.. 7924 Ryder Lane. Harrisburg. 
PA 17112 

Tapes needed for our 7th international 
compilation tape. Send with bsnd info to: 
Realities. 2745 Montaey HWY *76. San Jose. 
CA 95111-3129. All participants receive free 
copies. Order past issues. tl-6 for S6.00ea 
#c (best of #'sl-4,$5. 

18 yr old male seeks correspondence (esp. 
UK) Please write to David M.. 7943 East 
Lakenoll drive. South San^GabrieJ.^Cal^O 1770 ### 

WANTED: 
FLYBOYS AND CROWD LIVE RECORDINGS 
ETC. WILL PAY CASHIALSO EARLY 
SALVATION ARMY) Call or write: Nick B.. 
8861 Hopi Rd. Gargen Grove CA. 92841 (714) 
6365496 

pipeline fanzine #4 out now with diet of worms, 
cyanamid. scene reports, more! 5 out soon, 
with moral crux, dead milkmen, cancerous 

growth, rec. revs, plus lots more rad shit! 
end 206 stamp per issue to: 1418 Oak St. 

Highland. IL 62249 

START ART • 7 free. 131 West Passiaic 
st.. Maywood. New Jersey. 07607. A MOD 
'zine ,. small and to the point. Stuff about1 
the Fleshtones and the Three O'Clock. and 
there is a great little article on ‘Scooters’ 
(a continual column. 
JERSY BEAT. Vo).3 No.3, issue 17. free. 4181 
Gregory Ave. WeeHawken . New Jersey USA 
07007. A moddy. punky number here, interview 
with The Feehes and Jersey Beat interview! 
and lots more. And some Dooley cartoon 
contaminions. 
SKATE FOR THE C OF E. free. 15- the dataware 
zine. 8 pages of a article or two and record 
reviews. Hay. another fuckina free 'zine.! 

GREf A'lN'Sf AVtf c'dLL^fet. VK. 
i love you 

As much now as ever before! You're always 
in my heart.-DREW. 

16 year old newcomer, female wants to write 
to/meet punks . Write Krissy 16201 Wishingwell 
Ln. Huntington Beach. Cal. 92647 

NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH Mailing list, flyers 
free, stickers 5/SI. T-shirf5-S5.00. 2 for S3.00 
Send a stamp for free flyers NW POB 5301 
PJaya DeHRey^ 90296. New Metal 

Anyone wishing correspndance write to : Juan 
°OB 141 Carpinteria. CA 93013 or Mike 1028 
framer RD.. Carpinteria .CA 93013. Fav. 

Ijisane. Misfits. Stalag. BGK. will trade tapes 
J flyers. 

To the ouy who wrote me and wanted to do 
Swaps. I m sorry. I've lost your address but 
am still very interested to trade. Please write 
again soon. Thankyou. David Morse. Va Beach. 
VA 23451 726 10th st. 

SEEKING correspondence with peace punks 
from anywhere. Mark Cindric. 16 Garriso Orive. 
Plainvilie. Ma 02762 

Fanzine from n.j.. needs reports from 
everywhere. Send comics, artwork and articles 
too. Extra Cyst c/o Rich Haviland. 273 Hilicrest 
Rd. Boonton. NJ. 07005. Send records and 
fanzines for in-depth reviews. Cheap ad rates. 

Wanted: 7 ep "Skins. Brains. 
GUts". and first FdLtTUii—Pfelase "Yesterday 
is Gone* Will pay good S. Must be in good 
condition w/picture sleeve. Write to: Scott 
Josln. 14522 Larch. Irvine Ca 92714. 

WANTED: any live tapes by Misfits. Siouxsie. 
SLF. Sham 69 and most other "Punk " Hardcore, 
bands. Willing to trade from good selection, 
or I'll buyl Steve Daycak. 11110 Clifton. Apt. 
E-107. Cleveland. Ohio. 44 102 USA 

CHAOTIC NOISE 
Stickers. T-Sirts S5. mailing list. Info.. Also 
available for parties. GIGS. Compilations. 
Write to. POBox 5372 Venice. Ca. 902960 
Please S.A.S.E.) 

ATTENTION EVERYBODY! A new fanzine 
is coming out! only 10* but first we need 
contribuations. Bands please send records, 
tapes for review. Send ads. Fanzines for review, 
thanxx. 736 De Jesus Dr. Placentia Ca. 92670 
Mark mm 

BANOS WANTED:Cold Blood Cassette. Send 
demos. Don't matter if recording done in garage. 
Final compilation send to N.J B N.Y. radio 
stations, fanzines, writers. "Write Jack Wild. 
63 1 1st.. Hoboken. NJ 07030 thanksl! 

16 year old people lover wants to hear from 
others. Into the Doors. THe Dickies. Pistols, 
and Scrotum Head. Krissy. 16201 WishingwellLn. 
Huntington Beach. ^Cal 92647^ # 

ATTENTION! 
Will pay good money for new or used singles, 
live tapes EP’s LP's by Soft Boy and/or Robyn 
Hitchock. please sena lists to John Waiters. 
John. 4025 B. Hewitt St. Greensboro. NC 27407^ 

HEY FIENDS. Anyone into the Misfits. Horror 
flics or death in general and serious about 
it. write me. Also anyone wanting free artwork 
for Zines or whatever. Write! Riff Raff 559 
Prouty. Toledo. Oh 43609 

17 year old punk out of school, hates violence 
- ignorance, punks unite. I live in SF valley, 
call Steve (818) 7604812. 

OLD ENOUGH PUNK WANTS TO TRADE 
TAPES. FLYERS. AND SKULLS WITH 
EVERYONE. DAN WATERMAN/POB 5507/Yale 
stn./ New Haven. CT./06520 

ALL BANDS Copilation 
being made by C.H.R.I.S.T. mail order 
catalog/zine. Danse Moderne is one of the 
bands already participating Send sample 
tape and background of group plus pictures 
and lyrics if possible. (3 to 4 tracks minimum] 
You don't have to be great....write: 2 channel 
View road. Cape Elizabeth. Me 04107. 

26 ye. old male progpunk. wishes to hear from 
girls in Kansas city. Lawrence and Columbia 
area. I am sincere and won't scare your mommy. 
Write to: Paul Silks. 8432 Linden Lane. 

rairieVillage. KS 66207 

WANTEDrPeople to do scene reports from 
all over the world for my upcoming fanzine. 
Does not have to be limited to punk. ALso 
needed-suggestions for a name. Please write 
to Andy Welczer. POB 153. Livengston. New 
Jersey 07039 

I would like to comment on that JERK in 
FLipside <142. I thought punx stood against 
racism. Listen. If you think a punk is going 
to stand by you. your really messed up. The 
only people your supporting is the KLAN. YOur 
yhr kind that screws up our seen, racism sucks, 
ail those with me write to. Arne. 4848 59th 
gl.. Maywood CA. 90270] •••0 •••••• • 
WANRD: Stuff for my zine. ANything sent 
will be printed . Write to mel Guide to Insanity, 
c/o Justin Kell. 202 Lewisberry Rd. New 
Cumberland PA 17070 

ATTENTION... need daring, intellegent. persons 
to clntribuate to peon minded zine.. Horrida 
Bella, whatever it is if your confidant it's 
good, wi'll printe it. BOrrida Bella. 7526 Pasito 
Ave R. Cucamonaga. Ca 91730 
• •• ••• •••’ ••• ••• ••• ••• Chuck 

in Huntington beach. Please writel It's a matter 
of life or death (Fatel Embrace. Chino party, 
remember?) Hope, address above. 

CARE FANZINE is now outl Send one dollar 
and two stamps for the fanzine and sticker. 
Also fell free to help w/interview. scene reports, 
and we have cheap ad rates. Devon/Care 
fanzine/1401 Strong Drive /Las Vegas. NV 
89102 

Send tapes and flyers. stickers or just 
communicate. Putting on shows in CT and 
will give exposure on radio. Clerk Yoder. Box 
1005. Hamben CT. 06518 

ALLEN MILLETICS fan club %5.oo life time 
membership. WRITE to : AMFC. POB 521. 
Mechanicsburg. PA 17055 

2 Dead Llama on a kaiser" The only fanzine, 
that comes close to being as good as "Jerry 
the Orthodontist". Assue »3 only 30«. #4 out 
soon 40*. Also available ."Black Randy on 
Dangerhouse S5 (negotionable)S. Stepe/104 
Greenbriar ct./ E. Peoria. IL. 51611 

wanted 
TSOL pictures. I will buy any pictures of TSOL. 
either live shows or candid shots. New or old. 
I don't carel Jamie. 1612 W. Crone. Anaheim. 
Cal 92802 

♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ 
l m looking for good quality live or rare tapes 
of Misfits. Mission of Burma, (recent) Meat 
Puppets, and others. I have a good selection 
to trade from, and will also swap for tapes 
of Hard-to-find records like Crime, early Misfits, 
etc. Please contact David.c/o Hit the Trail 
Fanzine. 3345 Brownsboro. Louisville. KY 
40207 

Wanted, any and all Misfits records and 
paraphernalia, esp. old B rare singles, even 
if they're on tape. G.McNeh 9 Park Circle. 
Short Hills. NJ 07078 

2 punks trying to start a band, influences are 
The Damned. GBH THe Exploited. Want it 
to be fast. English-punk type band. Needed: 
bassist and drummer 16 yrs old or younger. 
Little experience needed. Write to Don and 
Ed at 23530 Via Eliso. Valencia. Cal 91355 

A local label- TPOS is looking for everything 
from scene reports for fanzines to tapes for 
compilations . write. Santo-16812 NW 73ct. 
Hialeah. FL 33015 for more info 
@$$ @@@ ®®@ ®@® @®@ ®@® ®@® 
ARE YOU A BORED PUNK ROCKER? WELL. 
I THINK WE'VE GOT THE PERFECT SOLUTION. 
A HARDCORE WRITING CORRESPONDENCE 
FROM ALL OVER THE NATIONFor SI you 
can receive listings from over a hundred eager 
penpals.. National Penpals, c/o Ryan TRavis. 
9 Weber RD. Belmont. MA. 02178 

I'm looking or a few depraved souls to 
communicate with. ANyone into Chnstain 
Death. Sisters of Mercy...brain. 1708 N. Karlor. 
Chicago 60639. 

ANY BANDS GOING ON TOUR IN MICHIGAN 
OR WEST LAYFAYETTE. OR OHIO . PLEASE 
CONTACT Robin Collins. 2003 Saybrook Dr. 
Goshen In. 46526.... she wants to start putting 
pn shows!!!!!!!!! 

HELP HELP HELP!!! 
OUR RADIO STATION NEEDS ALBUMS. TAPES. 
DEMOS GUARANTEED AIRPLAY. SEND 
ALL TO WYSO c/o Willian Fulmer. 1046 Cottage 
Court. Fair Ohio. 45324 

Mani-Oepressive punk looking to meat manic 
depressive girlswith IQ over 40. Paul D 1453. 
Pawnee rd.. North Brundwick. NJ 08902 

Hardcore thrash punk reggae bands interested 
in playing Miami: write to S.T. 12010 NW 13ct. 
Pembroke Pines. Florida. 33026. or call (305) 
4317536 

Punk in Salt Lake wants to start a flyer exchange 
w/ell other punks (punkettes) in the world. 
Send all flyers to PKA Att: Secret 1080 East 
1300South Salt Lake Cit^. Utah 84105 

Nuns in bondage, fanzine free. Also letters, 
comix and photos wanted for the zine. 

I Correspondence also wanted: Greg Gibson. 
• •• 'jf* Lynnwood. Clarksville. Indiana 47130 

wash d.c. zine needs scene reports, pix etc. 
Bands writel guarranteed entry. Write to Scot, 
Lost Cause. 4/02 Brena Ct. Ft Wash.. Md 20744 



Have Oils 190 Sec. Stranglers "Death and Night" 
(Japan], Rich Kids Ip. wasted Youth "Baby" 
ep (clear) Sin 34's first. Sean McDonnel. Flint 

fy Year old punk would like to hear from anyone. 
like death rock. Echo and the Bunnymen. 

3ary Numan... Have Gun Club photos to sell. 
Xlos John Lydon interviews from MTV and 
:T in print to sell, cheap! Like to fill out a 
luestioaire for a newsletter? Lori Stoeber 
!30O Maplewood Av.. Winston-Salem. NC 27103 ^4 

year old female skate punk want 
i love Code of Honor. Scream, Angry 
Descendants. Fang, and Violent F 
Write Kimm 07 W. Moreland. i 
£5004*2599. Martin write me now] 

THREE FEMALE PUNKS ages Kelly (15). 
Lisa (10) and Lori (22) want to hear from other 
punks, male or female. Punk life here is non¬ 
existent - how about there? 1700 S. Second. 
Morton. Ill 01550. 

ATTENTION all ban. wanting to be on a 
cassette comp send a high quality recording, 
lyric sheet band info and photos. It will be 
a rB^rrr.^iirj nrmg»nn Grgg ejn-aRTKL 

almost 21 ia available for parties, gigs, 
compilations. For more info contact tne 
manager at: 3331 Quartz In. D9. Fullerton 
Ca# 9To30ask Jor Brad obargeb 

Wanted: The Chiefs 45 "at the Beach. Pier 
10(?) - will pay S or trade Weidos "who what, 
way...- write 2 LA Zomboie. POB #31 3200 
Cahuencja JBL West LA#. C#aJ 90^068^ 

"Suffering from terminal isolation- do a good 
deadl Write me: Elizabeth Dunbar. POB 441 
Pembroke. MA 02359. 

<m a 10 year old and would like penfriends «where. I like oil music. 
5^ KesTprTTve.^ Van^Nuys.^ 

HardCore/Wrestling Fans 
e in a hardcore band or are a hardcore 
ise write us. We need writers for a1 
wresting publication. We want serious , 
tling fans only. More info will be sent) 
Write us at: POB 15037 Columbus/^ 

B * * *** 1,1 ••• ••• III » • J 

Art Thieves- IT Wjny uasBHLLfe 'the dev the/5 
stole the Mono Lisa Studio recorded. ComjftS 
with lyric sheet, stickers end flyers. 3.00 □ Jk[ 
send to Joel. 501 Cherry St. 17 Green BdvVI 
Wi 5M301 

Hi to Mike Welker from Laura in Csl. 

Post Mortem 
■Punk after Death" New cassette. Boston 
Hardcore at it’s best. Send *3.00 ppd to : Taboo 
Tapes c/o Mark 116 White St. Belmont. Ma 
02l7B_. 

V WANTED: Glam rock and Bat Cave flyers. 
4b' Also anything "Death" related I'm also looking 

iW w for a bat cave Jine. Many thanks. Write Laura 
„.f’S 103*46 Morning Glory Ave. Fountain Valley, 

vft* CA 92708 > USA 

ATTN: 21 Yr. cld Adrenalin Freak into Minor 
Therat. GBH. Husker. 7 Sec.. Snowboarding 
etc seeks correspondence from everywhere. 
Phil 34 Roxbury Dr.. Athens. Oh. 45701 ■ • • ••••• !••■••••••••••• 
BANDS Due to lack of material send in the 
deadline has been extended to Nov. 15th for 
"A Sight for Sore Eyes" fanzine comp. tape. 
We’ll accept any talent, punk, psycho. HO'' 
or^whaje-ver 1100 15th Sf. rI N.W.. Gig Hary^ 

/PUNKROCK Polly and Existential Ester Jeep 
/ letters, flyers, tapes etc before they kill 4aon 
( other. Both adore the Cure. Bauhaus. Vidteit, V Femmes. Nia Hagen and anything neon. A4(W 

xQnyx. New Orleans. ^LA 70124 | 

19 Year Old Colleng punk (the only one or 
my campus) would like to trade flyers witm* 
anyone. John FBM College C-54. Lancaster. 
PA 17604 Faves GBH. Exploited. Ill Repute, 
and Suicidal Tendencies. 

STRAIGHT EDGE NEWSLETTER: Anyone 
who want to be in the letter, or wants to get 
one when it comes out. write me. Mod. punk, 
skinhead, straight edge, anyone of anything. 
Optimist Scon flaxUfiQO Waterburv. VT 05676 ^ 

JUSTICE LEAGUE, mailing list and info. FREE 
stickers, t-shirts only *5. write to Justice 
League at 12737 Jelepeno. Chino. Ca 91710 

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR and cassette label 
wanes your contribution for a compilation 
cassette. Excellent exposure. Write Barry. 
Falling A. 56 Madeira Rd.. Holland on Sea. 
Clacton. Essex. C015 5NE England. Robert 
Bob Moore Mr. Version Sound please write, 
or anyone knowing his where abouts write. 
• a r a • • a a ar a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 

FEAMLE PUNKS on their own. Looking for 
a place to stay with little or no obligation, 
come and go as you please. Near San Clemente 
Ca. IB or older please. Picture if possible. 
Rare opportunity. More info write Brett Freeson 
or Barry Delinger at San Mateo Disbo Camp. 

have millions of flyers to trade. My only purpose 
in life is to trade flyers with you. Fave bands: 
Misfits and Sam Hain. Send cool flyers to: 
Punk Rock Pete 210 Hacienda. Arcadia CA 
9100B. PS Don't write to Chris Mitrovich. 
he’s greeeeeedyl 

WANTED TO TRADE Videos. Have much punk, 
funk and 50's etc to trade for same. Dave 

l Wright 921 Central Av. New Providence. NJ 

WANTED (cash or trade): Die Kreuzens "Cows 
and Beer". Necros 1st and 2nd. SSD first. 
Charred Remains cassette. Faith/Void album. 

donatioftSj-L^Tni i hiMinmr c17~ Yu—tt>H| «i 
Carpentaria. CA 9391J It's Culled "Public 
Enemy". 

ANTI TAPE by the Anti Social of Lansing. 
Hell it gotz 15 songs on one tape. Send a tape 
with cover and 3 stamps to Boom he will send 
you back you Anti tape. Or send *2.50 to Boom 
230 Wes t ak^St.. ^Kent 9h.^240# 

ANTI SOCIAL 13 The real HC zine. 50* plus 
stamp. Killroy. Musical Suicide. ADC. Toxic i 
Attitudes. Crucifucks. the Fury. Born w/o - 
A Face. Anti Social etc. Boom/ Anti Social 
230 W. JDak^St. Kent^Oh. 44240 

ATTENTION For info on the Mediocre Oatmeal 
of Texas' Underground: The Screamin' Shits 
write to: John El Sandbag Box 660 Bastrop. ( 

to Savage and 

xHAII C. Box 356. Mt. Olympus Dr. Syracuse. 
ylY 13210 

jNumb Sex Tape "Constantly Itching Down 
>-l£ere" killer punk from Ct. 9 loud fast songs. 
■^QrTftHMl art and lyrics. S3.50 to Sean McDonnel. 
jJbx^^^lint Hall C. Mt. Olympus Dr.. Syracuse. 

''WANT jRSCORDS TO PLAY On radio show. 
wBSUStepmore College. 1442 Suny St.. Hebrocy. 

SALE Cortinas "Fascist Dictator" 45. 
"meatmen "Blood Sausage" 45. Necros 2nd 45. 
Pagens "Dean End America". Rik L Rik 
"Meathouse" White. Posh Boy. Trash "Priorities" 
45. Viletones. "Looking Back in Anger". The 
Users "Sick of You" and SSD "The Kids..." 
All in good to ex. cond. with pic sleeves. Name 
your price or trade. Barry Stepe 104 Greenbriar 
Ct.. East^Peoria^. II 01611. 

CATCH 22 COMP. Bands interested in bein^ 

utter Dr.Phoenix. A/ J35^020. 

ANY OF YOU DUDES OR *LADIES who dig 
pro wrestling (esp. you fans of Roddy Piper 
and the Road Warriors) write me t6day: B6ddy > 

129 Hiqhfields Rd.. Abington. Ma. 02351 

ANYONE who is willing to spare any Bad Brains. 
CFA. Husker Du. or Minutemen flyers. I would 
appreciate it greatly (esp. Minutemen) Write: 
O. Uhuru 110b S8n Rafael Rd.. #5 Glendale 
Ca. 91202 

^ ... 

ANTED: A copy of the Sex Pistol's "Great 
ock "n Roll Swindle " Video. I want to duplicate 

I will trade or buy. But be fair. Send info 
Kent McClaid. 964 MT. ViewN.. Twin Falls. 

03301 

My name is John Loveall and my fave groups 
are Rudi Peni. Crass. Minor Threat, and Crucifix. 
Write me. Johm 5920 Birch St.. Riverside 
Ce. 92506 

BANDS TOURING up the west coast of banbds 
who want to play up in Humboldt Co. (5 hrs 
north on 101 from S.F.) write or contact me 
to set up a show: Angie Holt 3222 High St. 

ureka^CA 95501 # # 

AT of Tales of Terror write me and tell me 
ow th£.ta*ir^ent. Angie HrUt tepe above). 

InARDCORE STRAIGHT EDGE punks wanted 
Jo start a band. Write Paisley Stark 13924 
^•licidad^Cir.. J4J2#DaMa#s. TX 75240 

SEND your contributions of pics, art letters, 
questions, pen pal adresses. record and show 
reviews and scene reports to a new fanzine 
write the Nihil 13924 Felicided Cr. #412. Dallas 
Tx 75204 

'WHITE PIGS "Victum9" ep 13 ppd. Keit\ 
Donaldson Box 10152. East Hartford. Ct. 001 

aM *uali da-L have it gqp^ 
And I would Tlke-AU_yptr-puoks thata 
for a letter to u/rirWTnJ Mmu* y irf ’■nnrltt'l 
fave bands are: GBH. Discharge. Chaos UK. 
and so on. But I love American core too. Ano 
Lube 4621 Ewing Av. S. Mpls. MN 55410 
•••••••»••••«•••••• •• • • • 
TO MIA - Mike. Larz. Nick. Paul AND Steve 
ll can't believe it. only 3?) Congrats on the 
tour! Success at long lastl I love you madlyl 
Scooter in sunny Lost Waqes. • • • • • • • * • ■ * •■'*•••••••**•» 
SUBTERFUGE the album is GOO!!! You owe 
ma»nnw rinnyi r ■mw »gn f~)in"i krrp on packin' 

/em mi Scooter. —- ^ — 

NEW TO THE SCENE. I would like to have 
somebody, anybody write to me and send stuff! 
Please send vinyl, flyers etc. I need to be in 
touch. Susanne Wilson 1071. Ventura Dr J 

sPittsburg. CA 94565 (415) 439-0506 

Trade riyera irflh iimi Tji|iaa \\jtfT"br just write 
if you re bored. Send all you flyers and a list 
of your records to Chris Mitrovich 233 Longley 
Way. Arcadia. CA 91006 I will write back!!!! 

fyANTED: Comix. flyers (10* for copies. 15« 
for heal), letters, opinions, also will be record 
riviewe for a fanzine called Submission. Write 
ti lOOEnW. Columbus. Bellefontaine, OH. 43311 y •••<•••■••••••••••••••■ 

"Attention bands and clubs: Do you want national 
at^pnrfnn? if you have flyers from your shows 

-Sod want them published send them to me 
at "The Flyer Flyer" Donald Smith 5012 Midhill 
St. Bethesda MA 20017. If it's printed you 
get a free issue. Thanks... 

Hey!! Zine needs contributors! Send artwork, 
reviews, comments, articles, scene reports, 
pics or anything eise you can scrape up. 
Contributors will get a free copy. Write: Sue. 
ISOOjCatasuqua^Rd..^ Bethlehem. Pa 10010 

HELP! I'm stuck in Sedona Arizona at a boarding 
"•chool. Please send me anything! Reply 
buarenteed. Esp. Test Dept, fans! Ron Dillon, 
/verde Valley School. 3511 Verde Valley School 
Rd.. Sedona Arizona 06336. 

Political Vomit is looking for records, photos 
and art from band in exchange for ad space. 
Please send you ad with stuff. Also need scene 
reports. Get free zine if used. Sean Landers 
RD 2i Box 2435.# Ettjrs. PA 17319 

HELLO ALL. it's punk rock Pete here. I still 

Will trade flyers from anyone anywhere favorites 
are Stalag 13. Vandals. MIA and Subterfuge. 
Please write Orlando 3566 Homecrest Las 
Vegas. Nev. 09121 

aHey kiddies, we need help with number 3 
of our fanzine send th8t kind of stuff, you 
put in panzines (etc. etc. ) to: Think about 
it fanzine* 2005 Palo Verdi Ave.. Long Beach. 
Cal.. 90015 

Wanted: Contributions, for a zine called 
"TRASH" in Irving, send tapes (bands). Any 
contributors will be sent free copy. Richard 
Garcia. Irving Texas 75062. 2022 Canterbury, 
or send 10« for a copy. ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 
16 yr old seek's penpals into HC. all over the 
world-trade tapes? Please send postage for 
return: Erick 407 N Signal OJAI. CA 95023 
USA 

Anyone interested in corresponding with Steve 
(20) and or Tim (17) please write. Worldwide 
correspondence welcomed. Soon to released 
fanzine. Influences: Gl. SSD. Minor Threat. 
S.Ten.. and Genetic Control. Write: Steve 
Smith, or Tim MacKenzie. 2100 Bleury ST 
Montreal j^yebec. H3A-2K3jCanada ((( 

APRIL STAR, i am sorry you deserve better 
than what I am which is shit I love you in a 
sick way but^you rnust^understandJYnjsicx.^ # 

10 yr old punk would like to hear from anyother 
H.C.. FAVE bands: S.Ten.. GBH. Bad REligion. 
7 Sec., trade flyers too. Will respond to every 
letter. Write: Fred Romero. 1912 S Holly Ave. 
Onthrio Ca 91702 mmmm ... ... 

There must be somebody out there who is 
familiar with Young Marble Giants. Essential 
Logic. The Gist, weekend, and The Passions. 
I'm searching for imfo. about these bands, 
lyrics. records. press clippings. pictures, 
anything. :Michae! Appelstein. 37 Grand Blvd.. 
Sgotswood. NJ 00004. 

Hll I'm 19 ♦ straight Edge into Death Rock 
and H.C. and i fove overweight skinheads, 
want to hear from everyone. BYE BYE. Karen. 
15047 Larkspur St.. Sylmar. CA 91342 

Drummer and vocalist wanted for straight 
edge band in Placentia. CA (E.D.H.S.) If 
interested write-1514 Shasta Way. Placentia. 
Ca 92870. or call (714)5247242 ask for Jonny 

or ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
WANTED: Live tapes by- Minar-Jhreat. Crass. 
Sham 69. SLF. Siouxie. fcarly CIasn\J.Thunders, 
and ton9 more! Will gr trpdfe from my 
collection. Also wanted pens from anyone 
into trading zines. shirts, tapes flyers, etc... 
Steve POB 440 Lakewood Ohio. 44107-0440 
USA 

BB&G* G.G., Z> BBC* BBB 
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14 yr oia pun* wants corresponaance with 
any and all female punks fave bands: OK. Fear. 
TSOL. Pistols. Write: Jeff 6723 Poinsettia 
CT.. ChinoJCal#917U)#.## Mt ... 

FOR SALE: 
SSO. 1st. Crucifix Istlorg. press). Necros 2nd 
Ep. The Users-"Sick on you". Rik Lj 
Rik’Meathouse" on white. Cortinas-'Fascist 
Dictator". All with pic sleeves. Send price; 
or trade to .Barry Stepe 104 Greenbrier Ct..l 
E.Peoria. Ill 61611 

< « «* p. y •** ♦ % * » «r **«•**♦* 

FOE SALE: Weirdo "Adulthood. Front"System". 
Howard Werth"Obsolete". Pagans "dead End 
America". Trash "Priorites. All pic sleeves. 
Send price or trade to Barry, same address^ 
as above. m99 m99 99t 

punkettes send me your nude fotos of yourself 
all ages all sizes to Steve 1660 E. Kingsley 
Apt. «4 Pomona. CA 

I WANTED: hye^junk tapes £ 
■ Brian\, PQft'TCr[TTTrit^u.upd, I • *» n-***1 * • - • • • • • • '(TrT 
Kftalian zine with lots of I 

Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha He Ha 

WANTED any Dischords. especially SSD. Gj. 
"Legless Bull*.Youth Brigade. Teen Idles. MT 
"In my Eyes" on red vinyl would excite me. 
as would the "XXX" cover Flex your head. 
Also. Touch £> Go's Top cash paid. Everyone 
send trade lists Robert Barnum 5437 Phillips 
Blvd.. Ontaril.^Ca 91761^ 999 999 999 999 

GANDHI 's REVENGE mailing list. 3407 
Crestwood CT. Newbury Park. CA 91320 
Free stickers. Shirts 3 dollars ♦ 1 dollar postage. 
For parties or gigs call (805)4995504 Ceric) 

WANTED: Anything to do with the Circle 
Jerks: stickers. buttons. flyers. pictures. 
T-shirts, live tapes, etc. Will pay SIS write 
to me and let me know what you've got. I.. 
answer everything. Phil Leith. 2314NI River 
Dr.. Moorhead^ MN^5656q# 999 Ml a« 

WANTED: Any live tapes of SSD. Necros or 
Negative Approach. I will pay good cashlSS.Reid 
E.. 3 Stuart Ave.. Willowdale. Ontario CANADA 
M2N 1A9 

If you come across any HC bands wanting 
to play Seattle have them contact me. and 
I'll get in touch with the right people. Thanx' 
agaim Pete. 19734 35th NE. Seattle, Wa 90155 

WANTED: Other Zines. scene reports. Pics, 
of any kind, records, etc...for "Irnbetticle 
Scab" zine those that contribute get free issue! 
Sent to: c/o Phil Perez. 4901 Van Buren. Yorba 
Linda.#Cal. 92688 

BANDS!!! Need exposurel? Promos needed 
for radii show ( WVNH) hardcore psych., weird 

IIshit, garage bands etc. Send tape or disc to: 
Noise from the underground 101 Crescent 
Way. Portsmouth. NH 038U1 

WANTEQ: Stickers, flyers, posters, info. etc. 
on Descendants. Siouxsie or OBH. Will pay. 
PLEASE HURRYI Severin 4817. Bindewald 
Rd. Torrance. CA 90505 

ATTENTION: to anyone who wrote Grudge 
Fanzine and sent money and didn't recieve 
their issue, please write again. I lost my mailing 
list and odn't have anyones address. All letters 
will be answered and orders filed immediately 
thanx again and sorry for the delay. Cara 
Valentino 1029 Geary #44 S.F.. CA 94109. 
(415) 8852905 p.s Grudge t 4 out soon. 

GRUDGE FANZINE #2 is still available for 
Slppd. Interviews WBad Brains, Government 
Issue. Necors. Bad Religion. Crucifix. Battailion 
of St., and Discharge.. 13 is also evaila ble 
W/DYs. DRI. Sucidal Tendencies. Double Cross. 
Tales of Terror and Stalag-13 a great buy 
for a bulk ppd (756 cover price, love mail., 
same addresss as above. 

Wanted: 
Youth Brigade's (LA) SOund end Fury 1st 
pressing. Also any pics, flyers of YB. Will 
pay good I. Anybody write to me. D.J. Shelby 
352 19th st.. aanta. Monica. CA 90402 (hi 
Dan Breton) 
♦♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ 
I'm 23 old male longing to meet women of 
the world, lam out of circulation for the next 
few months and would greatly appreciate letters 
and photos. Into punk and heevey Metal.. John 
Bradshaw c48263 E-137. POB 6o0. Tracy. CA 
95376-0600 

Vow **nee^s contributors 
for issue #2. Please send scene reports, band 
info and everything. Still need more info on 
bands with femafes for upcoming article. 
Keith/POB 35533 Stn’EVVancouver 
B.C./VGM 4GB Canada 

WRITE ME PEOPLE OR I MIGHT DIE AN 
EARLY DEATH..Chris Subarton. 1511 Faxon, 
Pkwg. Williamsport. PA 17701 
,♦♦♦ ♦♦♦, ,♦♦♦♦♦♦ .♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦, 
We re not asking for pity, all we want is supportl 
Can't someone out there help us??RUTH AND 
VALERIA. 10062 W. Highland Ave. Phoenix. 
Arizona, but it's really Toliesonl B5039 < 

Heart and Soul is what the scene should stand 
for: to mike (social Order). Maria 

Female punk wants to form HC punk band 
as lyricist and singer.in LA arreas. As in H.P.. 
Downey. Hollywood. Etc. Call SLASH at (@!i) 
5097533 

ASBESTOS ROCKPYLE recordings now 
available. Police State 7". 12.50. Festival 
of fun. 0 1 cassette LP. SI.50. Dying of Cancer 
Cassette. S2.50. All post paid from WARPT 
Records. POB 1172 Suitland Maryland. 20746. 
Make checks payable to Paul R. W. Clark. M. ...t »*• 
Any male skate punks wanna female friend? 
Some of my faves: Suicidal Tendencies. Black 
Flag, DK's. write to Julia K. 3549 Greenfield 
Ave.. L.A.. Cal.. 90034, Will answer all tetters. 

Persons in redneck land will like letters, 
fanzines, flyers, price lists, anything will answer 
all items. Wylie McMilla. POB 329b Harlingen. 
Texas 70551 

At last Tulsa. Dk has an all ages club. This 

has occured just a week eao-Nov-Bands will 
be booked-call Cyndi (918)683-2074 and for 
Norman. Ok (405)3295982-Ask for Michele../ 
Cyndj19 S. 98th ct.. Tulsa. Ok 74129 

TELLING THEM- is a fanzine which focuses 
on unknown bands and bands who are too poor 
to put out records . send demos and address 
to us so we can do mail interviews. Cartoons 
letters also .write: Vinnie Chapa/713 La Vida 
Circle/Vista Cal 92063 Send chicken McNuggets 
and $ 

Qnn?fl 

ith lots of foreign stuff needs 
Photos. Articles. Reviews, tapes etc. Write 
to me. Also swap photos, tapes, flyers etc 
and will help other zines for italian stuff.. 
WRITE: V.Le E. BE221 79. 20146 Milano. ITAL 
Thank: 

15 year old male seeks correspondence , fave 
bands . Rudimentary Peni. Minor Threat. 
Crucifix. Misfits write John Loveall. 5920 
Birch. Riverside. Cal.. 92506 

One mal gel looking 4 heavy metal heavy duty 
sub-genius biker(s). Tatons. grease, prophecies, 
and T-palmreadings. OK small box Drain sets, 
one-way radios, and other malicious creatures 
Not OK. Asshole Lovenot letters to first 9 
responses. "Bob" sent me-now satisfy my 
desires.. 4056 S. Grand #2n. Saint Louis. MO 
631 10-KT 

ALL BANDS 
TROLL is releasing a series of regional, 
national, and international compilation tapes. 
Zine will be included with each tape, along 
with llyrics. band info, pictures, etc. if possible, 
and a phone number. Troll. 302 Alder St.. *2. 
Mgrtle Beaoh. SC 29577 

PROMOS NEEDED BADLY 
For new HC show. DJ's have no play list! 
WWSP-Stevens Point wis. Large listening area. 
Please send to: Raw Vinyl CTO Jeff Taugner 
11 I Hansen Hall Stevens Point. Wls. 
54481.Thankyou. 

Early La scenester wants to correspond with 
others of the same who really miss bands like 
the Controllers. Rik L Rik(early) Flesheaters, 
Middle Class. Weirdos, etc...I know these days 
are gone but it really feels good to reminise. 

Write to Skott-4613 La Subide. PI Tarzanna. to .. ... ... ... ... 
ANYONE in LA or the SFValley who can play guitar. Bass. Sino or play keyboards of some 

ind and whos musical tastes run into the band 
mentioned in the above ad. and who would] 
like to start a band in this same vein, please 
write to the above address and state experience- 
don't need to be a pro also willing to start 
a band along the lines of the Misfits ( Fiend 
club member since ’00-81) 

£iler collectors: I am putting a book of the! 
best looking flyers I can find everywhere.! 
what bands are advertised is less important I 
that the artwork, you tell me what kind you 
like and I'., trade one for one. POB 49-4.' 
Pamorame City. Ca 91412. 

UNWANTED-"Shattered Silence"- headbutt 
Records-BYO records. POB 67A64 LA. CA 
90067. The Unwanted have a powerful sound 
with heavy metal influence weaved in.A 

15 year old boy looking for somebody to 
correspond with. Fav groups are Rudimentary 
ftegt. Crass. Minor Threat, and the Crucifix,1 

kWanted anything for my fanzine from England 
[/calleo "Blown to Bits". Fanzines writers please i 
send mw a copy your fanzine and I will ini 
return send you a copy of my fanzine. All! 
over the world write to Bazzy. 33 Ronaldshy.l 
Wides. Cheshire. WA8 OYr. England. 1 

17 year old pundett into Misfits. Sam Hain. I 
Anti Nowhere League. Parapsycology endl 
old and new Horror flicks would like to hear i 
from anyone. I've got stuff to trade. Lindsely 
706 Teakwood Rd. LA. CAI 90049 

Wanted: Any contributions for my zine * 
Foood For Thought* Send: Music for reviews.! 
any art....ETC Anything accepted get a free* 
zine in return! Robb 2052 Lathan/Simi Valley. 
Ca 93065 *Don't be a slug * ••• ••• ••• ••• • ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 
TO BE NOBODY BUT YOURSELF IN A WORLD 
WHICH IS DOING ITS BEST. NIGHT AND 
DAY. TO MAKE YOU EVERYBODY ELSE 
MEANS TO FIGHT THE HARDEST BATTLE 
ANY HUMAN BEING CAN FIGHT:AND NEVER 
STOP FIGHTING.-e.e. cumminps^ 99 

The time for CHANGE has cornel UNITE NOWIIl| ?ive them an alternativelll. Jeanie Williams. 
Bth-Bth Street. Upland. Pa 19015 

71 

We ere in dire need of mail from anyone about 
anything. We are especially attracted to any a 
artists, anarchists, existentiaists. or people 
interested in the occult:Mark Watson. POB 
11280,# Dal les.#Texes 75223 

Rare Records available: Pegens:“Dead End 
Series", "not Now": Alley Cars 7" and 

ghtmare City" album: "Beach Blvd 
(Dpopened)"; Simpletones 7": Big Boys 
JPnlorescent green 12"):Millions of Black Randy 
and How? RD Werth Singles. $4 each ppd. 
good to exc. cond. Write Steve 104 Greenbnar 
ct.. E. Peoria. II 61611 • •• ••• ••• *•* • •• ••• »* • * * ** • 
CATCH 22 fanzine wants youl Please send 
us your contributions, etc. For an issue send 
506 and stamp. Also wanted are Pen-Pals. 
Jim. 901 E. Buttler DR.. Phoenix. AZ 05020 
• •• Mt ••• • Mt ttt ttt ••• |(| 

NO MERCV" mailing list, pob 5373 Venice 
Ca 90296. Shirts S5. stickers-4 for SI. free 
flyers, allartwork by Ric Clayton. 

••• %• • • at t t • • tttt ttt 

Lonely rural NJ punk in Sussex/Warren area 
wants correspondence from anyone into 
punk/HC. Paves are DK's . Proletoriat. Crucifix. 
Freeze. Killing Joke. UK Subhumans, etc Bob. 
POB 87^ Blajrstown. NJ 07825 

Hardcore/Punk?Skin? Oi bands wanted for 
Belgian Radio station Punk show and fanzine 
called. UNITE and WIN. Send tapes, records, 
info, photos to. Luc Taymans. 81 Rue Du Dragon. 
1640 Rhode ST. Enese. Belgium 
ttt tttt tttt tt t • * t tttt tttt • • 

Gay Anarcho-Cepitalist- 25 pagan/, gnostic, 
info Brahms. Verdi. Wagner, wants to meet 
intelligent young New Wavw/punk gay guys 
to learn about current stuff! Chris. 1o2b N. 
Wilcox *622. Hollywood. Ca.. 90028. Send 
ghoto.^ghone. if^ou can,^ 

Toejem 
"Music from the Bowels of the earth" Tape. 
Two dollars PPD to: ToeJam/ 5014 Arbor Ridge. 
San 28228^ ^ 

Cognito. Ergo SUm-22. into Nihiism. Orwel. 
The Saints.etcis seeking members for the 
Black Cloud Brotherhood. No entrance 
requirements needed, just a real hatred for 
everything mainstream. Chris Axel. 680 S. 
Fifth#St.. Lindenhurst. N.Y. 11757 

Jogged Hate we play local parties, and play 
ori^mal^ music. . 

M* SQUATTERS:. 
Anyone interested in squittina in NYC for 
the summer of '85 please write, will be squatting 
by june and need more people, to make it work. 
Its time we start taking back what should've 
always be ours. Chuck Morse. 145 Fox Run. 
Poughkeepsie. NY 12603 

Radi show/ Fanzine desires your demo, new 
release, or promo info. Material returned if 
accompanied by a SASE. Send c/o The Fringe. 
POB 2507. Bellingham WA 90227 • •• ••• ••• • r« • •• >m ••• ••• ■■■ 

HARDCORE 
The bands I like are" Anti Nowhere League. 
B.FIag. Chelsea. Crass. Charge. D. Kennedys. 
Gen. x. Exploited. GBH. Sex Pis.. Sham o9. 
S. Little Fin.. Tempole Tudor. Romones. The 
CLash. Buzzcoks. Uk SUbs. X. Rattus. TSOL. 
Disorder. MDC. The Grim. Write: Juis Carlos 
Silva dos Santos. Bxa. Santo Antonio No. 639. 
Sao Gonealo. Retiro. Salvador. Bahia. Brasil. 
Embraces. 

BANDS, do you have decent priced tapes 
for sale? Send details-Name 9 or songs, price 
and address for free listing in a new reular 
guide to hardcore, tapes. Send a tape for review 
if you like to Revealin Da Lies POB 127 
Anaheim. CA 92805 

GABBEY. who was ato the Cathay FRI. 10/26: 
that long-haired guy in the Bowie shirt would 
ijike you to call (BIB) 3679469 and ask for 
Craig.. g I ease ? 

I Wanted: Any contributions for my zine * 
Foood For Thought" Send: Music for reviews. 
'any art....ETC Anything accepted get a free 
zine in returnl Robb 2U52 Lathan/Simi Valley. 
Ca 93065Don’t be^a sjug * m 

COUPLE DRIVING FROM Ml TO L.A. just 
after Xmas needs palces to stay along the 
way. Write to: Robin 63680 Zable Shores Rd. 
Sturgis. Mi. 49091 or Marc 10007 Manzinita. 
Alta Lome. Ca. 91701. ,,,,,,,,,,,, 

UP FOR TRADE SS Decontrol "The Kids" 
willing to trade for good ol Cheifs seven inch 
epl Write to Cliff 3045 Carmona Av. L.A. 
Ca. 90008. 

JAGGED HATE "Original punk band", we play 
parties, gigs and compilations in So. Cal. Liven 
up your party. For info: write Jagged Hate 
136«3 New Haven Dr. Sunnymead Ca 92300. # 

IT REALLY SUCKS so write: Faves S.D.. DOA. 
Business, manymore. Xie Doe 107 S. Highland 
Av. L.A. Ca. 90036.a 

DON'T BUY or sell collector records to Dylan 
Chon. He's a crook - owes me $651111111 
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IN CASE YOU DIDN’T KNOW, TOXIC Shock is also a record store located 

in downtown Pomona, near First and Garey. We're open 7 days a week & 

needless to say, we have the BEST selection of punk and hardcore Lps, 

singles, t-shirts, videos, fanzines in Southern California. Sorry, 

we don^t stockjnajor crap. For directions and info: 714-865-2088 


